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O m C I AODltSS. 
New York Cloak Operators ,121 B. 18th St., New York $i ty 
Philadelphia Cloakmakors 80 N. 10th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
New York Piece taitore 9 W. 2Wt 8 t , New York City 
Baltimore Cloakmakers *. . . . 2 8o. lligh St., Baltimore, Md. 
New Jersey Embroiderers 718 Hill St., W. Hoboken, N. J . 
New York Embroiderers 178 E. Broadway, care of United Hebrew Trades 
Bo*ton Raincoat Makers 31 N. Kuwell St., Boston, Maw., care of Rosenberg 
New York Cloak and Suit Tailors 113 E. 10tb S t , New York City 
Ne« York Amalgamated Ladles' Garment Cutters, t 7 W. 2l t t St., New York City 
BrOWMYllle, N. Y. Cloakmnkcr*..." 287 Sackroan St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
BOHOD, Mass. Pressera 230 Tremont S t , Boston, Mass. 
Mo&tre&t, Can. Cloakmakera. » , 37 Prinee Arthur, E. Montreal, Can. 
Toronto, Can. Cloakmakeru 104 Spadijin Ave., Toronto, Can. 
Philadelphia Waistmakors. • 505 Rood St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
S t Ixmis, Mo. Ladies' Garment Workers Fraternal Bldg., l l th and Franklin Are. 
New York Beefcnnakers | 35 E. Second S t , New York City 
Chicago Cloak and Suit Pressor* ..- '.•' 1815 W. Division S t , Chicago, 111. 
Montreal, Can. Clonk Cutters ,185 S t George S t , Montreal, Can.' 
New York Waterproof Garment Workers. .* 122 University Place, New York Qty 
Newark, N. J . Cloak and Saitmakers 103 Montgomery St., Ncwarfi, N. J . 
Ne« Haven, Conn., Ladies' Garment Workers 83 Bollock St., New Haven, Coon. 
New York 81drtmak«rs. 113 E. 10th S t , New York City 
New York WaltVgud Dress Makers .6 E. 17tli St., Now York City 
Cleveland Ladies' Garment Workers 112 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
Cleveland Skirt Maker* 112 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
Seattle, Wash., Ladies' Garment Workera.,...'. 8706 E. Union S t , Seattle, Wash. 
Cloak FinishoN Union.. '. .112 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
S t Louis, Mo., Cloak Presser* 920 E. 17th S t , S t Louis, Mo. 
Poekskill, N. Yn Underwear Workers 118 Grant Ave-, PeeksklbV N. Y. 
New York Pressera , . . . , 2 2 8 2nd ATA, New York City 
Boston, Mass., Ladle*' Tailors . . .230 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
Cloak Pressera Union 112-Prospect Ave., Glevelnnd, Ohio 
New York Ladies' Tailor* 72» Lexington Ave., Now York City 
New York Wrapper and Kimono Makers 79 7. 10th 8 t , New York City 
Cloak and Suit Colters Union 112 Prospect Aje., Cleveland, Ohio 
Chicago, 111., Cloakuinkers.... 
Syracuse, N. Y., Dressmakers... 
iVnver. Colo., Ladies* -Tailors.. 
Cincinnati Garment Cutters.. 
Boston Wnistmakers..' 
New York Children Dressmakers. 
1816 W. Division S t , Chicago, 111. ' 
124 Benwiek Pi., Syracuse, N. Y. 
243 Bannock S t , Denver, Colo. 
Madison Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 
34.-Grove S t , Bouton, Mara. 
70 E. 10th S t , New York City 
Montreal, Can., Custom Ladies'.Tailors 358 S t AntolneSt 
L » Angeles Ladies Garment Workera ,1310 E. 21st S t , Los Angeles, Cal. 
Philadelphia, Pa.,.CIoak Cutters .\ .625 Mifflin S t , Philadelphia, Pa. 
Chicago Raincoat MokVw^.. , 1145 Blue Island, Ave., Chicago, HI. 
Boston C|oakmakerL \ , 280 Tremont S t , Boston, Mass. ; 
New York Waist BuMooho,* Makers 106 Forsyth S t , New York City 
Chicago Waist and White Goods Workers .2024 Potomac Av., Chicago, BL ' 
Montreal, Can., Cloak and Skirt Pressors 37 Prince Arthur E., Montreal, Can. 
New York White Goods Workers 85 E. 2nd S t , New York City , 
(CONTIKUKD OK IKSTDB YIDDISH COVTJI.) 
. 
PUBLISHED MONTHLY IK ENGLISH AND YIDDISH 
VOL:- 6 FEBRUARY, 1915 
Editorial 
1 
THE DECISION OF THE BOARD OF ARBITRATION 
Last month wo gave in this column 
precise details of t,hc matters submitted 
to the Board of Arbitration under the 
Protocol of peace in the cloak, suit and 
skirt industry of New York. The Board 
concluded its sessions on January 21 
find handed down a decision on the com-
plicated issues that have been discussod 
by both parties to the Protocol ever since 
1911. / 
These questions were: (1) The right 
of the employer to discharge employees 
without reason; (2) his right ^ d i s -
charge employees when he desires to re-
organize his shop; (3) equal distribu-
tion of work. Elsewhere we give ihe full 
-text of theaddress of Mr. Brandcis con-
taining Ihe decision of the Board of Ar-
bitration. Here we must be content wi^h 
a few brief comments. 
• • \m 
sPiaiT OF PA,»N«ss . The question of 
AND discharge was by 
BOLB <WT BBASON far t h e fflOSt 
pressing, and the present efforts of the 
Board of Arbitration to mitigate the 
severity vxath which it waa weighing 
upon the-Union and so to do away witlr-
a fruitful source of suffering, friction 
and ill-feeling, will be received, wo trust, 
with satisfaction by both sides. 
So far as we are concerned, we regard 
the decision as the most important inter-
pretation of the Protocol and its. original 
intention. I t i s 'a complete vindication 
of tho argument tbat the purpose of the 
Protocol "mus t be read in the light of 
an honest attempt to eliminate uncon-
scionable and unjust condit ions/ ' in the 
relations of employer and employee. The 
principles enunciated by ^Mr. Braudeis 
in regard to the questions submitted, 
arc us follows: . •. 
That no employee. wl«t can be considered »* * 
n regular employe*, rfionld bo illwharged un-
fairly or without reasonable grounds. In othOr 
words, that the spirit.of fatrneu .and the rule 
of reaton bo 0*0(1 to 4etermIno whether or not 
an employee should be discharged. 
The decision naturally emphasizes the 
point that fairness and reason shall be 
meted out to the employer no less than 
the employee, for " the spirit and pur-
pose of the Protocol," according to Mtf. 
Brandcis, inelude, among other things, 
the following: • 
Firat: *%> &s*i*t the. employer in the p«*ce 
ful and unirfterraptod operation of his factory, 
in establishing and maintaining reasonable dis-







Seeoad; To assist the Cnjon ID establishing 
the strength and efficiency ©Tits organisation. 
a in! raise the standard throughout the 1rnoV> 
to the end that it may be adequate—that tho 
Union power 
bo beyond the realms of human achievement 
in this industry to solve that problem. , Tin* 
members of the Union on the one hand and of 
tho manufacturers on the other should accept 
that burden and devote themselves persistent-
ly, work i 11 g oilt soine standao) " • * they can 
m 
security 
and such fal. 
responsibilities nod perform the duties un-
posed upon it by tho Protocol, and to promote 
the co-operation and good will between tho 
Union and the Association, HO essential to the 
successful operation of the Protocol, and to 
the solution of the problem* of the industry. : 
Third: Subject to the foregoing provision, 
to assist the individual worker '" obtniniug 
and continuity in his employ-
distribution of work 
noss of general treatment and 
conditions as may !>e jtossiblo and practicable, 
having regard to the unavoidable fluctuations 
and exigencies of the work, and the imperfec-
ns and limitations of ordinary human nature 
by which, this enormously difficult industry 
must be admmintercd. **ft\ 
"*~e definition a n d in t e rp re t a t ion of 
e*e pr inc ip les i s left to subsequent 
ag reemen t by bo th .part ies l ay ing down 
t $ e ; necessary legis lat ion which ia t o -
guide the c lerks a n d t « e Commit tee on 
media te Act ion-
• • 
• d e c i s i o n of 
ANDAstnixATiuN t h e B o a r d of Arb i -
o r n u o M
 t r a t i o n p ^ ^ t h e 
root o f the m a t t e r , advis ing both pa r t i e s 
to ge t toge ther a n d endeavor to e l inu-
t b e causes of t h e t r o u b l e , " a n d 
' t h e i nhe ren t diff icul t ies; a n d suffering 
of The present s i t u a t i o n . " T h e first a n d 
foremost of those, in the opinion of t h e 
, is "theguestion of a standard' 
alien of prices." Mr . B rande i s ha s 
point o u t that , / 
At preheat we have only nominally collective 
bargaining. While i t has been stated that 
there ought not to be competition within the 
the Uhion we havo here, in a sense, 61,500 or 
2,000 different competing Unions (shops), as 
the 'piece price* are made .independently in 
each shop. Some --oy must be found of stand-
ardising prices, and it does not seem to us to 
\ 
to carry out the aeeure, and they must *ecuro some approach 
In the fixing of piece to reasoi 
priceaj 
T h e decision a s i t s t ands is des t ined 
t o e l imina te t h e m a i n cause o f f r ic t ion . 
W e believe o u r member s wil l accept i t in 
t h e s p i r i t in w h i c h , i t was u t t e red , a n d 
will endeavor t o co-operate In b r ing ing 
about the changes and improvements im-
p l i ed , there in . 
qv is iwisKNC* l ' * l u " a c a r e f V 1 P f i r _ 
o»- T H E ut.i ISHIN usal of the O p i n i o n o f 
Mr . B r a n d e i s , t h e r e is an u n d e r l y i n g 
t h o u g h t , which migh t be charac ter ized 
a s the " Q u i n t e s s e n c e of t h e Dec i s ion . " 
W e a r e r e f e r r i n g to t h e emphas i s t h e 
Cha i rman of t h e B o a r d of A r b i t r a t i o n 
places on t h e h u m a n initiation essential 
to the a d m i n i s t r a t i o n of t h e P r o t o c o l : 
t is understood that the parties administer-
tbc Protocol are to look into all the facts 
and to apply tin: «a>»o standards for determin-
ing the case! thus eliminating the burden of 
proof from all consideration. * " * It was pur-
posed in creating the. Protocol not only com-
pliance with, the Hpeevflc provisions named In 
the Protocol • '• " bat to enforce for the bene* 
iii of the employee his general humane right 
to fair and just treatment; or, to-put it in 
another way, to secure, through the instru-
mentality of the Protocol, the reasonable cer-
tainty that the employer would not exercise 
those rights which he possessed by law—bis 
legal right^-oppreseivcly or unfairly. 
Now, w h a t is njeant h e r e is t h a t t h e : 
clerks a n d commit tees h a n d l i n g cases 
shou ld e n t e r i n t o t h e h u m a n s ide—the ' 
facts—of eve ry case, a n d n o t t o crea te 
a n y r ig id legal formulas . A s a dis t in- ' 
gu i shed l awyer , SJr. B r a n d e i a knows 
t ha t rigid* legal fo rmulas c anno t app ly ' 
to a l l cases a l ike , a n d t h a t r e g a r d .must. 
I 
be had to ' ' the iniperfectious and limita-
tions of ordinary human nature." 
In other words, the Board of Arbitra-
tion did not even lay down a definite 
rule for what might be considered "fair 
and reasonable," because, in their opin-
ion, " i t might, in the long run, load 
rather to injustice than to just ice" 
They therefore advise that such'mattcra 
shall "be left to the judgment of men-
fsmiliar with the particular facts,"«'.>., 
to the human aspect of the situation, 
"becauso* the foots ;vary in particular 
cases." Since facta vary, then, to ap-
ply rigid legal formulas', or ""codify 
what ia reasonable," would entail injus-
tice. Inasmuch as human nature is of 
infinite- variety, and actions or facts 
vary accordingly, then, how is i t pos-
sible to apply to such cases rigid law? 
A good deal of social injustice arises 
from the application of rigid law, even 
where tho law has become obsolete antf 
therefore unnatural, and inapplicable to 
human relations. That is why certain 
laws are abolished and constitutions 
amended. Rules based on strict Protocol, 
law "would become so numerous that 
the mere selection or-applicatiori" of a 
-rule in every case "would present a dif-
ficulty 'almost insurmountable," while 
approaching facts or grievances "as 
man to man" does accomplish far bet-
, tor results. 
According to t 
minister the Protocol or deal with griev-
ances—human feelings—by a rigid ap-
plication of what is called "Protocol 
law," would be fatal to the principle of 
human equation underlying the Proto-
col. If the idea o'f "protocol" meamj 
anything at all, it means an agreement 
providing for peaceful relations. 
Hence Mr. Brandeis insists so much 
on the "(fair and reasonable"—on the^ 
human side, or what is usually called 
"conciliation'' How it would facilitate 
the work of the clerks and Committee 
on'Immediate Action to proceed in 
adjustment of grievances o n thi* pi 
ciple of humane consideration, reitcrat-' 
ed by Mr. Brandeis over and over again 
as being fundamental to the spirit of 
the Protocol! Guided by this principle 
in the work of dealing with grievances, 
we should, i t sems to us, be able to avoid 
lapsing into any serious dispute or dead-
lock necessitating arbitration to re-
move it. i 
3 
[II T O 
A WOK 
OCR M E M B E R * 
is Ntw vo: 
the' Board vi 
conception, to ad-
If there is one lesson 
more than another to 
(rhich the decision of 
bitration points, it is 
the lesson of loyalty and fraternal co-
operation unthlin our ranks. 
We must have free and untrammeled 
discussion and.ventilation of grievances, 
but. those should beconftned to th 
councils of the Union. The. Section or 
Branch meeting, the local Executive 
Board and similar, meetings provide 
ample scope for the ventilation of griev-
ances and discussion of trade matters-
The practice that has grown up, jlur-
ing the latter part of 1913 and the early 
part of 1914, of discussing Union affairs 
outside of the Union, of airing griev-
ances on Fifth Avenue, and of cora-
.plaining in irresponsible quartern that 
havo no connection with the Union and 
are not authorized to speak on its be-
half—this, practice is prejudicial to the 
best interests of the Union. "We appeal 
to those of our members who indulge in 
it to discontinue it once for all. 
Our efforts of maintaining smooth re-
lations with the manufacturers, in order 
to secure the benefits of collective bar-
gaining, are often difficult enough with-
o u t outside and irresponsible mecfdling. 
All human relations involving negotia-
-
~wmmm :.: 5 
4 TUB LAMBS' GAXMENT Woajtu 
• 
t*ona and bargaining art difficult At of this kind are of no earthly avail. They 
inch times it in highly desirable that oar havcavailed nothing to those few of our 
members should express their wishes members who have resorted to them, 
and desires in their own meeting room
 w - h i j c t h f l y Uxe complicated our prob-
and strengthen the hands of their repre-
 l c m i n n d obstructed l h e i r solution, 
aentatives whose mission it is to press 
their wishes and desires forward to the We call on our members to stop voic-
, , . ing their opinion outside of the Union 
Any member who exempts himself - »«*«»«» officially called for that pur-
from the o r g a n i c councils of his fel- P 0 8 * *** floor o f e v e r 7 S e c U o n o r 
low workers, imagining himself superior Branch meeting and our Union organs 
to thorn and beyond the rules agreed afford the best opportunities to any 
»pon for mutual good, commits a crime member to make himself heard in the 
against the common welfare. Practices councils of the Union. . 
• 
The occasion of the third quarterly the summer of 1914, and both •manu-
ring of the General Kxocutivo Board, faoturors and workers shared that ex-
cluded at Baltimore, calls for a . pectation. 
w of the strenuous activities pur- • ' • • 
sued by the International in many pants - p - o p ^ . ,
 DMAfl«it Unfortunately, 
of the country; of work begun and pro- ArnccTH unforeseen eir-
trrm achieved in spite of hard times and <**» IKITOTM cumatances arose 
adverse circumstances. which! upset the hopes and aspirations' 
When the present G. E. B. -was en- of onr people. Before the controversy 
trusted with the administration of the as to the length of the jaekets subsided, 
atTairs of the International and its lo-
cals, eight months ago, the hopes and 
aspirations of our membership were cen-
tered oii a brisk bVav season setting in 
the following month. Partial depression 
in certain branches of the ladies' gar-
ment industry has been a noticeable 
feature of the past twb years. UnemT 
ployment was badly felt in 1913, par-
ticularly in the cloak trade. This may 
have been partly due to the simple styles 
and short jackets, which the origina-
tors of women's fashions had decreed for 
that y«t, and partly to the unfounded 
fear of the offect of the new tariff. But 
" was every reason to expect a. re-
prosperity in our industry in 
and while all eyes were focussed-on 
Paris for tho determination of the pre-
cise styles, the greatest war in the his-
tory of man broke out in Europe, un-
settling the money markets, aggravating 
the .doubt and uncertainty in industry, 
particularly in our industry, arid upset-
ting the plans and calculations of half 
the business world-
' In organization matters the plans and 
calculations of the leading spirits de-
pend largejy on the devotion of the mem-
bership and the financial resources cre-
ated by that devotion.. This, in its turn, 
depends on that measure of prosperity' 
which enhances the earning capacity of 




tribute a larger share to the resources 
of the organization to which they are 
looking for protection. The Bummer of 
1914 was the hope and promise of the 
leading spirits of the Union no less than 
of the masses. The workers engaged in 
the industry .looked forward to the sea-
son 's work, that was to have begun some. 
"time in July, to compensate them for 
the unfavorable results of the previous 
.years.; I low much the fulfillment of 
that hope and promise would .have im-
proved their material conditions and ml -
vaneed the plans and calculations of the 
leading spirits, may be easily under-
Stood Bat that season, usually the best 
and longest in the year, was probably 
the shortest on record, and work in the 
shops was not over plentiful. The sea-
sou of 1914 was, in jshort—a disappoint-
ment to all concerned. 
-




ecutive Board of 
the International 
had an extensive program mapped out 
of work to be undertaken to fortify.tho 
various Jocala and improve their con-. 
ill lions. 
The Cleveland convention adopted, a 
unmoor of resolutions designed to give 
strength and permanence to the Inter-
national Union. Of particular import-
ance was the problem of organizing the 
workers in ©Very center of industry. De-
mands for this work were pouring in 
upon the International at every meeting 
of the Boardt and at .every convention 
held within recent years' They were 
particularly insistent within the last 
two. Tears. ' 
Our industry is extending to many 
parts of tfce*- country which were here-
tofore supplied by a few markets only. 
The growth of the industry is commen-
surate with the growth of the tfopnla. 
tion, and it keeps pace with general in-
dustrial development in efficiency of 
racUiods and other modern improve-
ments. 
As conscious workers we feel that we 
are by far the most important factor 
in industry. Without our labor indus-
try would come to a standstill. Hence 
our claims to a larger share of the fruits 
of our tofr^afeVntitlcd to recognition 
in proportion to our position in the in/ 
dustry and the labor and energy We con-
tribute to its growth and development. 
How can we achieve this without a com-
pact organization in every industrial 
center t How can we present our claims 
and receive the attention and respect to 
which we are entitled by virtue* of 
the important part we contribute to 
•he Industry, unless we should develop 
•organized and conscious power? And 
ir organize, means not only lo organize 
in one city and locality, but in pvoTy 
uly and locality where the industry! 
carried on. 
We baVe 
WORK OF a. K. n. x 
I>ONB 0ND*ra had occasion 
TBHNG CIRCUMSTANCES
 m o r e t h a n 
? once to. point out that the future prog-
ress and very life of our organization 
depend on the successful realization of 
this aim—the extension of our organ-
ization to all centers of our industry. 
But thiB cannot be done without ample ' 
provision of funds to pay the cost of 
agitation and organization. The Cleve-
land convention referred all resolutions 
»ind local demands calling for organizers 
to the General Executive Board for ac-
tion, and the General Executive Board 
has been trying ever since to satisfy 
these ever-increasing demands with all 
the limited.resources at its disposal. 
The membership may congratulate the 
General Executive Board upon a fair 
record of work done during the eight 
months of its adm in ist ration- This work 
has not been a mere walk-over. It has 
been achieved by patient plodding: and 
painstaking efforts exerted under the 
most trying circumstances of poof son-
sons, extreme unemployment and inade-
quate resources, . 
That many things have been left un-
done ia due entirely to these adverse cir-
cumstances The wonder is that so 
much has been accomplished in spite 
of difficulties, in spite of a disappoint-
ing-season, in spite of a European war 
that has caused dislocation in the indus-
trial and commercial fields of the entirfc 
world. 
To begin with, there was the victory 
of the Philadelphia cloak makers in Sep-, 
sr. The fruits of that victory could" 
be felt mostly in a good, busy season.. 
To our regret, such a season, owing to 
causes already enumerated, was con-
spicuous by its absence. Moreover, the 
ensuing dopression^hit Philadelphia 
even more than New York, and when 
there is little or no work to do in the 
shops, it is poor comfort to the workers 
that their conditions ipight have been -
far worse, if there had been no victory 
and no union shops- The fruits of the 
Philadelphia victory will be most no-
ticeable when, as we all expect, a brisk 
season will supervene upon the present 
depression. 
The organizing campaign launched at 
Clevnland and the-results achieved there, 
whatever the cost in energy and re-
sources, is, to say the least, highly en-
couraging. Our organizers have struck 
responsive chord in the hearts of the 
veland cloakmakers. Results are 
slowly accumulating and the locals are 
growing. Atvno very distant date the 
persistent labors of the International 
id its band of organizers HI the Middle 
Western City wHl.bc duly rewarded by 
a thorough organization of the workers. 
The work done in other centers—in 
Chicago, Cincinnati, Baltimore, Canada, 
New Jersey and other places has been 
in the nature of sowing the good seed of 
Unionism. Under more favorable SHr-
cumstances that seed is destined to bring 
forth good fruit 
*' * * 
In New York our 
M 1 M A M I A 1 . * . 
IMI'KUVK.MKNTS union may enter, upon 
iw NBW VORK ; t e c m j i t fijae two sub-
stantial improvements in the two most 
extensive industries—the cloak and suit 
and waist and dress industries. The 
work, of onr gencrftl and local officers 
has been arduous and uphill. At times 
it appeared almost hopeless. But the 
band'bf faithful and tireless workers for 
t(ho cause have persevered, in their oner-
ous duties- . 
The complicated situation in the cloak 
trade, which culminated in the decision 
of the Board of Arbitration,
 i related 
more fully elsewhere, had called for all 
the energy and resourcefulness at com-
mand to handle it, and it has beon 
bandied with alt the tact and quiet de-
liberation that the situatio'n had called 
for. Credit for this is due to the attorney 
for the Cloakmakers' Union, Mr. Morris 
Uilquit, v*jho urged the justice of our 
contentions with great force of argu-
ment and power of conviction. 
In the waist and dress trade the en-' 
thusiasm and devotion of the Union girls 
has been splendidly maintained in spite 
of severe depression and extensive un-
employment. ' This strengthened the 
hands of the local managers and officers 
and enabled them to continue the fight 
for preference to Union workers in the 
Association shops. The Board of Arbi-
tration, convened.to consider a number 
of matters submitted to it, held sessions 
3BB38SBBI 
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>r and, U|M>II this point, re- by both sides. If properly, observed they 
iterated its decision of the early 
of last year that preference 
workers is of the very essence of the So in spite of untoward circumstances 
Protocol. The Board recommended the 
appointment of a committee of repre-
sentatives of both sides to onter fully 
into the details of the grievances com-
plained of, and devise a plan to remedy 
them. This has since been done. Shop 
rules have been drawn up and accepted 
tho General Executive Board, at its 
third quarterly meeting at Baltimore, 
was able to preesnt a record of work 
that must inspire our members with 
faith and enthusiasm in our Union and 
urge them on to persistent efforts in the 
near future-
* FINANCIAL RESOURCES MUST BE INCREASED * 
carry 
' The question now is: Is the member-
ship prepared to strengthen the hands 
"of the International officers and enable 
them to carry on the wont already be-
• gun, and also to set in motion new plans' 
and activities t Is tho membership aware 
that in order to pnrs'uo this work, and 
carry out the mandate of the Cleve-
land' convention, the financial resources 
of the International must be increased 
without delay? It should not bo for-
gotten that side by side with the resolu-
tions bearing on the organizing prob-
lem the convention Qkcwise gave expres-
sion to the need of increasing the finan-
' cial resources of the International by 
raising the per capita tax. 
• Our International has been and "is 
working on the lowest per capita tax 
in-existence. It is precisely due to this 
that a good many of the smaller locals 
are left to-their own devic.es. The as-
sistance they require is mostly financial 
They need organizers to help them bring 
the unorganized people into lino. They 
cannot live on mere advice and instruc-
tion; and even advice and instruction is 
bound up with expenditure of money. 
Such moral assistance which the In-
ternational Union must give to the lo-
cals, even under the preesnt system, can-
not be lin<i without ample funds. All 
our local officers and active members 
know that the present resources of the 
International are utterly inadequate to* 
meet the demands of the locals for finan-
cial and moral assistance. Yet the 
smaller locals continue to make insistent 
and persistent demands for such assist-
' ance, and they are greatly diappointed 
if their demands are not satisfied. 
ABSOLUTE xKrwtsi-rr ueuce the dele-
OF ii uiuKH VVKH gates at the con-
vention fait convinced that there is only 
one solution to this most pressing prob-
lem; namely, the raising of the per cap-
ita to the International' In order that 
the G. E. B. should bo enabled to can,, 
out the program mapped out.by the con-
vention, the prfsont ridiculous per cap-
ita of two and a half cents a week 
member must be raised to at least ten 
'cents. Only this would give the Inter-
national the power and prestige it needs 
in order to organize the workers in every 
center of industry. 
In course of last month the following 
communication was received at the tfeft-
eral office: 
' / -
. " ' ' • " ' • ' " * ' .£-.'*. I • • • • • • • • • i 
^NATIONAL BROIHEinoOD PCI.*, 
TB AND PAPKB Mill. 
D BaoTRn: 
In order that we UJ.IV be in a position to 
advance an argument for tbe Increase of oar 
capita tax, "ill you kindly let us know 
what yoor membership pays each month in per 
capital' tax. Our la 30 cents per month, which 
it to? small to finance the organization prop-
erly. Wishing you and your organization con-
tinue! success, I *m, 
Yours fraternally. 
JOHN H. MAUK, Pr&.Sec'v-
Here is a Union, by no means as ex-
e as ours, declaring that seven and 
a half cents per capita a week Is too 
small to finance the organization. Bjf 
asking us to furnish them with an argu-
ment for raising their per capita they 
have indirectly furnished us with the 
best a rgument "We commend the con-
tents of this oemmunication to our mem-
bers and local officers. Let them ask 
Ives the question: " I s our Iuter-
treated worse in ' this mat-
other inter-
national 
But the difficulty is more than psych-
ological—it i s organic. Our locals would 
have no objection to finance the Inter-
national with a higher per capita if their 
present incomo permitted. Unfortunate-
ly their present income from dues and 
other sources is too small to permit i t ; 
and so we muni fall back on a proposi-
tion for raising the weekly dues-
. The record of work done by the Gen-
eral Executive Board in the past eight 
months, with the limited resources at its 
command, is a clcav indication of what 
might' be dono with ample resources. 
We call on our members to bestir them- ' 
selves,/u this matter. Raise the weekly 
dues and thereby raise your I n t e r n a - " 
tibnal Union to tbe high position i t 
should occupy in the industry and in the 
oiganized ranks of labor. 
of Board of Arbitration in Cloak and Suit Trade 
OF TBB1 THBBB IMPORT.*NT QUESTIONS SUBinTTKD BY TUB UNION (1) DISCIIAKUR) HI SHOP REORGANIZATION, AND IS) BQCAX. PlSTRUfCTION 
OV WORK. SESSIONS CONCLCDKO JANUARY II, III*. 
Address nf Chairman RnnadeU. 
...'•'ii'u.rl]1 tlip Board has given considera-
tion :o the very able and informing arguments 
whicl have been presented, and is now ready 
to give ita opinion. 
There were presented to the Board in toil 
proceeding three questions of fundamental im-
portance. First, the question relating to the 
respective rights of .employers and- employees 
jn regard to the distribution of work. 
Second, the question' relating to the respec-
! the right* of employers and employees to re-
gard'to the discharge of individual employees. 
Third, the question relating to the respective 
rights _ of employer «nd employees iu relation 
to tte discharge and employment of help in 
the case of what is called ''reorganisation" 
in the shop?. 
. Thaw questions were submitted to us as 
questions on the one side and the other of 
allegod existing rights under the Protocol. Wo 
are consequently coifed upon to decide, judicial-
ly, the matter of judgment upon the existing 
rights, and in respect *o these matters not to 
legislate, we having no power to legislate these 
matters under the present circumstances. 
As we are to pass upon what these rights are 
under the Protocol, it seems necessary that we 
should consider fbe situation prior to the for-
mation of the Protocol—the circumstances 
which led up to tbo signing of the Protocol— 
what it was. believed that it would accomplish, 
and what H appears to have accomplished; 
all, of course, bearing upon what the rights are 
on the subjects as to'which we are requested. 
to reader a decision. 
Now, what the situation was which led to tbe 
formation of tbe Protocol appears in the 
, 
quest or statement of the grievances of tba 
Union, -promoted in July, 1010, prior to or 
at the time of entering upon the conferences 
which ultimate!; le.| to tho formations? Um 
Protocol. These grievances, na stated by the 
Union, were aa follows: 
Our main grievances aro low wages, un-
reasonable night work, work in tenement 
houses, the disregarding of Sundays and !»ii-
dara, sub-contracting, discrimination against 
Union men, irregular payment of wages, ex-
acting of aecarity, charging for material and 
im 
To remedy these grievances, it is, in our 
opinion, necessary to establish a living stand-
ard of wages, to regulate tho hours of labor, 
to limit night work, to present work on holi-
days, to abolish all charges for.electricity and 
appliances, to do away with tenement-house 
work, to" prevent discri mi nation) to prmide 
for ' the regular payment of wages'in cash, 
both by -manufacturers and outside con-
tractors; to do away with inside sub-con-
tracting, to establish a permanent Board o f 
Arbitration which is to Fettle grievances, the 
Unions and tho employers to be equally rep-
resented on the- Board of Arbitration, the-
appointment of shop committees and sVop 
•. We are ready to enter into a discussion. 
with yon of these grievances, and If a sails-
, factor? adjustment of them is reached, are 
. prepared to recommend a settlement of the 
strike. In tho. event of such sottlcmtut, 
every employee who participated in the strike 
. to be reinstated, the terms of any aotUemjnt 
which may be reached to bo rednced' to writ-
i n g and tt> be signed by both parties thro 
their representatives. 
The strike there referred to was a strike, 
which involved about 50,000 workers in this 
trade, and upwards of 1,500 employers. Be-
fore the agitation which led -to tho strike, only 
a amoll number of thore 50,000 woiki-ts w-ie 
members of the Union. I t was stated a t the 
time that probably not more than 3,000 were 
members in good and regular standing before 
tho agitatioti, which led .to tho strike, began. 
Subsequently, about July 24, 1010, the con-
ferences began*- sod t h e Protocol was ulti-
mately signed. That Protocol had four defi-
nite purpose* -In the*first place, the Protocol 
ondertook t« remove specifically the grievances 
enumerated. That Is, 
cide by agreement upon the specific things 
should be done with reference to each of 
grounds of complaint;, and each one of th 
became a specific term in tho agreement. 
The result of that was to bring np the in-
dustry as a wrmh> practically oach and ovory 
part of it, to*' the standafd' whicfi i t was said 
was already observed by thoso shops in the -
industry which were most advanced, hut it 
was to create the uniformly high standing pro-
vided by the Protocol, which had been rent 
only in individual instances theretofore. 
The second result which i t was the pu 
of tho Protocol to arrive at wos, erea 
ibrough'the strengthening of the emplo 
Association, on the one hand, and the U 
on (he other, a body which should bo abb to 
enforce compliance with the term* of tho ngrob* 
ment which was made. I t wan recognized th. 
without this Union, and a strong Union 
each side—the I'nion of employers on the o 
hand; and the Union-that would be strong of 
employees on tho other—the meking o 
such an agreement eould not produce the 
sired result, and, therefore, each party 
itself l«" aid In atrenfrtheoino; tho orgaiiiiatioN 
of tho other, to the end that-what both 
in mind and purposed—the improvement 
the conditions In the industry—might be t 
feetunlly carried out 
ID tip third place, It was purposed, in 
ating the Protocol, to insure to the individual 
employee not only tho compliance with the 
specific provisions named in the Protocoi—tbo 
specific matters that woro< to be ehauged over, 
that had been, at least in a -large,part of 
the shops—but it was to securo to the ia'di-
vidnal employe, through tho Protocol, tho en-
forcement of fair, reasonable and just treat-' 
ment m his relation to the employer; that ques-
tion of'treatment which, independently of the 
Protocol, had ordinarily t>een in force, so far 
as' it had been in force a t all, only through 
• triket*. That In, to enforce tor tho benefit at 
tho employee his general humane right to Silt 
aud Just treatment; or, to put it in another/ 
way, to secure, through the iustnimentality of 
the Protocol, the reasonable corainty Unit thtf 
employer would not excreive thore rights which 
he pOKsessed by law—his legal right—oppr 
-lively or unfairly. 
In. the fourth place, it was the purpose 
the Protocol to Inimdure Into th« relations of 
W"«IM.1 ' I | ' J • " ' • -
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• and the employee a whole a«w was pledged to secure, BO far as possible, that 
improvement of standards elsewhere. 
Now, those, as wo conceive it, were tho pur 
po.*4W Bought to bo accomplished. I t wad not 
intended by the Protocol to change (otherwise 
than what I havo stated nod what ia" expressly 
stated in the Protocol) tho relation of tho em-
ployer to tho'employee; that legal right was to 
remain' what it had been before. -
Tbo Union, by signing tho Protocol, relin-
quished this right—its power to secure more 
than i t was getting by n strike—and (here was 
element; that is, the element of industrial 
democracy; that there should be a beginning, 
a t least, of a joint control, and with joint 
control a joint rsponslbility for the conduct of 
this industry; that we should pass from that 
condition whe.ro the employer determined alone 
what be deemed to be proper, and where tho 
employer alone was held responsible for things 
that were improper In the trade; and as a 
substitute for that, imposed upon all those in 
the trade, the employer as well as the employee, 
the obligation of removing those conditions. . substituted for that relinquished power of a 
through constructive work; of removing time strike the power, under this agreement, this 
conditions which properly caused discontent, 
and which prevented, the employer nnd employee 
alike from attaining that satisfactory living 
within tho industry which it most bo the aim 
of all effort in business to secure. 
It therefore was an essential part of this' 
Protocol that it should look forward to im-
provement; that the eawiUtiM arrived at, al-
though it was very much higher than that which 
had prevailed before the Protocol was adopted, 
waa merely a stage in that advance in the trade 
which the partiea beliPW to be possible; that 
the higher step* were to be attained through 
cooperation, -through a removal of that sense 
of antagonism of interests- which had prevailed, 
and must necessarily prevnjl under other con-
ditions, and which was believed to be an im-
portant cause of the discontent and of the 
unsatisfactory results obtained. 
Those who entered into tho Protocol, there-
fore, looked forward to advances and, as has 
bepb said among other things, in one of the 
earner opinions of this Hoard, in speaking of 
what waa deemed, to be the living wage which 
should be demanded. Giving a liberal inter-
pretation of that, we said in addition that a 
constant improvement in ' the condition of the 
waa a part of the standard to which 
.._ bound to look forward. Wo sold also, 
and it .was reeognixed at that time, that the 
attainment of tho end sought required not 
only, on the one hand, cooperation between the 
parties—this particular Union and this par-
ticular employer/' Association—but involved 
also the ability on the part of the Union to 
raise tho standarda fn other shop* In this city 
.and in other places, which would naturally be 
in competition with tho*e member* of the Pro-
tective Association, and the effort of the Union 
article of government this constitution, govern-
ing the relations between the employer and em-
ployee; and na tho Union had and frequent-
ly exercised (ns Other Unions did) its right to 
fair a id just nnd reasonable exercise by the1 
employer of his legal rights, in regard to the1 
admin 1st ration of business, in regard to hiHug 
and discharging, so this instrument involved 
in its creation the right, through its provisions, 
to secure the Mime thing; amf it substituted'for 
the strike the machinery of the" Protocol to se-
cure fair and reasonable exercise by the em-
We are of tho opinion, therefore, that un-
derlying tho Protocol, and of the * essential* 
of Its existence, there must be a Bpirit- of 
fairness; that It must be understood as a basis 
for any proper Interprelation nnd application -
of it that, the parties desire by its. provisions 
to promote, foslor nud develop square dealings 
in all of the "relations of employer and Em-
ployee; thnt ' lU purpose must be read In the 
light of an honest attempt to eliminate un-
conscionable and unjust conditions in this im- , 
portant and necessary relationship; that un-
reasonable acts or demands are not to be ex-
pected from either of the parties, and fiat 
anything of that nature would be in violation 
of the fundamental purpose of the Protocol; 
that in tho light of those basic principles, tho 
Board decides, as bearing upon the question 
of discharge: 
" T h a t no employee, who can be considered 
as a regular employee, should bo discharged ; 
unfairly or without 'reasonable grounds. Ip 
other words, that the spirit of fairness and t 
the rule of reason bo used to determioe'whether 
or not an employee should be discharged. 
" T h a t the right of determining this most 
In the first instance wet with the employer. 
.. 
right to make his com-
griovanco board in tho 
In tho hearing of such 
tho parties ad-
to look" into all 
and that any cmpl 
justly treated, baa a 
plaint. and have his 
regular manner; ajul 
eases it is understood that 
ministering the Protocol are 
the facts and to apply the same standards for 
determining the case, thus eliminating the bur-
den of proof from all consideration." 
That statement, perhaps, and what tears 
open the other-branches, may be amplified by 
tliis further statement: 
The power of administration, discipline and 
discharge vested in the employer shall jw exer-
cised in a fair and reasonable manner, and ii 
tho propriety of the action is questioned, it 
shall be. subject to review. 
-The words 4 , f a l r " and "reasonable," as 
used herein, shall be interpreted in tho light 
of the spirit and of tho .purpose of too .Protocol 
ns stated, and that spirit and "purpose include, 
among.other things, the following: * 
I'itrt; To assist tho employer in.the peace* 
ful and uninterrupted operation of his fac-
tqry, in establishing and maintaining reason-
able discipline, and in promoting such economy 
F K B R U A R T , 1915 
Equal diyjfio* « work is to be r 
desirable aAjfl as necessary in this industry; 
for it must be acknowledged that it should be 
made pOMlblo for the people Called into the 
industry, and who aro regularly employed there 
in, to earn a reasonable livelihood; but the prin-
ciple of tho equal division of work ia in-
separably bound up with the principle of eon-. 
trol of labor supply. jThe industry may. bo 
able to sustain tho burden of supporting 50,-
000 workers, wbilo tho burden of supporting 
75,000 might break down the industry. This 
make* it indispensable that the question of the 
control of the labor supply must be considered 
in-any permanent treatment of this question. 
We recommend, therefore, that in reference 
to what is a regular employee and ia under-
taking to indicate what would be a fair and 
reasonable application of the commonly prac-
ticed rule of equitably distributing worit— 
that we havo not defined, by any definite rule, 
by any specific code, what Is fair and Vfhat is 
reasonable, because we believe that any at-
tempt to define it in that connection, as any 
attempt to define what is fair and reasonable 
with reference to discharge or otherwise in the 
and efficiency of production as may be, secured administration of the shop, would lead rather 
to injustice than to justice in the long iim, 
because what is fair and reasonable, aD things 
and all interests considered, is something which, 
in the absence of specific agreement between 
.the-parties, must bo Jeft to tho judgment of 
men familiar with the particular facta,' 
the -fkets will vary in particular cases. '.. 
W» aro confronted with a situation .which 
is similar to that with which courts and judge* 
have constantly to deal, with the question of 
what is reasonable care, with the question of 
what is reasonable notice, with the qneststn of 
what is' reasonable cause for action; and 
attempt to codify what is reasonable woul< 
have to make provision and take into consid-
eration the infinite, and to a very large extent 
so Infinite in such remote possibilities that the 
•mind of man could not in advance justly de-
termine the rulo to bo applied, and the rules 
would become so numerous that the mere selec-
tion of tho application of such a rule would 
present a difficulty almost insurmountable. 
I t is perfectly possible, however, that in re-
spect to certain of tho questions bearing upon 
this subject, the parties may eorao together, 
and as a question of legislation, as a que*ti< 
of agreement, relieve the clerks in the fit 
by cooperative effort. 
Second: To assist the Union in establish-
ing the strength and efficiency-of its organ-
ization, and raise tho standard throughout tho 
trade, to the end that it may be adequnte---
that;the Union power may be adequate to-carry 
tho' responsibilities mid perform tho duties im-
posed upon H by tho Protocol—and to pro-
mote the cooperation* und good will between 
the Union and the Association, BO essential to 
the* successful operation of tho Protocol, and 
"to tho solution of the problems of the industry. 
.- Third: Subject to the foregoing provision, 
to assist- the individual worker in obtaining 
juch security and continuity In hia employment, 
such equity in the distribution of work and 
such fairness of general treatment and condi-
.• tions as may be possible and practicable, hav-
ing regard to tho unavoidable fluctuations and 
exigencies of the work, and tho imperfections 
and limitations of ordinary human nature by 
which .this-^normously difficult industry must 
be administered. 
And as bearing upon the question of what 
i* " f a i r aiul reasonable," in the division of 
the work, the following may bo of assistance, 
a guide: ;-
M. 
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standardisation 
: 
prices has t sitae*, the employers is tW feat instance, or 
the employ***, er iW Csa—litfcse M lmrae- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
diate Action, from the necessity of passing we hare only nominally collective bargaining, 
upon the individual classes of caws, by laying There"was collective bargaining in filing upon . 
aod ( indeed, controlling bearing. At 
down some rule which' would or would not be 
the reasonable and fair Inference in certain 
well-defined classes of cam. 
And this suggestion as to what the parties 
n a y be ablo to do by no ugrooment, laying 
down certain definite rules for simplicity of 
action, among other things, applies perhaps 
even more strongly to the questions which have 
been presented lo us in connection with the 
HI 
the week rates when this Protocol 
firmed, but there is not in any proper 
collective bargaining in Sealing with tho Mil 
ject of piece rates. 
And we have actually here, while it has been 
stated that thero ought aot to be competition 
within the Union, we have here, in a sonao, 
» 
1,500 or 2,000 different competing unions, 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ the piece prices are made independently in 
reorganisation of the shops.
 e „ 0 shop. Some way mtst be found of stand-
We feel oursflvea unahle to lay down any ardislng prices, and it does not seem to us to 
rule except that general rale which is to be be a( all beyond the realm of human achieve-
appliod, that action* *hall be what i* i\iir un-i rpeat in this indnMrjr to rolvo the itiubtcui; but 
reasonable; but it is perfectly possible that the members of the Union, on the ooe hand, and 
if you gentlemen will ccmo together in con- > of tho Manufacturers on the othef should ae-
fereaee I s eeaetder certain well-defined and defi- cept that burden and devote themselves per-
nito clajees of caw*. you will bo able to deal si'tently -to working out somo standard. I t Is 
m 
aaP 
with them by a definite" rule, aad to that ex-
tent narrowing the necessary field in which the 
discretion of the'employcr, In the first instance. 
Of- the clerk and of the Committee on Im-
mediate Action would otherwise have to be 
.•UTcised-
Wo feel, however, that there nro mutters oven 
more far-reaching, of deeper and broader sig-
nificance, which it is esserfssat that tho parties 
should get together on; that these particular 
difficulties which have brought you hero be-
ns, and have compelled..the consideration . 
of the particular question* in connection with 
the distribution of work, lb« discharge and the 
reorganisation of shops, go back to some fun-
damental difficulties whi-h are in tho trade, 
and difficulties for which neither the one side 
nor the other can be held wholly responsible, 
which both sides in our opinion are responsi-
ble for, not in the « M that we criticise 
the parties for their existence, but that the 
burden is necessarily upon them to remove, by 
their joint invention, by caroful, persistent 
thinking and eaperimcotatioo, the causes of the 
trouble which cannot possibly be removed by 
idiifcing from ono side to tho other, the in-
herent difficulties and suffering of the pres-
ent situation. And thoy are In our opinion 
three, preeminently: 
First; the question of standardisation of 
prices. 
We feel that
 o n tbt) qncottoiu of du-chargo 
and reorganisation, particularly this subject of 
BaSBSBSSSSBSBsl 
perfectly clear that in working out some stand-
ard, they fannul meet every case; they cannot 
meet the'hidividual case, in many instances, as 
well as one of the individuals of the 2,000 
manufacturers who might satisfy it for .him' 
self, but they can secure, and they must so-, 
cure. some approach to reasonable, uniformity 
in the fixing of piece price*. 
And the nest stop has such im] 
tiou, not-only upon matter* of discharge and 
reorganisation, but doflcitely upon the ques-
tion of'distribution of work, the question of 
tho regularisation of employment. The Board 
m convinced of tho difficulties inherent in that 
problem, in this, a seasonable industry, and 
we are convinced, also, that i t i s inevitably 
bound up with the question of control Of the 
labor supply, and. it involves the great ques-
tion of apprenticeship in this industry, but that 
the result- sought for cannot b t attained— 
this particular industry cannot be made either 
what the employers or t ie employees have the 
right to insist that i t should be made—unless 
*omfl way is found by thought, by invention, 
by experimentation, by the broad processes of 
education, of reducing, of mitigating In Urge 
measure' the present bartaric condition of this. 
industry. Because this irregular omploymei 
i-i not only involving terrible waste for 
ployar and employee, atd ultimately for 
community also, but is necessarily bringing 
about uuhappioens and semoralixatlon on the 






of these questions, and alro the necessary rota-
lion of the Protocol shops with those who aro 
outrido the Protocol, whether in this city or, 
any other cities, the Board rocorataonde the 
careful consideration by the partiwr of tho 
Protocol label What, hae happened up to the 
present time—iu the four years and a "half 
in which this' industry has been endeavoring 




done, justifies m g in this industry .calling 
upon tho public loaid in making possible the 
notation of the problems that are inherent in 
in solving these problems is 
the wholo community in 
interested. 
We aro dealing with the problems of the 
garment trade, and the problems, in this par-
"tieular instance, of only a part of that trade; 
but our problems are in large measure the 
problems of the industry as a'.whole, and,those 
- who aro in the lead, as you areVHp the effort 
to work nut the problems, are entitled not 
only to tho sympathetic' consideration, but to 
the help of tho community in producing results. 
Protocol cnditioiut are enditions which the com-
munity <('.--.ire-.. There is scarcely any part of . 
tho community, employers or employees ot con-
sumers merely, who do not wish to accomplish 
exactly what those who are in thin industry 
desire to' accomplish; and some mqtbod ought* 
to be found of onlutting the co-operation of 
tho community in thls-very groat and difficult 
task of. working out the.«c problems. 
The' Protocol label has been suggested ,as 
ono of tho means of accomplishing iu How-
; over valimblo Hie suggestion, it is obvious that 
the putting'of it into effect, Uio making of 
it practical, is a question of great difficulty, 
but not of insuperable difficulty; and, we be* 
liovo that that fourth purpose, stated at the 
outset of the Protocol, of the careful working 
together of the two parties, to work out the 
problems of this industry as being joint prob- / 
lems of employer and employee, ia the key to 
the ultimate solotlon of the difficulty. New 
difficulties will constantly arise, partly 'be-
cause of tho changes which come about, and 
more largely, it is hoped, because of the grow-
ing demand which should properly be made 
for an Improvement in the condition of the 
worker. But those problems can never be ado-
relief can never be given to 
any apprecial 
burdens either froin tho employers to tho em-
ployees, or frpjn^ t&o .employ* 
player*. | f 
We. may ah look forward to the time—as 
was suggested in ono of the 
when tabor will employ capital, instead 
capital employing labpr; but whether I 
employs capital or capital employs labor, we 
ultimately going to come Jo. this groat prob-
lem of an adequate production,- of such nn 
increase of productivity and diminution of 
waste aa shall make the total product sufficient 
to reasonably satisfy those actually engaged 
in the industry. And It Is, in the opinion of 
the Board, noccasary that the parties should 
be constantly directing their attention to tho 
Improvement of fundamental conditions; and 
while we realize that it is inevitable that in 
this industry, with all of its dlffieulUea, and 
with'tho very large number of perron* engaged 
in it as the employers and employees, that thero 
will be many pennns who consider themselves 
and that every Individual case in which 
body consider* himself aggrieved, should 
coive careful and adequate, consideration, be-
cause that is an essential part of tha whole 
life of the Protocol, and. tho life which the 
Protocol was designed to create.- Nevertheless, 
It ought alro to bo .possible to relieve, in some 
part, to set free in oomo way, tho time of 
thopo who aro ablo to givo this subjiwt Its beat 
attention, to care for those indlvi'cluhl griev-
ances through tho clerk* or Commit top", on Im-
mediate- Action, or otherwise, and leave, the 
otbor officers in high fctatious among employers 
and employees for ,tho consideration together 
of these fumTamental difficulties, tie.solution 
of which seems to nn to be absolutely noeos-
aary to tho satisfactory adjustment of the rota-. 
tiona, and a satisfactory result to all concerned. 
I ought to add that If, after the parties 
have come together In their conferences to con-
sider any of these question! which I indicated 
might prove necessary for a definite solution, 
and if, in any way. the Board can aid them, 
either in the exercise of advisory power or in 
the exercise of the legislative power, that the 
Board would, of courr«, stand ready to meet 
again at as early a date as Is practicable for 
-
Earnings in Shops 
of Sub-Manufaciurers 
DO CI-O.tKMAKKKA KAKX I I " IN III*: SHOP* OF s i l i M . n i H i l i H I . H - THAN IN 
r U m A V n t T E KHTAttMSHMKNTSt THE AKHKRTION THAT TUX EARNINGS 
AKI s M V I I . H i IN NOT CORRECT. I l l IS \ f.StV l ' l l 'UHl \ > T QC 
TION IS KXHAl STIVE1-T DKALT WITH IN THIS AHTIC&& 
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competition l*iw*eo the 
th<*« i n th« sub f 








complaint of the 
workers »n the large Fifth Avenue establish-
ments that t h e ; a re being " r u i n e d " by their 
confrere* employed by the sub-manufacturers ; 
t ha t the latter work a t lower prices and there-
fore the lorga manufacturers *end their work tow^r.:r:c*.t ^.^^ 
rk done aurh rhfaprr than the large 
T, bu t we do deny that th(t em-
stib-iunnufarturora' earn less than 
tu the average insld* firms. The 
cannot charge his fellow nwm-
iplojed outside with working a t starva-
t ion wage*, beeau-r i t in no t correct . H e 
earns lis much aa the " p r i v i l e g e d " employee 
in the average Fi f th Avenue shop, even though 
lie makes* the work a l lower price*. 
The piecework price* arc de te 
aside and 
outside factories- The operatora in the l a t t e r 
shops likewise aak for such a pr ice per gar-
ment as t c e a a W e them to ea rn $6.00 a day . 
If occasionally a price-committee in a sub-fae- ; 
tory p,rovee incompetent or connives with the 
employer 10 defraud the workers, then the same 
thing tuny happen in the larger Fifth Avenue f 
establishments. Complaints of this na ture reach 
the Union from both kinds of shops. A com-
petoQt and. loyal committee does if- dnty in all 
shops alike- Be the shop small or large, the 
prices aro;determined with one a im in view— 
to enable the workers to earn their $0.00 a 
day. 
I n the Ftab-foctories the prices per* garment 
nre real|y smaller than those in the inside estab-
lishments, b u t when t h e d a y ' s work Is dono 
the opera tor ' s earnings are no t smaller than 
those of t i e operator in the average F i f t h Ave-
nue factory. The conditions in the two kinds 
of ftrtorics a re so dissimilar thaj. the employee 
prifascommUtees. These committees go thor- in the outside factory is in1 a position to earn 
•ughty infc) the details of any given garment , as much, t h o u g h ' t h e prices a re lower, a s the 
^..» .%_._ U—i _. • - • . . . i • - . 
:. 
calculate tlw number of garments an employee -employee of the inside factory where the prices 
can make In a day and , taking a s their basis a re higher. 
a cer tain wage the employee ought to earn in In t h e large F i f t h Avenue efltabh'ahments, 
a d a j , tfcer ar r ive a t the price to be paid for tens, i f net hundreds, of different style* of gar-
tlie garmeiit. l > t us asuume, for example, t h a t ments a re made du r ing the season, and em-
i» the opUion of the committee a certain gar- ployees frequently have t o change from due 
meat eaa^W made In an hour and a half. The line of wirk to ' ano ther . Before they become 
hoars being nine per day, an operator would practised in the work they may be required to 
make six garments. In the season bis cam- work on a new line of ga rments . In the small 
sub-factory the process is reverwd. There only 
four or Are lines of work a r e made dur ing the 
ent i re season. The operators or finishers soon 
acquire t i . - practice and the work proceeds 
almost mechanically, " l i k e a s o u g , " a s the 
cloakmakera say. 
N o r - i s t ha t air* I n the insid* "hop 
prevail* a r igoroul discipline and a good deal 
ings should be $6.00 a d a y ; so the committee 
asks $1.00 a piece a s the price of making the 
garment*. This would enable tne operator to 
earn about .$33.00 in the fifty hours a week. 
(Coesidcriag t ha t the seasons ere short , the 
average earnings dur ing the year amount 
to about $15.00 a week.) 
The same system of price* 
. 
•factories and the scale of 'waipss I* of " r e d t a p e " The employee is hindered and 
: 
frequently moots with obstacles at every step. 
Whenever he needs a spool of cotton he must 
(O to another room nnd apply to a girl in 
charge ot such accessories. If the girl in 
charge is creaky, or has a grudge against him, 
i will let him wait some time before fur-
—ilng the article required. Then there are 
also designers* examiners, superintendents, 
foremen, who minutely inspect the finished gar-
ment and search out defect* of workmanship. 
In the small downtown factory there is no 
•WHch delay. There the cmplovcr- endeavors to' 
be helpful to the workers as far as possible-
He places all."accessories ready at band.. He 
• takes care tha t his employee*' shall Io*e no 
time. He knows that by attending to their 
requirements while at work they will produce 
more. Nor is he very particular or fault-
finding. Ho employes no designers or superin-
tendents. The employee is not disturbed or In* 
terrupled, and so he is free to proceed ,with 
his work and turn out a much larger quantity. 
Naturally the employee is thus enabled to 
earn tho'samo wages as bis confrere in the 
largo factory, even though the prices for the 
garmons a r e . smaller,' because be actually 
makes more garments during the day than ttui 
inside employee. Even If he gets 75 cents for 
a garment, as against $1.00 paid to the cm 
.ployeo for the name garment in the largo fac-
tory, lio cairearn the same wages. For whllo 
his confrere makes six garments he makes eight 
in (in- same number of hours, for the reason, 
u already explained, that he Is a t it steadily 
without any paste of time. ' . . . , • 
I t Is likewise a mistako to suppose that the 
week workers in the sub-factories do not receive 
the full scale and therefore the work is turned 
out cheaper than in the inside factories. There 
ma*y be a few eases of disloyalty bore and 
there, but similar cases are found in the Fifth 
venue establishments. There, too, a few em-
ployees connivo.witfa the employer to work be-
low the scale and so delude themselves and de-
ceive the Union. The number of such weak-
minded people is few and far between,.but one 
may find them ft both plates. 
The sub-factories pay the foil scale to th 
k workers the same as the other shops, 
yet the cost o f' their labor is eheaper, inasmuch 
as thoy turn oOt more work during the Week 
for the same wjagos paid to the week workers 




Take the cutter, for instance 
factory he. has to cut up downs o 
styles of garments during th^-woek> His wor 
i* frequently interrupted, inasmuch as he Is re-
quired to cut single special garments in be-
tween, and he is disturbed In other ways. In 
the small sub-factory be Is kept at only a few 
lines ofgarrnents, which he cuts up eight, ten 
or more a t a time. The patterns and sites 
are the same. There is not much planning or 
calculating required; there is no necessity to 
re'-arrange or re-mark the'cloth. Where this is 
necessary, the employer is near at hand, ever 
ready* to help, so that the cutter may proceeds 
undisturbed and" uninterrupted. The same U 
true in regard to the pre*w and t h . othsr 
workers. Owing to the fact that tlu* sub-manu-
facturer is making only a few lines of gar-
imente,'the employee* soon get accustomed to 
the process and therefore produce more for 
the same pay than the workers iu the Fifth 
IAvenue factories. Tho Important point is that 
they do not earn Ufn in the'sub-manufacturer'a 
•shop than In that of the larger 'employer. 
That competition -exists between these two 
glasses pt workers is admitted, but Mo blame 
[attaches to' tho outside employees. If th 
yore tomdncp the earning* below fhe scale they 
would be to blnrao. But this charge cqiinot T» 
ibrought ^against them. I t ' i s not their fault 
that the system iu the sub-factories enables 
them to work quicker. Bonia of tho inside 
employees have attempted to cdt the- prices . 
in order to' lie able to compete with* jho out-
*ido employees. Thoy were prepared to earn 
less per day, so as to prevent the work being 
.fccnt to ' the sub-manufacturers, but thoy have 
bo>succeeded for this, reason; When it ni 
qi'cstion of competition nnd cutting of prices, 
the process would be as easy to too outside 
as to the inside employees. When tho cm-
jluyecs of the sub-manufacturers had learned 
tho intentions of tbelr confreres in the Fifth 
Avenue factories to reduce their earnings from 
•0.00 to $5.00 a day,, they, too, were willing 
to make a similar reduction. 
•the circumstances it is natural that the 
•Tbrkcra in the sub-factories should have more 
»*ork -than thoce in tho inside houses, and the 
task devolving upon the Union is, what course 
to adopt that more work should be retained in 
the Inside factories. , Thin aod other questions 
affecting the.Union and its membership will 
I 
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The quarterly mooting 
t i r e Board, <lc«jed owing to the preeeure Of 
boaine** on the bands of the •General officers, 
wsa lbe ld a t Kmeraon Hotel^ Baltimore, be 
jjinatng January £ - , a n d lasting four day*. An 
immense amount of work, including concrete 
or fa i i iung plans and problems,. *** done. . 
• Aiooesg other things the resignation of Bro. 
Har ry Kleiamaa, 7th Vice President, was re-
eeived and accepted.
 i Bro. Kleinman Is one 
of the oldest • ambers of the preeent Board, 
having served an i t for fire and a half j e a n . 
Bis faithfulness and painstaking, sacrificing 
work haa always been a matter of pride to his 
in re t i r ing t o 
hiroeelf. 
One of the features a t tending the sessions 
was a ' b ig niaae-meeting a t the Baltimore t * b o r 
Lyceum, a t which President Sthlesinger and 
Bro . Morri- Sigman a n d many others spoke. 
I t was marker: by a record at tendance and 
great enthusiasm. 
\ —_ 
JOINT BtMKD BKCTtBliS IN XKVT YOBK 
A secies of concerts uai lectures have been 
arranged by the Educational Committee ot the 
Jo in t Board of .the Cloakmskers ' I.'nion of New 
York. They will take p l a « ever / Fr iday night 
in the auditorium of the b ig Public School No. 
fellow' membert Of the Board, and to' hi* ntt- 9 1 , a t Stanton and Forsyth streets. The names 
m*rtm« frifttt.l* !•> *h* labor moiymmt H - of t h e lecturer- and t h e -object*, (riven M e w , 
" • • ; 
speak for themselves. Admission to those lec-
tures is free lo all. 
Hera is the schedule a* printed: 
January 22nd—"Thu Birthplace of Trade 
Unionism," by Dr. Max Goldfarb. February 
5Ui—"The Jewish Trade Union Movement in 
America," by Mom* Winchovsky. February 
19th—"Tho Influence of Labor Unions on Leg-
islation and Government" February 26tb— 
"The Influence of Trade Unions on the Psych-
ology and Morale-of the Population." by Louis 
II. Boudb. March 5th—"The American Labor 
Movement Before the A. F. of L . , " by Dr. 8. 
I'eskin. March 19th—"Tho Conservative and 
Kj.iu.il Tendencies in the Trade Union Move-
ment,"" by J . B. SaloUky. March 26th— 
"Syndicalism, I. W. W. and tbeiA. F. of L , " 
b / J . B. Salutaky. i V 
T1IK WORCESTER LOCKOUT E7IDID 
F E B R U A R Y , 1915 
almost every shop of importance lt» the city. 
The purpose of this method is to give tho 
committee tlie chance to be in touch with every 
shop in town. • As yet, however, tho smaller 
shops aro more thoroughly organized thnn tho 
very big ones, anil the attention of our workers 
U at prevent directed towards these large 
•,hoj>S. 
Miss Bote Schneider man, recently appointed 
international organizer,' is now at Cleveland, 
entrusted -with the work of organizing the wom-
en in the local cloak shops. She has started 
ber work in the beginning of January and has 
been hating meetings with girls right along 
with quite aome 'success., .There are hundreds 
of Bohemian girls in these shops, and for 
these special work is being done. The Bohe-
mians are coining Into • lino quite rapidly, * 
and they have now a strong branch. In gen-
eral, things are quite alive there, and tho cam-
. 
The lockout a t the flna of Seder Bros, hav- p.ig,,
 ot o u r *o tk»r* is the talk of th . town. 
ing lasted for .over tbreo months, the girls 
have, a t a joint meeting, decided to give up 
tho fight for the time being. The chief.reason 
wall that there was hardly any work in the 
"hop at" present, and that the prolongation of 
the strike would be of -little or no benetit to the 
people. 
The sentiment prevailing among the rank 
and fllo is excellent A big crowd filled Beaver 
Hull on Simday, January 24, to listen to Bro.' 
Samuel Shore,. the manager of tho White: 
Goods' Workers' Union of Now York. He 
spoke on tho duties of members of unions Ur 
their organization before and after a strike, 
and If wo aro to judge by their enthusiasm 
and enlightened approval of the telling pointa 
of the speaker, wo arc confident that tho boys 
and girls of Worcester will be found always 
at the side of their local ready to fight and win. 
The local press is devoting apaco to It dally, 
and both the manufacturers and the workers 
watch it with keen Interest. 
1
 . 
NEWS r « O M CINCINNATI 
• "Tho work in the locals is at Inst becoming 
regular and normal,", writes Bro. A. Grohan, 
the retiring chairman of tho locnl joint board, 
'.'after a long period'of constant locnl quar-
relling and^ dissatisfaction things lw*o'<;omt» to 
a satisfactory stand, and wo aro beginning to* , 
reap tin- fruit of this- elmogo in tho 'shops;' 
too ." 
I. Israelsky is tho> now chairman of tho 
board. Thcro is- work in the shops and. dues 
paying has become more regular. 
\ 
• ' • ' 
CHICAGO u A I M OAT MAKKJUt, LOCAL Nfl. 04 
Only a* year ago this local controlled almost 
every one of the shops of this trade in Chi-
t-ago. Today, owing: to the introduction of 
the new garment, called "balmaccnrt," a coat 
which is being made in tho men 'a clothing 
shops, quite as well and even better than in 
the waterproof garment factories, the trad>i 
TIIK WORK AT CLEVELAND 
This Cleveland eloakmakers and their famillej 
were treated to a novel form of agitation plus 
entertainment on Friday, January 15, at the 
auditorium of a-big public sehool. It was a 
<• woH and I f twn attendee" by over i.ooo baa ihaBpod tremendously and the union ha-
become correspondingly weak. As a matter ol 
fact, this condition is not only affecting Chi-
cago. .We get the same reports from c\erj 
other plaeo where rain-prof clothes aro being 
made. . Tho history of the New York Local, 
No. 20. which right.after its strike of 1013 
worker* 
people. The interest displayed by those pres 
eat stamps this feature of agitation a clear 
soeeen. I t wil b t followed «p by a aeries of 
other such lectures and entertainments. 
Local No. 29, the Finishers' Union, have 
elected a now set of officers, and a largo organ-
ization committee built up of representatives of 
ID the trade, U an example of it. Thia local cloakraakcrs of Montreal to-day with what it 
today, owing to the shrinkage of the industry, was only a few weeks ago, I have ovcry r*uM 
k doing bosfcnoss on a much smaller. basis and to fori gratified and 1< believe that my work 
has pawed through distressing times. has not been in vain. Due§ are not yet com-
Yet the Chicago local it recovering. Accord- ing into the office in big sums, but thia is 
iug to tbo officials of thii local, the situs- mainly due to the fact that the season h«w 
lion ia gratifying. They are gathering strength not fully started- But the boya here want ft 
dally. i a H a f ftow official*.'among them the union, and a good strong union at that, and 
hard working secretary, Bro. Nathan Olshan- they are going to have it In spite of the ab-
sky, are doing their beet and, aa tbo prospocts normal war conditions." 
for this season are much brighter than in a long Bro. Koldofsky ia in Toronto now. He writes 
time, the boys there feel that they are going that conditions in the trade have not yet im-
to have their eld Colon back again. proTed to any extent Work has already be-
gun in manjy shops, but there is a lot of hag-
Ar»*AiftM AT HT. Lotlft. B"0!! end-.'dissatisfaction about prices. Yet 
Bro. Harris Sigtaaa, secretary of the In- *™T o n* " hopeful of better times, the work-: 
tematioaal, haa reeontly paid a rlsit to S t ere ft* well as the manufactarers, and it feels . 
Louis and has spent a few days there. Ho at- good'to think that after all these hard mon'tha 
tended a meeting of the Joint Board and ftd- * • heart of the local onions, is sound end ' 
dressed a successful mass meeting at the Fra- healthy. Thoy are having election **or offi-
teraal Hall en 8undny. sessember 27. Bro. cere now in Toronto, too, and they are mak-
8igmaa feels that his visit has done much good. inB preparations for ft big m*ss-meeUD(f. ftt 
FEBBUARY, 1915 . 
iog ID the future ahull be referred. A farther 
provision in ninde that no drastic action shall 
be token by oltbef aido In nay dispute until the 
committee has considered the ease and ren-
dered a decision. 
-There is every reason to hope and believe 
that our local 106 will enter now on a pros-
perous period and will become a healthy, vig-
orous branch of the ladies' garment workers' 
organization/ It 'has crtalnly shown that it has 
the right sort of material needed for such type 





Our Local No. 28, the Seattle Cloakmakcrs', 
nro still "having a bitter fight on their hands. 
The lockout of tho Matr.cn firm has been go-
ing oa'for twelve weeks now, and the members 
of the Union are still maintaining their soli-
darity and keeping up with the fighting spirit. 
The members who are working are being taxed 
the amount of a day's pay each week far 
tho benefit of those who are out on strike. 
Tho Central Labor Council of Seattle have done 
for our-ladies' garmeut workers all they could-
At tho requrot of tho locnttoYfleer* wo print 
tho names 'of those who are scabbing on tho 
strikers. They are Charles FrucMinan, Morris 
SehirarU, Philip Foldman, N. Cohen, D. Good-
man, 8. Liobcrman and I. Bclkln. 
Meanwhile,' Malzen, fearing the effective-
ness of the striker*' work, appealed to tho Su-
perior Court for a temporary injunction. The 
lockout in the Matzcn shop comes as a remit 
of his refusal to live up to the agreement with 
the men he Imported to'do his work. Owing to 
dull times, he thought that h» had a chance 
to cut bis workers' earnings by installing tbo 
piece system instead of tho week system. 
According to our latest information, tho 
hearing on, tho application for nn injunction 
began in Seattle before Judge Gilliam on 
January 6 and ended January 18. Tho Union 
was ably represented by Attorney MeUakou, 
lawyer for tho Central Lubor- Union. The judtfo 
took the caso under advisement rtnd will ren-
der a decision shortly. 
T 
Union Finance and Accounting 
BY BEN M. RAMKQVITCII, .*• 
(No. 3 & tho Scries) 
THK CASH—INCOME AND OUTGO 
In " A Practical Guide for Finance and 
Auditing Committees," I outlined the work of 
an auditing committee, showing the various 
sttps to be pursued and the logical reasons 
for them. I labored nnder tho belief (fool-
ishly, it se«ms>- that the " G u i d e " would 
serve a two-fold purpose: (1) I t would be 
used as a manual by finance committees, and 
(2) i t would alsd show secretaries and book-
keepers of locals bow to handle their items of 
income and outgo. 
It would seem that any mind capable of 
forming logical conclusions would at once see 
that If you. showed finance committees how to 
eheck certain items, yon oleo "bowed thai these 
Items were to be arranged in this form. In 
other words, the work of the finance commit-
tee being -naturally preceded by the work-' 
tho bookkeeper, if we lay down a certain form 
for the checking of tho various items by 
finance committee, it means that the records 
to be kept in this form. When I say (Sec-
tion 2), " I n this way all tho income of the 
local goes into one booh of original entry," It 
means that the bookkeeper must enter i t In 
this way if the auditing committee, is to find 
i t so. 
^ r o m what we have beard, it appears that 
secretaries and bookkeepers of locals ha*o taken 
tho "Quide for Finance Committees" to be 
intended for finaoco committees os'y. Kvi-
doii|ly, sagen die SehaU'grr und mmaeo die 
Bchnur (to refer to the dork mid mean the 
head clerk) works only in families whore the 
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THE LADIES' GARMENT WORKBK 
have to nay it all over again from tho very too t of original en t ry" which l i complete 
beginning, and comprehensive. 
la this article, tk*eef*re, ira shall take up We know well that this is not done at prea-
the same subject matter as that U No. 1 of cot, for i t teems to be the fowl belief of u m 
the seek*, bat shall treat it from the view- of our secretaries and bookkeepers that a 
paint *f the bookkeeper and secretary of the division of their income into more than one 
. 1 
ho a corroborative fart, and this faet should be 
of mich a nature that It ran be taken Inde-
pendently of the. entry and prose seme, thereby 
a r t i s* aa aa automatic control on it. 
local, f book results in a clearer classification of the 
For every entry on the beaks there should various items. Also thatf the transcription of 
entries from on.- book Into aiotber (or into 
two or marc others) resylta in giving a com-
plete control orer these items if the totals of 
the different books tally,. 
Now, it may be said, speaking generally, that 
mere division of account.- docs not necessarily 
mean classification. Nor does repetition of, 
items in numerous books .insure control. To 
the direct contrary, such methods of bookkeep-
ing often give rise to complications which re-
sult in dire confusion. 
• 
i: 
For example, if your cn-h book shows one 
thousand due stamp* sold for the month, it 
does not mean that thia U so. For the cash 
book pan* be in error on this particular item. 
But if (1) the day book ahnws entries of sales 
to individual aseetber* touring ono thousand 
duo stamp* for the entire month and (2) these 
collected duea are posted to the members' 
ledger accounts, and (3) these membership-
ledger accounts are found to) tally with the 
members' individual booh-, wlfoncvor any ran-
dom lot of the latter are compared with the 
formor, and (4) there Is also a thousand duo 
stamps gone from the stock of the local—then 
there U a reawnnblc certainty that the entry 
in the cash book showing a thousand duo 
stamps sold Is correct. 
Uk**** with . d l a b u m - a a t i t is not 
enough that the cash book shows a certain 
item having bees expended, and for what The 
subsidiary records should also show whether 
ih# expenditure was actually made, i. e., is it 
r j f e t y * * ) if i i i v w H authorial by the 
proper body or personf And what Is true of 
these entries is true of all others. RookVof 
•aeeou«$ do not create facts, they only reflect 
them. And the facts reflected must be within 
~ v reach far the pnrpose of verlfleatiom If 
t hb bs aot so then the set of books, no matter 
bow beautifully ruled and bound «r how well 
kept clerically does aot mean anything. 
asea. and-even some "auditors '* lay too 
uniform accounting system we 
give dor weight to both these factors 
into the 
. - ; « - a e r i e s ) 
show the bookkeeper how to enter alt items re-
ceived. Particular emphasis Is put on" the point 
•be entered 
The entering of all income from its direct 
sources to one book of original entry—the day 
book—is the first step in the proper booking 
of these items. And the ono and «nly control 
for these items is not to check them from tho 
day book to a cash book to which they have 
been transcribed, and from that to a general 
ledger to which, they have been posted, but 
to check the day book from the original sources 
showing the facta. 
Section 3 of tho same? article says that all 
the Income must 'bo deposited on the check 
account. Many of the secretaries think that 
it needs a smalt fortune to open a check ac-
count. There are some very good banks who 
accept «nall accounts, charging one dollar a 
month for handling same. A local having nn 
average bank iialance of only 150 may havo a 
check account by paying twelve dollars a year, 
and it is certainly worth it, even to a small 
local, to have ita account* run properly. 
The bookkeeper should make bis depoaita ' 
more or less Tegularly, and the simplest way is 
all the money from income apart from 
own money or money of the petty'cash fund 
or any other, so that when ho i« ready to make 
his deposit all he has to' do is to enter the 
checks, bills ancj specie on his deposit slip and 
then see if the total of this tallies with the 
entries on the book since the lsst deposit. If 
it does, then these i t a reasonable presumption 
that both the book and tho deposit are correct. 
Only very rarely will it happen when making 
deposits in this way, that a peculiar coincidence 




U atl the receipts are handled In thi* man- bank will show a balance greater in amount 
'nor, and if all tbo disbursements arc handled than that of the cheek book, since wmo of 
in lb* manner shown in sections 5 and 6, then the chock*- ma; not vet have come Into the 
bank-, and therefore will not yet have been 
charged against the account Tf, then. La> 
'bookkeeper checks off again;1 his stubs all the 
cheeks returned by the hank, he «»n *eo which 
checks are still outstanding. And deducting 
the receipts will equal the deposits and 4he dis-
• bursementa the, drawings, as shown in the cheek 
book. And the balance in the cash book at the 
»^end sf each month will equal that shown in 
tho cheek book. Hut the balance in the check 
book must bo verified b j comparing it, with 
, the balance of the bank's statement at the end 
ith these from the balance, a* given en the bank> 
statement ought to give the amount shown by 
of eaeh month. Usually, the statement of the hi* own cheek book balance. Thus: 
Dank Balance, Jan . 1, 19J5. .•5.000.00 
Less cheeks outstanding, No."431;*25.00 
No. 184 75.00 
No. 430 15J.00 
No. 439 503.00 
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Those are all tho obsoluto essentials, and 
whether we have n six-column or a twelve-col-
umn book; whether our general ledger is divid-
• I "i ii I o thirty or iuto sixty accounts, or whether 
our booki" are on white or on buff paper,.'0r 
ruled in blue or io green, arc all matters of 
detail depending on oonvenienco and prac-
ticability. OneO we bate the essentials, the rest 
b'lcftay. 
With the new set of books for each local 
there is a detailed set of instructions, show-
ing specimen entries and all other particulars. 
Should any of thes£ not be clear to any of oar 
secretaries or bookkeepers, let them write us 
folly. 
^r 
Our B a W . -M00.0O 
•4,000.00 
•In the LADIIS ' GAKMKNT WOBKZB of last 
December wo gave a tentative list of some of 
the lubjeets which t»s would treat 
cfes, and also asked, our socretiiriM and other 
people dealing- with finances iuonr locals to 
suggest other topics of interest. 8o fur we 
have not heard from any one. This means 
oither that our people do not naturally got 
ideas*so" very'readily or that they are indif-
ferent to. the entire question. We sre still 
hoping, however. Spring is toon coming.
 :All 
Nature begins to stir. Bap begins t.. turn; 
blood to course more freely. Perhaps our sec-
retaries and bookkeepers may n!» l » moved 
and some ideas may come forth as a result.
 1 
We have, in the meantime, added 
topic to our lint. This will 
Graphic Presentation of •Pacts. Knowir 
tho reading of n mass of figure- in statement* 
••nil reports does not mrnn nnvthinjt to most of 
our members, wo are working out somo Ideas 
in color charts and dlagmi 
visual (mage* of.tliu fact 
Tho gene ra l office des i res t o announco t h a t tho good (jufllily 
lerctofore sold to the locals a t 20 ceats a piece will for a 
tl.CG a dozen. Local secre ta r ies should avai l themselves 
informat ion m a y be h a d a t the genera l office. 
Our Women WbrKerjs 
-*• 
M M » « • * 
WAIST 
I 'M M. «S 
1M"N' 
, The M m in the wmiit trade, like in every 
other needle Hue, in coming on slowly tbiA 
year; je t the expectation* for a, good, long 
M K O are strong, and they ore shared alike by 
the Union officials and manufacturers, accord-
ing to Bro. SoL PolakobT, manager of the 
Protocol DivWon. 
I* 
A month or m> ago the union issued a mani-
festo for the benefit of those whose dues-pay-
ing WM in irreare to the effect that if they 
pay op on or before January' 15 the sum of 
42,41 the; will be reinstated to all thoir rights 
in the Union. This move camj right oo the 
heels of the decision of tho inference* be-
tween the Association and tho Union to enforce 
strictly the preferentinl clause In the shops. 
The response to thin rail was splendid. Tho 
number <of those who took this advantage was 
•o great that the Union has decided, in view 
of/ the lateness of the reason, to extend this 
period of grace to February G, in order to 
give everyone an equal chance to get himself 
straight on tho books of the Union. 
SJeanwhil© the campaign of organization of 
new independent shop*, and reorganization of 
such chops, that have fallen away during thoe 
long months of unemployment, is growing 
. apace, *£ An organization of tsto hundred men 
and women under the leadership of Bro. Beid-
man is on the job, apd the result* are quite 
gratifying. A big feature In connection with 
this work will be the huge mass-meeting on 
Saturday afternoon, February 8, a t the 69th 
Regiment Armory on Lexington Avenue and 
Twenty-sixth street. The list of speakers in-
cludes Cbngrowmao Meyer London, Mother 
Junes, the teuerable "nngel of the miners"; 
President Sehlesingcr and Scrn-t.*ry Sigmno of 
the International V':m>n: Jacob Pnokm, nml 
Managers Polakoff and Baroff of Local No. 
25, This meeting is intended to bring to a 
eUmax the eports of the local to bring in line 
a l l . those who- through the hardships of the 
long alack period, have not been able to keep j 
in eloper toucb with tho organization. 
The lack of syatera for price making In the 
chops )•• still a matter of grave concern In 
the local- Some six months ago a teat method 
was tentatively agreed upon between the em-
ployers and the Union, but it did not work 
well. A few weeks ago a meeting of the Wage 
Scale Board was held in the presence oi the 
general officers, with the object of standard- . 
iiing prices. A sub-committee was elected to 
work out a plan and report quickly, So that the 
ratings-adopted, ma? nave the desired Influence 
E n the ahope. 
The decision of the Board of Arbitration In 
the Cloak and Stfit Trade in regard to equal 
.division of work and the discharge of em-
ployees, will, according to the-officers of the 
local, have a direct application in the waist 
trade, too, 'as the rule and the government of 
tho Protocol in the two trades are practically 
identical. 
The lectures in Public School No. 03 con-
tinue to oc a great success and still draw thou-
sands of people. The concerts tliat go with 
them have unusually interesting programs. That 
the Walstmaker*' Union knows how to do 
things on a big scale is a matter of common 
knowledge. At the end of this month they will 
have to go through the acid test of efficiency 
at their Carnival and Ball at the Madison 
Square Garden on Saturday, February. 27. 
W1I1TK (.(ions M'OflKtH-i, LOCAL Ne,«l 
Tv/o years agp, after tho stress and strife 
of a six weeks' strike, thia local became- strong. 
Those who witnessed it and who have lived 
:' '• . : v " 
" : • • ; 
through that strike Will never forget it. i A t 
tho end of it,, an agroement for » two years ' 
term w u entered into between the Union and 
the Cotton tiartnent Manufacturers* Associa-
tion, which granted BGIUO sweeping changes in 
tho factories affecting the 'earnings, working 
hour« and tho general welfare of the white 
goods' girls in tho shops. 
Uiiiing the two years that have elapsed 
since, the Union has lived through a number 
of t reats which have enriched its experience 
and itn ::,::'•••. :.•••: tta spirit and ranks. There 
"were - bright hours and dark ones, but never 
was there any doubt that this local of ear-
nest, intelligent girls W3S_ ever ID danger of 
' losing its ground and firm control over the 
trade.. Fortunately, they had Urn- leadership 
of people '• bo understood the needs . of the 
members and had tho necessary qualities to 
tight, for them. 
To-day the local is about to sign a new 
agree meat, presumably for another two years, 
as too old ono expires on February 12. A 
number of demands have been carefully gone 
over in conferences with committees of tho 
Manufacturers' Association in the presence of 
tho officers of the International Union. The 
• main qbestions went those touching on tho 
preferential union shop, tho complete unionisa-
tion of tho factories and the increase in wages 
• aud prices in tho ihops.' Wo believe we shall 
be able to state in our noxt number that Jdl 
those points were definitely and favorably .acted 
upon in favor of tho Union. There- nardiy 
KMfuiK to bo any doubt that the local will 
emerge from" this new settlement stronger and 
men) effective for tho protection of the woman 
la the white goods trade. The only real ob-
stacle In the way was- tbo considerable num-
ber of women in come of, the Association 
houses who, from selfish motive*, wero ready 
to share in all the benefits derived from a 
tialoa shop without wishing to share in its bur-
<lens. This abnormal condition b going to be 
positively done away with as an injustice to 
the majority of the workers in the trade. 
fnir.DREK DRESS. MAKERS, LOCAL Ns. M 
After fourteen months of extreme dullness, 
after countless weary mornings of job' hunt-
ing, the girl, workers in this trade have still 
retained enough spirit and backbone to come 
almost daily to the .office of the Union and 
diKusu waya and .means how to rebuild their 
organization and raise conditions in tho trade-
This \B as strong a refutation as could bo given 
to those who lUll maintain, that girls could 
not or would not organise. 
All during the&o slack months tbo girls who 
occasionally worked two or throe days a week 
had to face all sorts and manner of mistreat-
ment and abuse. Reduction of wages from 25 
to 33 per cent, cutting off of tbo raise of 
10 per cent, which they had gained in the 
strike of 1013 and non-payment for legal holi-
days, were in order everywhere. Hosidee, la 
many contracting shops the girls were again 
compelled to work fifty-three and fifty-four 
hours a week, and discharges of Union workers 
wore practiced indiscriminately. I n tho smaller 
shops the ouly way to collect the scanty wages 
of tea was to resort to a civil action. 
ID the beginning of'February the firnt signs 
of the season appeared, and, as sure as life, 
the Union workers got busy at tho same time. 
Says Bro. Martin, manager of tbo local: " M y 
experience with these girls- for tho past twelve 
weks, working in cooperation with their board, 
makes mo feel proud that I have been placed 
at their head by the International Union. For 
pluck and grit no better sort of workers exist. 
The 8earetary-TreaBuror of our 'International 
Union, Brother Sigman, mot tort? nb<rp chtUr* 
Indies at a meeting on January 35 at Casino 
IJall, and plans nro being completed for tho 
starling of a campaign among Km workers that 
will put th0 Union in a commanding .position 
in the t rade ." 
A mass meeting which was attended by over 
500 people was held in January, and tho next 
step contemplated is a big Cooper Union meet-
ing. Tho International office is not going to 
relax its vigilance until tho children's dress 
trade will have an organization worthy of the 
name that will be in a position to enforce 
demands and protect its members. 
WRM'l'Klt AND KIMONO WOK 
LOCAX. No. 41 
Like the children's dressmakers., the kimono 
workers have been waiting for work to begin. 
,Tbey have had as much hardships to endure and 
no less misery to confront during the past year 
when entire shops wero closed down for months 
and the majority of the workers wore idlo an 
in want. Tho advent of the spring season, the 
longest of tho two in the trado, brings hops to 
• 
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them M w#ill. U a 
Sure, and not quite 
belated aceson, to be 
la working yet, but 
th»t the worst is 
over and that b p days . re in sight. 
Samuel Martin, who i* also ID charge of this 
loeaJ, i> Martbig an active campaign now to 
bring Ike Union to it* former ahape and 
strength. Shop ehairladie*' meetings and nu-
merous «hop meetings are again the order of 
the day, and they propose now to wage a fight 
against reductions in price* and wage* which 
haw taken place in many shops during the 
months of depression and slaekne*s. 
The Interuntional office is assisting this 
local in every way to get lark »U former 
position among oar locals. I t la up to the 
member* now to do the work and do It right. 
I I H I . M . ) M H I V WAIST * £ * £ » C H I L O M E N 
UHKSaUAHKIUf* VSIOV 
If the Children I>rewnu»kers in Now York 
have cause to complain, their .staler* in Phila-
delphia are surely no better off. The manu-
facturer* in the City of Brotlfcrly I*>vc are 
taking advantage of the critical time".. l u r -
ing the last season reduction in prices was 
made the rule practically everywhere. Now it 
appears that this move was merely an experi-
ment, a ," fee ler ," as it "ere. At preaeat the 
shops, white not rushing, )m»e enough work; 
and in conformity with the practice of last 
reason price* arc being cut right and left with-
out any excuse or provocation. And, if there 
was still a possibility for an operator to 
earn *7 or W a week, last year, i t is quite 
beyjmt hope this season. Beside*, there is al-
ways the uncertainty that' each new week may 
bring further reductions in price", aa there: is 
hardly anything to keep in cheek the unbridled 
appetites of the employers. 
l a addition to this, the contracting evil has* 
grown to immense proportions in this line. 
The contractors are running around from 
shop to shop at present offering to make dresses 
at unbelievable prices. The effect of this prae-
tie© upon the workers ia the shop* can bo 
readily imagined.'-
The waist and children drew trades are a big 
industry in Philadelphia, and if there was in 
the past an excuse for thoir being unorganised, 
tho explanation is gone now. The cloak and 
suitmakers are organized in Philadelphia, and 
they ought to see to it that men conditions 
as exist now in the shops of the other trades 
are radically improved. , 
An Appeal to the Buttonhole 
Maker's of Waists', Dresses and 
White Goods. 
• 
Buttonhole makers of wat*ta and dresses: How' 
long will you remain indifferent to our appealsf ' 
Don't you sea that the conditions in your trado , 
are getting worse every dayf The Waist and 
Dressmakers, Whitegoods and Children Dress-
makers' Unions have their own problems to 
attend to and can do nothing for you. To im-
prove your position you must bo organized In 
a union of buttonhole makers. Only by join-
ing hand* can we gain higher wages and a * 
better living. Our strength lies in organisa-
tion, and BO long as wo are separated, the 
prices for buttonhole making will sink lower 
and lower. 
Wo have been
 tbuilding our Union since tho 
ia»t Are years and now wo hare a Union in 
the full sense of tho word. We have pre-
pared a lift of prices for this season to enable 
buttonhole makers to earn a decent wage. But 
to enforce these prices we mast have a large 
membership behind us and now Is the time. 
I t is to your interest to join our local. Don t 
be guilty of injuring your sisters and brothors 
and yourself likewise. 
Come, join our Union and help to make it 
slrong and thereby improve your position. 
We are having a mass meeting on Friday, 
February 5, at 175 East Broadway. Secre-
tary 8igman of the International will be the 
main speaker. Attend In largo numbers! 
EXECUTIVE BOARD, 
Local No. 58, I. L. G-. W. TJ. 
• 
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Directory of Local Unions [Continued] 
LOCAL UNION. •. 
63. Cincinnati Cloakmakers '< 
New York Buttonholo Makers 
Brooklyn L a o W Tailors 
New York Bonnat Embroiderers... 
Toledo Cloakmakers 
Philadelphia Cloak Finifduira 
Toronto Skirt and Dressmakers... . 
Chicago Ladies' Tailora 
Boston Amalgamated Cutters \ 
Wortceter, Mass., CIonkmaKers.A.. 
Toledo .Cloak and Suit Cutters 
St .Louis Cloak Oporatora 
Bridgeport I .a dies Tailors. 
Chicago Cloak and Suit Cuttors.. 
Kalamazoo, Mich., Coraet Workers* 
.Toronto Cutter* 7t\ 
Cincinnati Skirtmakers .^..*.-...<-.i 
90. Jtaffalo Garment 'Workers -. ~,.. 
02. Toronto, Can., Cloak Pressors...'.., 
Cincinnati Skirt Pressors 
Pittsburg Ladies' Tailors 
Providence Ladies' Tai lors . . . • 
Richmond Ladies* Tailors 
Montreal Raincoat Make™ 
Stt Louis Ladies' Ta i lo rs . . . . . . 
Stockton, Col.. Ladies' Tailors. 
Ladies' Neckwerfr Cutters. 
Fall River Ladiea' Garment Workers.... 
Omaha, Neb., Ladies' Tailors 
Cleveland Raincoat Maker* 
Montreal; Can., Ladles' Waist Makers. 
Waist.and White Goods Workers ,', 

































, Orncx ADDBssa. 
678 Rockdale Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 
88 E. 10th 8b, New York City 
. . . . . . 1 6 6 MeKibben S t . .Brooklyn, N. Y.. 
62 E. Fourth S t , New'York City 
222 Beacon 8 t , Toledo, Ohio 
39 N. 10th S t , Philadelphia, Pa. 
423 Sackvillo 8 t , Toronto, Con. 
1447 8. SpauMing Ave,, Chicago, DX 
"... .8 Lovering l 'l„ Boston, Mass. 
18 Harrison S t , Worcester, Mais. 
- 615 Main St., Toledo, Ohio 
Fraternal Bldg., 11th- and Franklin Ave*. 
07 Olive S t , Bridgeport Conn, 
1531 W.'14th St., Chicago, III. 
.. .*. .502 Second S t , Kalamazoo, Mica. * 
101 Dundas St., Toronto, Can. 
2807 N. 6th S t , Cincinnati, Ohio 
-- 85 Mortimer S t , Buffalo, N. Y. 
• • • "1 Nassau St., Toronto, Can. 
'•. .417 David St., Cincinnati, Ohio 
. . . . . . . . 1 8 1 5 Linton S t , Mttaburgi Pa. 
473 N. Main 8 t , Providence, & I. 
. . . . . . . 4 1 In N, Smith St., Richmond, Va. 
20 S t Cecils S t , Montreal, Can. 
..Fraternal Bldg., 11th and Franklin Are, 
••• 507 B. Miner Ave., Stockton, CaL 
890 Park At*., Brooklyn, H. Y. 
. . . . .160 State S t , Fall River, Mass. 
A , . . 2600 N. 16th 8 t , Omaha,-Nebr' 
.3611 Burwell Ave,, Cleveland,'- Ohio*-' 
..147 Colonial Avo., Montreal, Can. 
H 8 Market 8 t , Newark, N. J . 
i .Fraternal Building, S t Louis, Mo, 
i 
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-iw n r a w m p e r n IPP WMJP . m a r a r -ama .-» Da«i *TD* j$t .*KPKDRI9 DPI 
-IPD T'K -nous P3*teapo H .D^proainpa JD"i 
-joira *i [P3"i iRBin ; w t ? R jn« ;pip'=* api imivcfcin v*lk ,T» BnpnVipB op 
m or"n . t n r n p D v * iPaatfiaRn pa>?» v» I?B^I*C3«IK a m i pi»a i?vpii fiwntm 
paanoc ^«: T ' lptsan is v h p a cm I*K, TP^'O P^PT '7 insjnia* iw IPBP«;H i»« 
. ?pvprpa ipi« o>n' ipi»TB3p ^ tn ipo nm (laeempa iiit w n ) 
DOW D"P3'D3nP331K P*-8*V«D *P'E W l |W 1P21I 1PB1KT C'3 *(|I lpO tM «15 ,D»p K 
•pi Tin aanoc DITTO ;po DKII , i « n n appittm =*n jpo ; i " » ; : jpapu (pea** 
pw^PJ"! psptpa pa?pm csn .pspipa pom 
"X .V$V»K331K—OVWH pK C2Pn>«« 
tfyffim en O^D MID m 
PPKO D8 .»^3 niD'T 
p« pvptpa pompa ipc»ra« D"v IS O»V 
^*I [pa iwi .D;Kria)fiD2ijp H ;n*i3p-:K 
D'ainao ipoa'M? lPaim&n iP3K0 IPOTPJ 
Tn». -nV3 OPpanP3 U«t3» l"t JP^t DK» 
(htpKDKIB p i PVPIP3 POM1P3) "n»? *KPKD 
,o^n STD-MTH BD*03- DD"anp3 IPO e5«ii 
|y3"SpW0MK T 3^P031K !Pl|p3 DJ'tfll DP tK 
;po t»« .D"P nnP ' is ^n H IPDBBIY I P I « 
o m v i p i n » IPOPKC H w is ipas o n o 
JP3^3'HD ,iP3*?ff3PO K n'lM—iPE'SPD VTj "B*)PO ^ ' |P03R^JP3 |P^T DPD"P D'D *pt 
, .wnoD'w inpo ?IPD JPO IPP~IDIK D»3 p« D"P *np' po—IPOPRD n—b«| P3^ 
imi *K ,DP DD"n .iP'iapa IPIPH a ^ p n • ""J JSPTPJ i n » oMi P>3PIOP jpsKPpa 
--an iPin'Dain 33Pioc jponpa ?«r tPo .o'wuioa .10 .DD«« ,IP*K^ TPD'VH K anap 
^ n i i n p o»o ^ t ipnpapa IPIK .^ WKtiK-ii 0 0 ]PO IPP* pitPtps IP IB o?n P33PIOP "m 
jr5n^Bp3 pa^rjpo ^^O;P3"K \V:"', DKH 
I p Of»K« ,"rPtP3 ?KPKDKlfiB JP33nDC 0 ' ^ 
ip i m"OD".K IPS3K3 PK DP03 DE1K1P3 
•"K ^ip T^K "JPa^ pll ,0'*P3^P3PO pB STBP3 
.^ KPKDmB DPI pO JffW *i PB-1P3 
PlKCF *1IK D»13K13 .10 D3BOP3 1KB' 
D7a^p»3»fc Dpi llhpaiPpB I t ^HpH5M-l 0?T e>0 
"ipjanpip pso»e?y2 >i t u n a nva /qn»yw 
'W ,K^ni evutrarin urtpii iui;r n p'« 
IPiptl npi>Drp»ci:«3 Dpi ]\t apn ip ?» II?T 
. i?o . , . .cpa'cajnya Ii" ^ 0 ' o»a B^yiaHnp 
w n epn htpHrma -jri IK
 rmpailipi Cfn*« epn 
ywpi?j pN ps'^aapii; pi a-ip3p3 Dp ipapa 
,0155'npe DiTH B|»n *npm:m» ijn .aamawips 
r% ;-i-;=--K s'3 =711 iyiiffeppii:ii3 ipi w 
' i IPP'Ti i* ,on'H au pptpj nji OKII ^raspi 
. ITI ' c o ma m iyria«np3 p« -.po^n* 
,PK ipnpotnpB ipoaiin IPP !Po DKII 
IPOnpnPB DWl DPO'OKiU*< cpvtfp »1 IK 
: • • 
W D . 
rmjOpD3KO ODII'IVQ DK11 W 
H'IK ipoipain OD»n DKI ; "iKp* 
IPTKnopc ' i »ii 4DW iro^i3*n« 
01P33*131PD OKI IPD^Kll 0"P3^P 
-oc« no JPO .v^t DPD'*P P5K pK nmpiUB 
-3P0Kpf»KDaiK H DDK1DP3 PK IP0HP3 ^ HKO 
ipa^anpnpa ip i PD iinp^npD JIK ipo^n 
.110K3 1P3>*P3P0 
I K <1K 11KB3 n : 1PU1P11 nP13K j ' K ' 
\np bai^PSpPllK 0'3 l^DKOKfl ]Kt?»1D'3 
DD".I DKivon ipsjni Sri POO«0rP2 
1PP..3313"D in»K I^KJ $*Vft ,">3K3^in 13P 
D**P3,03P1P331K IP3KT11K1PB H^SOK OKI 
IK IK ,K!>K H0K1 >l .D"P3'D3nP3-m"K 




•nyp-mn ojyc-iw D H « } 
iv^nvn 1 lyDmiYwiK, p« "*yaM*io oyiv c ' ° o a # * a " ^ H IV*J \wv i » pk t»* i 
•vamc pit |ift»5 y3*tjx*K y5* iv:«ii pc ' •»» , ,•120,1" W ) " ^ ^ w . 1« "yewpy, 
s*m immi v;«> ™K3 «i
 PN i » ^ S W ?'H * J * <*" ''•', " " ,w >n 
»<« ra -rap w i» m w-w
 t ^ n v K ^ j^„ v 1Pf iH , w { 2 
n n m yfc-*i pc .nmtrnii uvrt H pe -t» p£ j » t o $ n* w ' w i p w m p m 
•so iwim .ivrna iya***30MR \vm\ yamc IH in: ,n»»S« i7s:« ->n ptfrwiaysc) v«ev 
. is DNii DW .jypnB pn V>KI:VOD R ;ya lynn'Bisaw j'osra *\m p i | *$> JH-JIV H 
: » J B I O'Hima. r » " * ^ I'VI-H JIK cps^a-njnettiyB nn»n 
'13 |IK /IKB ift*« =z"ir ^Kpjtwri nyi cmi 
vi}a "«•*"«» fmjjm «** ljnvn v o , s ; , ^ M » D W $* a ,D .7n„sK 1 W P *„ i, 
-"jim luaptffp,, CKHyj i83«m -no ,iyo«3 p* jpiiin^xpa VS'VH'^B n t7=^^u« P* a»atH ! 
>i ine ipum «l B*yBycyji ran i?a nrra *M»i 337311 ,]K*"H'DBD« \I* |B*«»' nm lytfMl* 
tFOUjW* PK kptta*-* ijn ijmv<yo»a-m W1 W ^ io»»1»Wfl »i I " J'SSMI " " • IP ! " ' 
5? tK &tfnfe» i_y>«otr^\i»M"o»Sijhnini ' " ^ ^ a , D w?a*^>> i»i is iyE»=tK urtjw 
1500ciKt
 |13M n v i w « , . - , ^ H w i - ^ w , ~™ ^ TP»* « P" rtViWwj itfi 
cmi (151P5-) "SMM'JV,, yjyiy»»nFt 2000 J7i« 
i»H p'B» n %«H ,IJIJK3HK 13=3IK tjnmpjHp .TVJJO UK ff«BpK-« l«K C? »"H '11 1W 1?1 esnsya I«K jyijrn iyoi«;3-«3tjn ]?BIM . 
v;o ^ w t q a - i w tin?' !*« e m u |jnjni IP. ^ _ ^ ^
 r „ w a v , w ^ - , I 0 W . ft ' 
; ?pns lP>Bpo'« Ml irtS » \7»V>' 17"?' *W ^ X , e : H 0 7 J w M n Dn-nH SIKD H .HKUD 
snpi c? PK pm&M |*'K »MK nywff y?H J»K
 n;jn r>1! i5-^ rg» JIH. s-mp-r^KtiiK T-I \\* 
IS T^JPJIK p»| ^» D? I(t ,D»1K E'3 !I1K -JUTJI ^ Wl )pO. .11W ^'Iff i jo U » r ^ l ? J 
* ,nBDii3*K "iffiyi pK DpteitnB yipn iyi?fr i3«mjj3iH ytyn I JJS^II I^ j);??n n TH. .tpl^ 
•13KD n- |w UJ»»i ijn ;-.c oiyiopo »i jyVsi -inynja MI injo n*3 ip:m-«iB3n3'K ?"i?\i» 
IIK ace? 318*1" i»t. v iK-jjenys Dvnr=p?B ., .jywyo 3='^  
"33 K ISSHBr p|1 B.»aiK 1J,T
 e -0 ^ 1 ]?33JZK "^11 V1K |j»>W»T**£l »'5»< ?P3V» DIH 
•11 l?nj» 13=K M3 IJO .TWUPBO ffSO'W *1 MtR Ml .^ U DV*Or a3«"PB3I»- W yD* 
i^s upite<tm*vi !« irtn«B3"» v^J» fc»ii _y" ovijya p« BCDV 0** 6 V^W lyrvana 
aWoyi t7tyi?t»TB p w *i tyriyn # *iN&&W* P'iBii ,yp*DPKi9 nsn'pK |yi 
.iyiy» 
r tiyii OK*K onyoi? n ni 33n*»f03y *t 
*i *;PD sranniK DB'in n iyBKC2K IVDM 
•oyo ynyijiw IK I»3»I?J T O .|ynyo**T 
cjn i*K iysnywR HVI»B '»# *I ;y?yii oiy= 
•«iiyj jyayayjd'nK T*K *I MI UD**3 iytfyi 
*n iyD«o ix jyo^yn jy^yn **t D«I PK jy-t 
n ys^yii 'yaji-wbynoMK M |IB |P33nins» 
jjD^ yM ,D*nv m*'3 po y^nyDEnKD n .ix 
pk yvytyi ya*D»i3 n iyt3*^ *iKD*iR ff?in 
itt yo'oifp,, 1 pK OPT^P *i ya^yn D*h 
iinn-Bsin jyno iv?yn. "IVK-PP D"K*T»'K 
* * 
po 3:n"t?D3y H 
-*an« IK mK«3- -an 
•v* oajracya I«P*HD 
M .1^13*13 y3KiD yt 










mnanaj anjw&n m 
-pi n PK TWPNI n BTjww PK .noon 
atom wwa yafon K po lyaaiaya 
iyvi*E *i jyayp irYMmtunv n r 
Wl D"ii »im n»w nyayJa ny<n fyvvBa-in 
-^awm "an lyaynysm' JM"T DTyaoyo n 
-yaiyam j t jn m o»m »im "pm im i r sm 
- t ru n irVKt'jKrt* i n oDKnyfi o^naya 
m*n»3ntvam H .ino^o yf t raws ya 
jyaya is o^pa^ni ny«t PK Diwoyo n po 
V J tartam -tfya ya'o*ia *i lrsKraKns i n 
PD i:»owy BWDWSK a n »w« ^ c -vw 
>©yo »i po RroojpD)r&^i »PIK ,i»nD oyi 
T» tnvn m*jv ijrtjm P D V H ' D n .o-iys 
•»PD"3"W n .D-vyaoyn n »iv»im nma 1914 
$»t oyu "5wn im om oytnmiiy tyaHn 
fySyn "i OKI ,M'a wuyjjn) KI« lyaaKtiaK 
W'Tynno n po py5o *i *IKB jnyn oa»tfya 
syom tynyonyo aa»#. jyp iyo .|yvm* 
-ya mi»D lyoia Km pc lyo^Kii -iyo"aiK n 
jyayayj D*KH DKI D"n ni n>w pK jyaimi 
-rroissin D'»p3^ayo ry mrrfi JK»JV *%' 
T* mp m " * iya* .iyay5a n»" i i n 
r»o *iyoj'ii -in .TIWP n»ru umfruo'iK 
11 TWSDXVP i n jyiiya PK 1914 'pfl js: 
im WPB PK tf-BK PK ;jypayiya jyp jyo 
IKJ'O njn ,0"3*IK 5y^cis iimya o'j T W 
TKB DjyDDimBKDH K'jyiiya tm 1914 po 
.jyoJtfK 
woipyipy fcnpjytm vj 
ihy^yotyB iye'n inm oanayya eciy 
TPiy«l "3 /)KD*D*K3 PK 33*0*0 IM'J 
ini lyoiyn -i*a K IPSKI fl»i oVivo^visyay* 
-ytpy n "BKii D"3iK yoaayiocyaas n |ya 
j*ttK$ pD p>"no y^ycpK m DT-TB woip 
lypinyoaw eyn n DKH O^SIK n lyjyn 
,03Koy: o«n n OKH Dinasna o n jyayii p«: 
tm niriic H PK iyo*'x yoay^ n n*io'. 
< .lyoyW, 
p« pn« tm j JI . m wiw«« H imi 
^»t lyasn ,pnw lyowBo oa« D^D DOB 
nny PK Dcsnya oiyaoyo nyt 
TT oy« OK3KO ijfoopya o n p* 
i~t nKO •• ,H»a yo^n K lyaaKoas n»no iyT 
-ayia yaaKo pK T»| .DK.T THB* »II* yovy5-
noonam oayonKa on"* -un*|ia oyt?o 
*"t W13 pK ,py&D K ,D»P3K11E' K OfrVBtfJ 
-am njr, im ytK^oo^aiK ID K jynya iya 
•^ "iiD .i"iD pi»f*p i n ?m ^y^vyeo .noon 
-anayaam *i OVT PK jynya a»i^ it? »m n i l 
oy iya* .I*TKD oy»>a o n *IKB pyit? yoyi 
« na»ia IIK lyaKt-mi auya imiya jya«u 
r^Biia. K wwa* oyii 1914 |m m ,|yan^a 
^ya n m iyo"3"m H m ."lo^ iyBDKna po 
.oybiKmy oy jyaan cna 




luyay^ y lysunum iyn 
.'-.aenatH ijny p»t 
1-.KK3 woipyrpy 
-am lyiam po 
eip jKaKCTiaiyo 
)"3in n jyayii DWUIPB • IWJBS H oKnya 
i y o jypnKotnyD is oaK a^ya oi^ n n DKII 
IFM inyoyanyo is PK D>KPK^ yjjnri!f 
-layaaa o^i iKwyiiaip •may^ii^p n 
-ya jyaip ya^yii .tya^x^Kiyn- ycnya jyo 
.f-KaiiryaTyoam n jyp-moBnyo.; is o5»»s 
i« Tyayii oviy^pya pra o«n ^ysyao 
•isonam i?iam 
-«3 K lyoipyaaif tm 
lya^yii p^um *iy 
-pcKiT r u m * o«n 
- j a W w im jyaaia 
pB yaKiB ^i i n ' m laa .eiyoyocns 
lannyn
 fiJn'Biiya o^yoyoya tm oV'OO 
n'W Mo3>iya jyiiya pw**l iya*m oayoy^ K 
en»^oay oyii .lyoiin w lynyr is vt** 
"ooypycn ^ po aay>, n lyayii iinjm 
-yaoMK aipv pK e»n ,iw»o jyoopya J'TKD 
yoa»pya i jn pK nonJa yoona n jyaaTa 
Dvt'ftriKt Dip OKI .o^nrayo i n pB* 
-oonam onynms oijn .oypiKO i^P) o n 
•am iy»3iK ^ywyao PK p*oya*K pK jyn 
! • " ' • : „ . - . ' ; 
«1 1KB ^33133^3 KnjfDPa DRM IVJ'Tp tt 
.jysijnyft IJIE"IIY iM3in»sma V5K . w a i R 
- J H „ PK iwji^jKmvojiK linyiRB ya*yiv 
ty t^jt DRIVIKO w«n .nync t w r "|y»iyj 
-RO i iny^c WK5 ym"* inyt3iR 1S3 .TO 
pR TJJT'DD'IR pB B»3W"03'nM »1 Tltt Jj/D-
PR DV ?|yccyo H3^ 01*llD3Knj?DJlK pB 
PK yjNne K jyn ?K ,nDiyiiQ;yBuni oDayn-
')n\ chyaowa-n jy^si u i m s oyJBD 1'nnR 
*"» pK wm.i'B y i y n pjp'TtonK TTVR jya 
-pR .IPUID'D yjya^K jny'n 1'IK yeon> PTP 
,-iynyDBnipi: m y n rwp ipapw o*oiyn 
n po uwnt ptpn PK'D pawo'iR oapopn 
ni D«H ntK HMK prwi inmn OTpaopo 
.Tfepo iB3 PK oy 
oyT PD o>vm in DonPJ DRII .Tpaoyo K, 
ny-ina n IKB ipapn i n D5K.T DRH , # S 
po D*n H TPD31R.0'3 i n ODiKii JIM P3«n 
TM .ipajriaipo K Dny3ya I«'XKP3K3IK njn 
.Dtyaoyo yana'R v$R>pn pn5n«n oyi jya 
-oyo H I>»BR ,D>3 oy)"p oy D33»ia |yvu 
-pa i"p'po am ipaRri ,op imno wm DIP? 
in« Dy bino jyiKs? .oinytnKB .o»3 D'BP': 
.yasHo po 33i^ 3Hn ytyn ay^iv ..nupia -K 
p« nnpo iwmo yipt3iK jy3"t Diyaoyb 
any? ny»t pR ipiRupa OIPDSR^BIPD -mpo 
•IPiRUpi DiyoB*yi >y»p 
^n'.D-iyaoyt? yiyuiR *in« jyiynjo T O 
-y« ]ya3i3"o lypmwonn ip-ipnonR \vfyi 
Tin pc t p u w a »a m " D ,IPIKIB JROP jya 
•yn IRB |pornpi> frWDK JPIPH own IROP 
PR. jyasnana ytyn «a PIRN .DOT .PPHV iyt 
yurnw PDDJTIB n .-ipaopo u n y IKB «TB 
ORO -IPIPD'K anx - l y ^ IKB |y&« TIR-PR 
TTi PK imp*DOT iy 5BI ,jy3«t IV OVBV 
.yDDins nyi PK lynif 33'D>D K "a ,|«';v 
t«n |y33i*o*nyp w a r n JIB pynx njn 
|p3jni i jnna Juy3»K D^D jyDKnya yt ^n 
•yo3nt onyaoyo n.pf m m DKII IK? yny* 
»•« DP ya^jni onyi npaoyo K vm .jyoyT 
ywo iyi"»W3B Da^B pn *•« .lyiy^ayD 
^n'typ ny .MBU w a r ^y^ p« (yny^nyD 
D*D iriif ypAtya '1 D^D vfcyrum I^npt 
-tjnoyD ya^ytK D^D OR .lya'ncann i n »n 
RIK v m I U jw oyjpa [R^P jyD DIH>B pn 
.|y33nyDyaonRiy33"ia jyo iyp 
-¥' 
PB P3K3DMR »T PR 
D'3 !"iyi?py O^K'TD'R |» yo'o«p„ iyn 
jnpi pH- o"T3KTa -io ttfifnnriitt eonbiR 
•u'jya lySijim po B'v3ne im IR ,y3»T ynjn 
•Rna ojn |«j »3yDKn3iB DB»WI "iyn in* i»J-
tmbn nyoD>R in >ai jyd i>R3ni .5RPRD 
ly «t ojriD IPD nyuo ,Bnf3na \m^ i»a 
i n D3RT,iyb"D^ .oy-nvTp iP5i3RmyB 
i m s D"P3yjy5nyB RtR PR 1VD)P DIKili'TyB 
"IR w i w w n m a Hrr.jpo DOT ,-pifryn,. 
J3n"t?D3y IR nRB IRC" 
. . . p 
,]Roy? DBnn iyi 
iy3"i0 lysyp i*o DKII 
pB »11"9BJP. 1ITI JIB 
*»aiR IK TIRR3 ijn 
•»no pB 0"p3*oani n t»am t'R , I H » " I D 
.y3y3»R jny»3iR pR D"pa^un>ia 
PR Dvy3in3ya3iR IIR " I D pn jyno i 
-D'iR„ 'pR pR oyninp yiy;3iH jyayiBcya 
DOT ~)$m .DDi'^ BDRp jnyHIK "ljnyBBj> 
PR ,RDU |«'3P Tyn PR |yiyii w o n tio 
.jyn«T y3ya"R ynyn 
IlrtlD
 fDD3>'?B0RPi pR DinWIp V?R 
nyn^ D3KCP»O yy ' "a |jnyw DaRiayaiBB 
-pv ^RPR>- nyi 1KB ,|y33'D'D B'bsjna *n 
.niKip Djnfcn i n ~IRB .niRija' ivoipyt 
/»»DOT ntfa lyi »*H lyoiOT 
'-D3y i n -osn oy ow\\ .yn^noyo V"2 n 
ttt'-mv* jya^ OT tyo«nir Djn pR b$ypm 
jnafioyo >T ,1914 po 33RB3* pR pR 1913 
PR iyD"n3y3y5y»R wu»» lyajnacya pB 
-Rnoyo n ,pf*3i' i n pa *i"DonK ,iyo* 
T33OTyB3iR nub lyaR^p i n jyrw PB yn 
ya^jni nyoiy pR TTI* |y3Rtnys ya^oiRn 
iyaR3 p K j p r n w DO-oar* p*p iwip ya 
i n 1KB i^inypya in< DRI—\ipw nyn tw 
pa » w n iv'iyTJyaR T O .lvtxKTOMsiv 
D»'K iw3 iywDi ya^yn. ,oiyaoyo jnynm 
,iynynB>iK i'^3*Dy iy5*ji "t
 (|yaMt ytyn 
3nRa y?R IRB ^nRD3"R pnynonR p.R 
b 'o fyoipivann oa»^ ntR o o t'R oy 
,1B1R ipa^nynD K inn DiyncDpyDURD n 
•BnyB y5R |ya«WiXDnR 
.19 15 nxna j re 
„ I 
-R'DRDR :^ W O T pp** -WD -oainro rem n w n r n n i w i D W J W - I * jnyr 
Jttwwsnfc *R TWIP «i ,iyayt? IMP I K *i .lysRapiKf-p -anwfcufr n po -arc 
0R3*a pK Miv? K iyoh(n»3« cijn ?3>yn 
w*n ,;yiKTc jnjnjs jy^axnya iv -tyaayntt: 
•an lya'R aan-c-oay n ttfBrrarpii i»w 
-y:D*HK o*n n ar.i . jano "ojjnyoyiB. 
T i n« -imp jyoYitf no 33RDJ« r« |yay: 
VI -Won "an tysDsis iv PR aan^eroy yi 
-iPo»pn e*n ;KP"1D'3-IK <IR "HRR3 
ya^aip K irani nyo3,«BR *BT oy am ovt 
B^t w&m Xtrnx n « a |IB iypyo::n«D tin 
TJH pr, .Bjmvip *T ijrpaKioys, 
-u-o !« nwm 
V*"W'"u 
t ?** PR i»p;n 
jycup D?KPK5 -I pR ,B« yi \vtn W 3 * 
n P3 .lyonya eo 33K5 oyn oy .iycp«n 
pK taBcyrunM'R iyn pr D"3IR ynyiiB* 
a*a [rani w i v r i wm .DwaKrtK y-hvn 
ptfyii iyDK2piK?p "aniyMvSp n .a^ar-iy 
.pruni OVP3R3IB Yfruru 
PK fetntvyxvei**: "an pc a^snR n 
O^W»DJ»D ,R3KP*B' PR ,0"ttRMy* rUH3R 
mjnjR pR mu"?i iy .ynyayp .IROH^M 
jpfrurwp twripB lyo-isn asn ,-unty^ B 
pnyii "iR3 o«v *i 5RI .otmpw r n o pr 
ayii ^ lamyp ytyn pa PR ,*WP»WJ 
j .jyasno you jyxRnBCDmR 
-«py*i yiyn .ty3*a»Ty3 it »*t 'im 'ii ty* 
.imijiiya b v o r a w pic p* | W ' u j a 
-ftm o*n tot? D»nRy30'iR o»n yg^avp *i 
.tsny»» lyaiayaas e n s rt«s pn jya"T VD 
Sw "»ly^yii iwn i»: »n ayii jya an* v» THD iyays^Yiyo i r i i 
JT3R1D yv:R3 n jyT»^  IY jyr?yn «i j ^ n ya'&ani «iiv 
tssn iinaywpiR runic n r»">o ,atf R 
iyi31R 3yO PIS^ V3 PR i • 
puimii 
|pi3npoy3tf»iit 
.P-HJ' Hi p« ' 
DlBSn 1VT PR -1« '^D^R3' p* THJ>^ yU 
•aw p r ffaysj^iR t>9W«S T«n irin^R 
-jiR IKE 33nyoD"3y2 yp*iB inyaaya jnyt 
D53 jyf'Rt "i iypi»n *M n'iR pR IMUV Tyt 
-.yc ijn TRD Iya"a^R iyo"ii DTOCDP y^ R 
.(irXRi*3R3-lB *T pD 331p-mDC 
- i "N 
. 
«tjpR yooRya R^38t?y3nya3^ R n PB isyn 
n o»o iyny3«3« D»pa^jpo n jysya 
^ w PR iy33RE3y3R jy2«n *n DRll D»anR 
.PR yuno n ? D"3"iR y«3 tyonynyoaiR iv 
-yotnye PR hjo»«w DTyayo'inpuiR *Y ^»IR 
.iWyjciBC o»3iK p jyayp iv CIR DRI iyri 
i,R3«ry3nyD3,R TyT lie yDB3*P3,R *i jytra 
nyB 0*3 «nm jyo ? lyiyii oiypjn3TJfB l*'^3 
-?mi iRr3jni3Rp Tyi»?fl»5p *T ORT .jyoy: 
-3'R-n nRD »*'3TK n lyayncyaiRB can ya 
?*-ny»*iR I>IR can yeaRya R^3«e-*y3"iya 
i ]i^ t3»a y^ y"Y3R3»D H cm 33u« 
. 
-3nyoy3DMR osRaya asn 
•yn pR PR naovu'R PIR5P -un pR jya 
pfi D«3TK n /"lODllS^R DIRT ]W OD"W 
PR yaasys y^Rps^  |IR i-Riyaycn wnm 
n Ty3B* ."y3»3iK2E'nR„ IR .jnyiie' R jynya 
-sn •ann^.yTS^iya pR y3yay3iy3'R wi-u" 
l»a*n "i pa oasinue'ysjR mnd y?R jya 
- J33"*np jy^ys yty»t 
iyi pR IW^'RIS'D yaiyajR^Biya H 
lys^ aysDMR ^Sjiik' »^R y3?»yii /vno- PIR^P 
,IRI?»10»31R «1R T1RR3 iyT ?m JinRliya 
•3Rn ]'R DPRD »R y*3Ty3y 'R.oiyiRBya a«n 
llpav ijn po ny^ n^ o n'pR .nn^ R c o |p>r 
•»i3 n DRnya paijn »t DRT pipiiys lyssn 
1RD -D'Tjnp Sff'B) -OPRO PR ^3^3? ya'D 
aain^ vya iytyn pR iPiyiaiR a^ RBiy ojn 
.ID ,nrai» -an PB "iy'8^ cyn ym taaip 
ni:ya nyraiR a«n nys^yii ,o*np^n omno. 
03y3»vy3D'iR 'im PR oDRmyoD^o 'MIR 
.(IRr»iD'3"iR'iR TiR«3 ivi TRB Day5yan«D 
H JW»1 ,1"T0 PJm PR DD"11 lyi I*R 
'-D^aya pR lyaya^ya'K jya^aya iSjhTj 
D"V yasy^c n rrio , t»w "an IRB piya 
DRR ORT .0**P3»tR^ DD"3nR y3*?pyiB» H pR 
•yaya y^RpsVn PB i3yn n opnaecya 
-aya *n jysyaya 'M PR ,yaaRy3 pR o w n 




-iypi«n twyiruM o n « * -un . 
;m>»D ,o»a jyo lyp.iBno DKT ipatt .noon 
lifpjn iv T y^s n ,tp5a*o ya'DMa n nan |po 
n .iMMtBrawnB PB W V K M K PB /vmvin n 
03*OQBMBP3-can (BtrapusBp -ipi3P*u^p 
-K3-IB y*K ix inaytaK $Bt n .3 j ; . en njn 
TPB iyj»t lyjjnyi^D pn oyo>3 »i .oiyi"j 
- jyp n DHM oy^ K oino .3 .y . en n IIK ^ 
povapiaps n D*D ,»J jp3npncp3 iv TK-J 
.o«n n SKW«|y5D'p 
' .e»n ipn pnifttama IPDTTI Dnysoyo n 
-ya CBH -n DBH D"3*IB you n IKD .3 .y 
*"|*K t*K M DBM JPOBJBO 038 '1 pB J«nD 
*3"5 I"p pnipa DU r » D ^ T « ptyn .DOB 
~iyay.T»n pnBiiya Dvf»Mi3TV^ PB »i jrb 
-ya mB3iinaiBii T»VI PB aaiaayiotpaB PB"a 
DBM |piapot?oiB yotrijnw **l nyoaw ,*i5n 
-'0 POSPJK—iptyotriBB n») T» |W> jyo 
-y3) pB O^PJMIJ^DO'^IK ya^psnt? ,03BT 
_ .ty5o'o W^Dina' 
- tna. tva^aiyo |P3»t jysBi P>P»B a-iw 
.0"v n IM^3 anMc Djn pB PB IB;IDP3> 
5P»D M'TB OBH iyo DKT P B nyi3iBii n n 
n n o .lPD'wumev n VB*.D wnop»nB 
n p o .IKt^ o wn pK J3ie»iD:y yiyD»3( n • 
i s »JW Dan ys^yn ,non*o pr'BpBBT'' n 
pB 5jn3wn Dm p« IVHDDWK *i o5yo»nD 
- - • -.ofchv *iyv3Ha ayn 
lyDM-ia oy-i DHnya T O jyssn .DapDeny 
lytyn |ID jpoanB o .B'D$PIB^D i'K JP%V 
-w K'pn ipoopa D3PDD»D DK tpolPP apn 
**ijn ^sa PB 'imymya DIV .IBPO n ;a jpo, 
TOD *WJ pK .jpiipa o»a IBPD KIK $"ii 
•B^D i?K Din OP»D nyi l'K jy-iymys .oiy 
pK Mi jnyayHy ;s *^ja D"x n T*K «,D^y^ 
fj*< w a o»>3nK p'p vn py iyn .pn«* i*i 
-D»nb auyn nyo^snw ^y^ ip* 1 ^ /"WBW n 
iyn ins O>BII ya»? i«t DKII oimyn \vo 
-5jnK5'0 n- .inyjny IK lynya i«3 i«»3v 
w n iynyop^D iy^yn nyiKtapis^P "iy»o 
•3B »yn jKt'p nyou K jyn pn tacny «r»l 
IID jyosnD tn jynyt iy>y" " i P« IW'Vi 
jyM Djn 
oijn .a .y . en n enn .i^aoyp i m 
n pK laM t^v^P ijn'r3B3Ts iv lyasKDya 
IE* OBH lyonip E3"31K H OBM lyo'BD i^i 
IB -i3y?y,Dft'3iny,iEiv nnst iy3**t taaBtsya 
iyi pD iyo3yv .ww- v* nyo'»3iB n ]jn 
0V\ i jn po 33*o*o tfny» iv .noDna^B 
vvsv$ n pB iBcaymsp jyny^  »»3 PB .3 JJ 
PB iy33nyiBD iyoip3B itay^o VIB* ys^oy 
«i 5ar jys oiyaayv yayny^pD pe opo^a 
ytPH W \V2t$n QBMmya'B .iynM'3B3iB 
«1W ytsvy? n pK iynyn oiBf>ya JP33B^PD 
.inB' 
npa^ B i n c n e m y e .nuDna^B iyuiB 
jpap^c ya^pn ,13B1^ ojn \\t jy^'nta pf»p'o 
TUto ya^oypD ]ya»ip mino ny*M 5n9<w. 
D^ O lySBUS DDPBll 'IDDna^B n .Doyp 
*y3Q,iB I*IB oiyii n pB ,33iiyp5pDy3 iyn 
ynBia JPIBTOPO PB Df'ypMioay PB onyayb 
.13B^ pB iynODHS'B y?B *11 »1TK 
ly^n'B iyt3"3iB PDiny5py3DMB D?B 
-ySp.TyoDa'Dani ^y^ jpa"( T O DBT ,TO 
O"3IB nytam in« .noona'B nyi PB oavo 
PB .tPnPOCr iy3"*3 'IDDHJ'K W O^Sll 
B imyiBD iv ba»D3pnp*3 T C |P3»I DHBT 
•KKpa v o DBII oavm.n IIB $»no jyena 
ni inyo oa'Mjnpa W H O iy3"t T D ,IPD 
nyDoa'DS'ii i in jw*n v o S»ni .pijnjB P^B 
-taiy '-.in. pB pB-3am^3 i m pK IKOPKB 
MIK ?a 1P3B .ntJDna'k npi pB "SM5p*n 
ypiBDe B jnB jyanp D"5P jytyn Tja iiflyp 
ny?aiB pB iyD3pv |yip^ pB iB-vBpaBriB 
•3iB ipay^BB T O iy3yp *HB MI ? noona^B 
«t ^BI lyojB ,iyaa»nab»o p« DO*'5P jny» 
•oin cyi iiB D"poBtpnyoBMB 'rj WPftv 
DBT tyayp T O -iiyaymyB *\ okn DPPB 
\\H .pDTr3B31B (B IPV13P3 T O |yr*D .D'a 
0*3 f'B DP pB- .03BO PDinp^ pPaBMB ]B 
I"K iyiB DHBOC J"B lJnM'3BaiB IV J13J/J 
iBii TB^B jyiy |yTT,JB3^B no jyo .nayaya 
.in oa'oya noona1* n 
.3 ,y .en n ' 
. .ipiajratrout y i y iw 
* * * 
p W . ]y3Bil TO 
yanynnB P^P'B "3 
•P33B |yo"nayap^y3 
av\ " I*IK oyo»n. ' • 
** pB |yay^ DBT PB Dinars iyn DKT ,DPBD 
I^ K OBSlPlV'ljn pB t»*VkP3B3*lB iy»lB 
iaiB D^ii MI »IMB .pBnjn aoaynaB 5y*B inyt 
j;3BaiB nywiB' iPD'nstnPB iv iP^i^pa opu 
•a^ B nptaiB PB DIPDSPV P?B npa^ B IB'XBT 
yo¥:mw3 m,TK o*o 0h w»5baram J W R oiyayn ,i*no -nato * „ S ^ _ _ _ _ 
W H M * MT^K iy=>imy w u omi o w n D3spya o5*n »t -inyo Spam t«wa y y 
*l nraftm r«H pra»m e n is Rfw * * *
 W » » J o«nya rtyvi n jyu tsnoB'w 
* » D W K i n PK wonsruw w PR IPO o-iyaoyo jnyww v w iyun«B T O jy* 
js«rwt pa nsnv, * f f v » w * , i n PK PR w IP33RB3R W W I
 Ty3im p*vi «i 
D3"P .ftPKDtntf 
lwwmow \v$W TO »R ,1*0*13 pn is ey 
I»D»3 OToonpy e«n DRII "UBoenir wn 
-*yn ,iin*iW3 »j?oi3i»gfePK ?KPKDKIB *un 
.ixijn D3Ki3jf: r»3Bn D) nnayoroiR ys 
*yii iwyiFyi-iyojiK 5R» *RPRDR*IB *un IR 
-ROK^ i n IR &y&m wp |po DRII ,;m 
DP *« ,DR11 IWW *T pR l»J3^ *~0 oyil *RP 
IB3«t V?K jnyn .o3R^ya/o«n iy ,DJ"C 
yosm ysH'ii : DPJTB o n iv nis^c R jy3«n 
-law n oaRipys >uya o»n T>R*3 n 
oay>y3i»B 3*yj'p *«K jyj»n DRII tyo3yo 
1MM is »«-iya DY*K ijiif PR i rw i y j 
jPTO PD lyjRIB «Y1 . 
IPatn *x ,D3yosny • Hnawj osM-un-iyo 
jofcm tnymtptjpyDORo n p« Tyo»:riR n 
•frw m < K nmra n PR DHTT n»a jyawn ^ pD 3 J 1 * , , f f v ^ » * » "«" r « « w n 
: D2yD»ns 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ _ ivatfn
 fT^3» 
o«n »m w o r c o n * * 111 ORII ,u
 ? W M 3 S | | ^ W 3 „ K „ p W W H 
•:R 5»t K^PRORlB IF! IK . l W 03RT3y3 y ^ „K T B | n ^ ^ „.£„„ ; 03yO'TI 
iysyao'iiR jy?«T TO m ,D33K?"iyD TPO ys ' 'v""*' ? '* 
J 3 n » ^ ; y tn ' • " t lK ™»"*J«»ri ya^yii : 
. po yaRTB i j n is aixys PR «J 
IK v m n TO lys^ cya
 f]yiyn xrnm 
oy-ninp |IB yoD»> n pR aji-my^p 
-yf ,1910 «9wn PR oay^ yanBB osn JRUI' 
-aip iyD>Rni¥38 ocopyaa^R own tyo yp 
jy^ppyiiK |IE yaKiB i jn PR »t iy3«n ,]ya 
-a* i in» iJ^yo^aB pR iyo"3iR yonya 
-R3i»jn |ji5m "» >«B PR ,myiaw jyo^Rn 
'* ?*WBytp jny- i j r iM' : 
^wiiya osRnsyriijD tya^i jyaRia yiyn 
jyoiWJir ^*> 5RPROR1B -un tR ,«njn ^
 p D 1 ^ , 5 ^ ^ K O»I P^K pB fpn 
PB oa^yriRB ,Dmir»np ytyn .pn
 m .yriBiiyj oycB^nya PR 0"i nyo^nv 
- : oa^ wo 'ia oyo^ya travn , | ^ jyo ^KPRORTB Din nyoam yosjn jyj"* »t 
?J' ITJ i?3'«t ojn«"»p atMii jnytsm -©jy jyJst T O TR ,OIR pB R»5R e^JR i^yB '
 ( 
ja"xm w*3 yBj'=yotf«ii» ,cytm -py yosyv ys^piR v^ T^osnya' !in»i? 
H iy3yn yvyiya jysRo iy o»j.; IJTTODM 
»T lyoam T O iiDttn T I IRT 5»*ii ,]yaR^B 
.o»3 03RO' |»p isnayotroiR ya^ os*R 
yiy>i DRU jin"Bi33y IPBTRT T O »n OIK 
W»' jp;»i i*ff"a'Dnpcn .tttepriessp-HJo 
,ap*n»i; r-» ia^nr» p3'oyp j^j?-um £»?* 




.Piyp'Wt W'O i p i " l isp 
-am |it jp-ipn» "fyBpa ipjpp iS oi« 
ip> tpysyn n ii^nvv jjrtdt (it o-ipaop-a pnpi 
IPD'u Btynju nnpT v n jpo^ii ,op?n MB'ipp 
aitapj ipipi ijrtn$* myanpo pipnit *yt»»» 
. iiDi>-n ijrtnpt mpMjra yiyiiMt .K3»ip? ipi 
POID pipH IK 1P3'»PJ TO f.H ,B«(J*3 0 B3JD 
""TV.'Wi p i n w i n n ippyi i» aopu w T<H 
D"UWu"Uto jyna *K38py3TyD3*R 
.DPVD RD'Byp TyB >T |jrW3M T»n 
•)&P ojn'tMnp ?wi(r»WTpDa»K "Warn 
"iyD3*K jtfR IW^W DPPD K D W THI !»OD 
ItfP ypRD IKBIjn )tK $W* p> O^ RJBB'ya 
H IKD !$nD aoyn MIK 5R3BCV3iyD:«R n 
»T .uc^'n ipopa ysftm ,D5RP»5 mwjtfp 
'*D Djyt3D»0 BR PR IVB1KT "I DR11 PDlJ'n 
*y DTypOK31B |M»n3 M| . W W yfr<Y3KJ 
jie»:iB 1*01* Tjn PR, |yaa»n33'*nR i»$w 
yw»n paopa n B>O .im i-ipnpa m wnrnaw " # 0 , 3 " t jyayp p?K nivy 0'3 .DTWoyo 
unworn* np"K PK T»K nut atynp i»tt ' DiriBB^ " i jyaya 
* -
,cru .Tjnna =-o 
- .urerpyB-tajn^riB , r * o 
,T« J»»WTJt 
B O p*m*pR P3-fcm-#t»ov i* P« D# 
DKT ',D3*Bya n pK j n y n w •» oma nm 
Ktwyp- iya W\ K oayo atom K pR ijrayn 
i n jya*n » j . auya DO «WR nRB.m* opyo" 
jpj/n »»t \&w T O IM ,T3IM iv wriamw 
•jnSiyB iv Diyaoyo y*iy»t into pnwa D:>K 
DO TJSM ,ppyo' Ko>Byp iya l y n junyD* 
i"iipa D^K taw DVK "i iwyn anayJm 
lynyDjnsTyD jy3yit .'onyaoyo jnuuiR IKB . 
»i i»wit T O .opyo Ro^ Byp lya jnpi'3iR' 
pR bnyanyo jnyi3W pB D^poRtpiyoBMR 
»a ojjno .woa jyiy^.i i t yooRya y^Kgs? 
^KiijB'yiiytM*!* "WT31R-«nm :wmD »i >^? 
ny3Ty lynyii o^nsRnya Da>o*n iyiyn p« 
? D «^3R«,y3Tycj3iR p*un»t.y^N m 
i'K Tyox'K mv n m .jynyonyB *\jn 
ix DiyaoVD *i pB \yfr\\ nyi pR ^IIR frj 
DRT D"pa^3y» ny"? pR 193 nnyo iy>n«v < 
D^RPR^ yiyiiiR DRi. iya>^a T D .IRHO K 
"jyD3^ R 'ijn jy^nsv w'tutywuVK iyt)>Bii 
jy.i ,DPyt3 RD B^yp iys tynyayn R ^N:»L:'V; 
-»5 .tnyotyya DO »t D^BU DD3IP3*>R yrnt 
DIH pa DB«P3>'« ^y3ya»K TB»I TIR Tyi 
•ID DHKT ,piSp iv DV»R |y5»i»p jnynan pR 
,aR>Bn$B Iy^y^3R Din tyayViKD T O jyi 
DTyaoyo.n IJB DIH ya^oayayii n DRT 
t .rviv« oiyaynyj $w 
.<»rt *i omi ,D'*aiR H pB n s p m nyi 
lanoyaDMR ipotttfo D38 n j-R o«n 
1*Ry3iyD3»R H Dmi ,yv«DP y^R-Mp H 
TPD31R 1RJRI .D R^PR^  m,TH |y3y3 t » 
"yn iyay3y3 DO iyp ,oyoD»D |y3*Dvn oyn 
-*i» jrwww y?K -D13IJB jnayaoys pis im 
jyonn DTyaoyo yivDpR PR yooRya y^np 
--lyDa'R Tin pa yoB3*P3»R ya^oVR.n DRI 
jyaRD T53yo iv wi\m DO no"! JWIJBVJ 
y^BiBD vi O5RP«^ n lyaya iv T.TR IRE 
.lyasn iyno «f DRII W'.DB' y>y»v3R3'B PR 
I"K pR O^MP»> myoyto ^ IyD^R^ IBT 
''i- PR .yvDc ytyn pnmBB pn 'yoya 
in'*Tp""». lyiv.inw^BRon T J P J H P lV3>»r 
-« .DO ,oy 
lPIlD 
.ipyi* tsi7:r"yj 
n iy3»i o n m 
;3»p njn pB jyoRay 
nya»K imiya m r 
#1 t'K oy IK 
,1'Jpw : » K S TV*I w ayiiDMR |"R 
-Bfy3nyo3,R>'iyT "WB RD'hyp iyB 
IK 5ni jyo anK -liny" o-jyaynya 
CRI:BIB DPH imn*03*ni ^wt .3 .y .»n n 
-yanBB T,TH IKB Dan iR^yioBp *i DR" 
KD»ayp nys ya^Tyay^ ya^ DVR H PD ,D3y^  
D y^Dy^ ^^ yfi ,oayo 35RH R PR "iiv n
 tDpyo <* 
.oayo inyv wyooaopn o>v v w i«a i r i n 
«! t»3yaya JMaBBvawoa'K-un D^BII DRT 
jyaijn no n DRII ,t?i'DDinB cyn pR aa 
pK lyD^anK n |jnnOR3T* jyayp iv m 
.nuona'H nyn pa- onyo3yv y^ K 
•3B IUP-Q iyi3ya5ip T»R DRJBD lyovy^ 
: D*B$ ^R-iyaypn pR lyoipya 
v 
11 .19 1 5 . I K T V a y * 
I 
3fci«pow P3*YP-.B s PR ,i.p-isttP3 oiny^p 
oftriKhm T* can w BW /nKsa "nn J\D 
»i) "ert»ii jfton^, K lie WSR^ D iyi uram 
-RO pay? « IP;PP iv QW n i rav »a*o»M 
" a m ijro-um n iRi JP3Bn v o pR (i.pa 
^1K IR"! 193*1 VD .0C"3"D1PB 3'Viyn 
-ryn W IV3R:CMR vi pc yi^R IH .opiysys 
-yaiptj P3H3PDP *i PR IP^PS jyira "Ms pa 
!pa*n W .yiK5 Dipa^aiR DPI pn s:npo 
iP3R iin*v.w t'R op P * .DSBtya v w l* j ; 
y t esn ;p3"iip iv 5rv cpi m* TR ,mpp 
*^3 p n w I*'vsr?B8BP 113 D*3 ,DIPIBCP3 
PR p u u r i v a *? tpa'Vny iv i3«0tt*:»R 
p i r n * P* PR jns» W PR .ipfipr yiyi;R 
oiyaapD h D^D ]pviiP3Bjrpa*pii ,"Woiy 
PR .tRff»'R«DBDR 1VOPPDB1B 1P1 PD 
„j3"iDmv3« Dp»av>Dr»D y i °W W*^ 
yipopa &39R3 a » ^ j i ^ .tmrvBain PR 
.TPOIP PIPTJR pR DURiapoo 
£9*1 a* ttfa>n ,oy ]pBvi3pa YD m 
is cany: o«n i»o OKIV jpppuv n umpa 
D3n3R n jy.w D-3 VR op .ipa^privwc 
ya'ftyrya o n iyiyi3P it >RPRORI& PB 
-jnw '.x T « ."ipnic-DpyEijRs cm po cam 
imtropysisRs tpmiv iyssvip'Vps vi jpi 
-P3 oum oy *n D"ii nra <PIR TPD"31R PR 
, ^RPRQRIB DJH PR OWP*P1P DD'OC 
cm D3"DP3 c«n j»'3v *i DRII amain ' 
;
 D3JH DR1 IP2p3y3BnR >» Dip ,^ RPROR1B 
M VI W iya"31K *1 IRE JPO}PV3 w 
* n 0Ratr3R .p*noo R T « T ^yoipya t5»#n 
rp3PPiiR VR p'noo pc OSR? payapspsE .^R 
J^-UR iPtyn pc D3RO. h iy»«"V3 o^yot? 
»:vn
 irs3ny>ajn po, psitjo pty**i —• oayo 
tyssin'sya yi t3ny*3in DRM
 ry*viD'bD3«P 
" .Tptt^aiR pR TpiisTapPBURD oyT wr>nv 
-3V IfimaR >11 DP31B ,P(*3P ' I ' « .MtR.pK 
»l) 133m "WR 6vi3y3D»lR DEB t38H ,D3R' 
"ppBURO OJPI ty33M1X ITS (p"MD pB D3RO 
;.•! e'l? DP3P3 pn lyo^Rinyo iv nmiro 
'n»* -&P 3>D ^I*T nyss ,Q3jn vyftvm 
•nyiEMiK I\E t33M3'n cm pR b"P3't33jny: 
•y*i o#- 'ItR ,Tyt3"anR jp^ E»3»n»< M^ I 
^RPRORIB ^—D3jraneD3'R Ipl 
-
D:n ORI {PERpys isro»:ii ysyiynyE w 
~K 'T IK>m IV .DH'R 0*3 WW DRT QK11 
„ .isni t3*o D*3 »j iy5»n3Rnp3 pR iyo"3 
fwpRORne am po wm* nyD"iy»B Tin 
lyaju'vya » T P K lp:3>'*iaiV3*H« jyny3 PR 
R 1PD"31R PR ly-wspyEURs oyi iys?Miv 
TPTOona'K po e:ysp*y IR—^B? »«; V3R3 
D;yt3D3'3jm :R ,ao"i DRI potnpMom PV 
pi*""*a* m ,pnpii aaR?sp3 JRT 3:RB:R JR 
PR njn R "ipi8 5(JTO3«P R ttfavn jy^st 
D^pa'^ DiBiiaoRiyE; n |P3«"tt3 jy^Bt jn«a 
W m ; '-.oani'R npn po S3nn»u TPI IRE 
ipi 1M11 -!;RDCIV njn PB ipnpipyiiR \y$w 
PR n»T| yVJRJ "T 08.T P^R "iniCDpyE13R3 • 
. pR ^i) iy *n p« DRII JBHO iv oo^trya 
-a^R *1 IRE ^,?an»fllD3RTPB lPD>8nV3 DTjm 
1P:^ >BT ^ P T t>Ro^ 3R iVpo pR jp^ 
VI iPa'DBPE-pa Dim P^R VIK oa^BB ; I 
*HR lyms-DPyDUKo cm' IMR—vno pR 
lpa,D>»!ya iv—npt3"3*iR cm *PIR >W Dia 
•ya yoay^' n o«aiK yyoRoyoD'D Tin 
-JjnBnDWHIH iPaRHlRiPB DR11 ,iy33133H 
•itTDripEiaRo DPI 'R iinyDB1 DRIT pR o»»n 
"iv nyay* jya^mp iv w a i R oyn *R I P I 
'TpDna'K I P I PR ;P3y5 lyniy^yDcaynynD 
-CP3P3 pR iP3"Vip IV VI Oy>«DD \V0 DRM 
y3R3D'lR P3'D3'« K lPliy3 BI^ R VH DP 
•yaipD iv tyainBi? w ?RPRDR>IB iviim PB 
DRl^  ,n38DC^ V K IV iPamDC IV—IP3311PD 
DRII Tjn ni nyapn ?y*E p*: oy» ny D3n 
1»R ?RPRt>R1B npl riBEjia DTDDMpy Dip . 
pM ^BT iya# iy cyn .IPIBIIPJ ipai3p33B 
-?yn v w ,IPD^5 apn pR ^PBRDE' R tM a^ 
l i ^aoro PR otf »R ,ipa«^a D»TIV VI iya 
*1 1R ; TP3yn pK nysyn I " 1 D H iy33»Ta 
•BP^nn ipa»my jyo \VP iP^ &RDtr jnpapn 
-'D"iya DPII tys ORI^ oinain .iB'VRiyfi* 
-pnyoa'R 'votwiivm po 9n*Bin o n iya 
•Dnpp I1D PR DVDDMpp' DBH IV&W ,|yO 
viK pR ,iy33i33nya y"iyi3R iyo3iR iyn^D' 
H t'R TP IR ,D3^3P3 DBH ]PD tP3*Pn, 
•3jny»iBiV3iR ijn pD yawnin PD*D3,D3MI 
•pn pn3P>PDP:yiyiBiv3iR n 11D PR o»n. 
.lyDRo^n 
lP33R3pJ3"R iy:»U PD>Pll H 
IPa«o )v OBBnya BT^R ipaijn ,5RpRDmB 






.-tjjpTsn cayDiRa o*wty Tin 10 i 
om ipjim iDa»:"K vt y i DIR tyoipyaays 
iv aivya pK tirum iwnoya I I N I DV DKII 
tyiawya P R yattfp iny* pR .oyaw^D yryn 
.eayonaR DVT pR opaiB nyoo'ccyp R 
pn ODIKTM own ptnm oRoSujn im 
-nam i r i jus *»no iyiy» iwaiwwD'VHt 
jyaaiaanys ya^n n iv—BRC jyny'—noo 
lyayp ya\a»R TR .oPOB'inys own [ira OK\I 
•«n .waoayuncyaiRP Vi ,noovia«R iyn pK. 
-RIB nyr .Dnn»cyaa"R'oBnya IRT p i c jyp 
PR |yD»*c omtnya ,oy lpD«n ,own ?RPNO 
*«P'B3 Tytii *TJwo»*p/^, tP"fp» a " * te*'3i> 
.evo 
-'13 PR OJftlinp p/tjpi IpipSS'-yiPB IX 01H 
'3JTC3 It J-Vl'Clt3»* ^3l3»fi IptSlR 8*1*1 ^'0 
ipapv MMJN tP3?a i r^i mil > r o a r pB run 
.imaiEi? oai»yw »r IPT^jn i*',|p3*8 vr 
o»'3iit n lyt^nv ,o»n« c:*3 ippauiBya i» 
IP^IKS iptSitT D-3 itf*t njra»2iK ,01310 or en 
'KWU ,IJ-H»( tP3»3 Ijn? MHV Pff-IBpp^ J 1KB 
t » i lis ipnimyt w ,D'«rnrt pit e«'iiH*ipt 
"*w yooayn n ^loona'R -^y vaRa nyi IP^BI mvarf i» ,*n K |pwi3"« ,jnr«'3'onp 
•ya nynnb \V2$n DKH ,iyaawiy3.oo"3 
, .lyeyE' y a ^ w w PR l»£a otnyn 
ownya ^RPROKIB u n own ,D3VD"iw 
oa'ooybM own ny OWN DViain w w cin 
P'R 11B IRB^ 'R'DWDK DTiniPOpVb^KB H 
..iv ,D"T nyo^iiv nyi PB !»»jp n itR 0"t 
r.33 p>i >w* DRII .uDHPiyB-iyp R |PBRry3 
n |yoipivpR3 DiyiinapyDiaRo jyaaniv iv 
]tn own jyo .Djj»*naR oyn jus lyopaiB 
«n JIB B?P im pit j'cyeVy«n jjnjm e^wipa 
'3K .DIICpB^SHIp IMBS'lK pH C-|jn«?=pPE13Ra 
l« ' 1P13'-U ^3'0pB153t(p-2lia PIPSS'K . JpBBS-
"3» I^P V«t CH11 JMrtnoiSIK r,H T1H(R' p3H3pn» 
DnpiiwppcuKO n jit* {jf>i\* »T
 (oyii)*ip IPB 
'•31B *JK nH(P 1?1 pi t 1P=?-I=1?C pit Ip^ei 
11M Cp=«B((p-t»TB W r j u t J***! D7 .JW'-ffl 
, .B'l^iyrs-BB? 
-iinp ptjn ip'cipo'i i» D?ny3 ip3»t vfl 
•Ro lie i«*VRio^3itf IR ins tK ,03Ppnyjk •|p3»^ipB fn apii w'a a«iB UM»*«_*»»ift5ri 
"1R-I1D IR'31* yplRDC R PR piyniB'DpyDia 
oyn |yaa"i3 e^a oayo'Taw RTR tayn iyD"a 
Tyiy* BBtVomto pri .DRU?iTyT lyotWMiy: 
iypiBtatfnys itfiftyn iv oyoa^EBiyD ^»i iv 
IR ,n3 ,iv impiaK cm PD iR'VRPaRaiR »i 
—opyiivys |y3»n oniv jn^3'ORII ORT 
••na-K nyi-pR jyaaiaanys r\ iyTyDy3D?iR 
jysijnpR 0Tn»DM3in ijnyn |y5»r—*IOD 
Ji\pV)\ yoca'iiya *n 
Din o'o cspyiivya iyo o»n ,wyoTi 
-pa V*t piin&O ipi IH ,jpTi3poB?^i' \x &nsi 
s^papejj opti p'nss tjn |pii .ipipii'c^popo 
=3jrD^?cro-ori f» ipcpaia »i .O'-SIK njn » 
»1 PB ep'onn'pa pK ipsyns-pj "IPTJII urtei 
,0'Tw y*i«a IIB "iiTBifiaipB 
D3»p"iyn jys'iR oiyii DRII P'ntaD i m 
•"31R naypiD'60 i*iy ]R tyoiayasiiK ORn 
TRD -DimiB-OPPtiaRO lfiOO 1P3'R pK iy» 
,-
vi': 
'i cya^yva^R cm unys'tnyc iv ^KPRO«IE P^IOD DIV D3Risya own DRII W R O ' I K lyn 
*yiay VDD»OCT3 H »R , I » D'a . I J ^ ^ S I R 
*KPKO»OB Tin DRII .nyByc »n p*. jyaan 
•VYi oin*bya3in iy$yn ,iy3ym»yaisD uwn 
•pyDiaRQ cyn pb tayn iy TR jisnawt ,jyi 
•ya pR Tci* o'D D^ynaRnp3 ipnyn Tjnicta 
•py o»n 5«pRt3RiB nyi n»cy3 ja"pa'03yT 
naypio 50 H pb >"no ya"?p R IMPS P R 
jyo ;i^»3i! ijn PR Diysayo iy»ya lyo^ai^; 
yvwta^K n iijByp tR ,tainy>pny [Kn'D«n 
&: ^^a»innR^ )w«i iy3'inyaa« ^» own 




onysMiyb. jynya nyo"3nR IPT t'R DVDD«r #1910 »5icn ]yo24 ojn OIIR ^«aijn 
PR lyvajnycawi' n ips'inyaaw v t IV3wn 
•lyiwiiya oa^oya yfrjy PR 5KPROKIB iyi 
-ynv yoo'Biwf Tiro own ^wpwoma iytyn 
T5D*H ^KpKDRiB nyn own ,Dayomy:iyp 
•imp yoawtanm H iyD«c?iV3W jyoianyoaiR 
-RTiv iyj'»i o m v Tn*»a ,OD»»n DKT .bjn 
.op'noo Tin iia ni^iaRnys ys^oanw o^o 
pbiRiya on^ R ^KPUDKIB i m o$.v DVR 
•ya pR ys^oajnw iw o'-bWW ojri [ysya 
iyn ,iyo?jrti yiyiaR PR .aji^i^Knya yosyi 
-wo Tin tR .onysmyb D.TK own ^KPKOKIB 
,yD3ri *i iyvi3DMR o o oyn •unisropycis 
. 1 9 1 5 , i * m a j > B ~ 
• 
nyB BRP i n C o i*ns iv ip=*n DRM jy3 
• p r o "iW's B"» i m D»D DP D$SM .uiotoM 
.D^Pi'tMjnM TPT'K O^pyDSWUlK IV jyJ 
• ; « I H » PK " T » B P P * DKM ,y3RTD *i ?"M 
PR V' W » P D*YTV n<*3 pm JKT ;*Sa* 
irum jytR^ynya'R »» ^ W R D*3 CPT, 
-ys IP3"T DRM ipeoyD no 5"riDTR OPT iv 
jyoPKB n pR .pJOPRB yj'D3'T. »1 D*S D3KP 
.O**P jnin:iip3 jny* pR emn3K |y;»M 
V^wy IR^XRTD'D K ")»B TJIR onpoE' oy 
i p D * w n pit DDIMJP T M $ P « O^D t y i iv 
R P I oy P R "i »*a .iipn& iv m a y o r jya 
DRM .DSMTSE " J a w w u oo»n DRM ,y«nB 
"fc»u«Tn, Tin* D'ORi ">3j«Km. 0D«n 
jjtfpDE" PK DP ptfpjj jifonyj w ram*" 
DRM .jyc^DE'ya Tf-vy»y) ly^y" tv^tft "I IPM 
-nyj iyBiRi »i ipo:>8M ,">3R3SP"w oo^n 
IP3RI—niP^P R in* IPDRt B3R1QP3 pR IPO 
•un TR fl&wsm P R D « M <trtM i w i ORM 
IV 13$DCD*R t3»3 PR PJRIPJ TP3^F3PO 
PR ,t>-P3'D3Jnyi D'D DMKIRD "I pm'DBTO 
O^RM py tR ,oMi 5y*E MTK pn |yo?KM oy 
I P b ' W M W pooyu »1 pa yj"R pmys 
-ya * « >n K |yoRBiv TJHB itf3"towDMR 
t*M ->8D jyoll 
f 
,IR ,^3yt> JvuypfffSB ip3»j P R bp 
IP3«n DRM JP3RTB PDM1W i)MR 31VP3 pR 
D*TTV p r o ip5»t ,P3P itfty'i O'o j ana ' i* 
n R v » v ?JU*J"R PR tyowpoRnv 
T onyo3»^»B t p s v i pR .rytpj ny-is 
OTyTUpDpyBURD *T ,OPVl5p H JIB P3R3DMR 
•*RJR PO»DKP,, n "Una ."iyo"3iR n ' T j n s 
« < H IPD'11 1P>8I "T tR ,-IPt?Py D»M*T0 
pn ipp Sn RTR ,oyo»p yoMiP3 I P T ^ O J P 
pR "fcWRtn nip v y o . p n a*3 IPP njn» 
.DPD»P jreoww JTDMW* 
y i "3 DRM DPT jyam ^K^sntfB "U"y*t 
•flPJJ* ^JUU'*R f i n IP3'mp JP3PP O'TJX 
-3»»>TJIB ix p J n yeo'Dcps ybnwa JH3yo 
•3« nypya i ip -,CDR jyp &W* n impo 
nc -an iv jyTpii opijynyj 
."ipeyE' n "iyTi,3R3 
iv pyiiR nworc 'R D'3 y i IPSTB nn> 
m ,W3 CP3"DP3^R DJH riHR ,MT R [P3p> 
."^RjRt'T TJP vyfti P*t 5»t 33i^3Rn y n r 
OP11 WK IV" tR ,T^3yo V1H " i y a* P K D ? 
"jy yD^T*DTPC3iR n osRnoys pR imyii 
OIMD n ,05R?»D nyiw ,n"ib p» tPiann 
n .pR Hfimi D3Rcy3 »IIRT ORII o»onR 
•P3 - jn IIB iny^npB P R a>'n3powp5«B3iR 
-pa *nwi IPO .niDRJ "iy3^c;po w p r o m 
-3iR ytyn |yo5Kmjm ysSyii H ' I R ,!ypj«T 
MI inpo D^: iP3"i ' loonj 'R pnync np>inu 
•IPtP3yu P3*53npi\y3 
BD'»n QKM I^3RTB VI Ofimap33K DRM 
33i?"ntfiv nm P R "SawMiH^ PR *TPB„ 
D*D jyvisya v t ryo *n»n ,D*OIR T P I p a ' 
n iPB^pn nf am ,ip33ipiyoy3 pn3P3^«B -n 
: | jn«ro3y p3Kno 
>1-1RT D"3nR TJH pB J3tf»nDlV yD»>3 
•DM3 p R nDTP11D3yc3Ml C>R | j n y « D3RnDP3 
m w *nm tyo /iDDna^R TPIP»I PR anjyn 
Vfcutt I'M 5»t oy .ffnyr no jyo TR ,i"t 
pR j" iR an»v iyo ys^ PM ,npD»3nR H T.KB 
"3M< 1jn PR " I D^R.1 IPD pR /TODVU'K Tyi 
"P'TIPB iv .DS'Doptrya 3'DpD5yjpi n o o n 
*VPn 1P3R,.JP3P? iy3H3pDt?3R 1R «1MR ]tfj 
D"3TR Tin pB 331^ **riD1V y3»*3 PB B,V3»ia 
-3«p pa BMwlB Dm D*D jyniiaiyB m P R 
H .TMt) plJ TyO»3TR JnKV *1 IPTP'^ RTD 
T3PP1D 60 lyoSRHBMR \V)SP 3VQ 'TDDH3M* 
P|MR IP3tf1D pB DPR? n D3jnnyi1 .W3T.R * 
D3"?*B TH'R Ml? TpD"3TR XytMD 75 ^M 
" " .IV3JH3 
"3RTDy3 R^T jyD TR 3»DM3 t»R IRBTIH 
^n«v n iyTy^ifio3«p PB y3RiB n jyo 
H jy»y> >*n jyo ivn , T n o pR TPD'»qiR 
.D"3TRj TPT 33tf«'nDlV p3»53 PB y3RTB 
e»*VPn »• »R ,Dnm lymspoRPPT T D 
H iyony3BMR J»RI o m v yn»3 PB yo'DMp 
.JR^B [yt>D*Dt?y3 N fv ipoip tynyi pR ysRns 
T*E> I'K DRM TR .JpilPT MT*R DpM TiTR * 
lya'oyo^yjyn R oo"n DHM ,ip3Rnb n iv 
-RPX pR "TPB, -DD»n DRM pR TPD"3TR • 
D»3TR l i n 3 J 1 W D M ( W 31Vy3 PR ">3R3 
"jra J«P 03RDP3 D'3'TB IPaKiT , W D'D 
"VyD. DD»n DR11 fPTP3 iy i« Mn.PDD'D!? 
IPD IPM TR ,IP3M>a I'D ^M1 ,-faKi«t»n# pR 
DpjiB fir\ *fpD*otrp3 RTR jysRD jyonys fyi 
,^n yoD*DE»P3 R urates IP5PM 5RT IPS MV 
1P1 pR ">3R3RP"I, PR "TPB. DB»H DRM 
•RTB jriTUR Tjnif ,"I?TT|RB'PD^J, JIB y3RTD 
' 




OM-IR ljnu » ipm (lyB'vsnB PD3woTm3ya 
•3na IffDIKT 0*3 5lp t^ O *& JJIT'tPOaP IK 
-y»"wa pa yaK-ia -an PR ^ P D nm V : IP* 
"injK n iv ni3"B» p*t pR opais njHy*i 
"Itf W l l D3"5»B ^83 t)1KT jyaRTB' JJT 
: 035«& MI ivnjm o-wyte 
o«n -iy*wopypi3Ro iyn DRP OSRO »Y 
•D'l *"J lPB*Kni« ,BKC* pn jyo^Rinyo pK 
•PJIV 5$t' /iy»"3"tR jypitrpyiiK PK p*a»x 
-Mv.iaKosnya p« i c v o*o imim byijyn 
-ya.Mm,D*a onyn a.atfiaRn.pn lyaM.-'tfRD 
.pnvtt »3inyo:iK n £«> ,o3Rio 
DRH
 p"&mjKp% P« "vya, i y o w n 
111 oena^Tyfl iP^t .oamsya *p imyn 
pa pyiiv oyi on* PK oo^a oyi ;pK pn 
"W D-iny5piy *\ynns PR oy *n ,>KPROKIB 
(yjKOEnya lyoanKT trum oy pR .jinan 
: jyopaiB maya^ BB n 
-yaaif "umeDpyBiaRo oyi jya^yn iv (1 
pR -pJiyiB' BKC PK 0"3*1R pn D»D \pf\ 
yoa'&ynya R jyo^Rrutf ,ty3»n3nyo3iR'3iK 
-in pM jyan? PR P*B»VDH ( " f t w w ) 
-ayrmy,, \w "jroa^fpy,, ena o3Roya-o»a 
(•tfya PK O"V PB "lyaa^nao'iK in»).^o 
..o"3iKya irotnyB««p ]yo5«u vte m s»$a; 
"IKOS? K |yiy>i |»»3P Tin iya*yn iv (2 
o n lyannny pK |8*VRP3R3i« yoRipini ,yp 
/ pno nysaw Tjrii PK (TiKiaytaD) ^KOOIS 
-ain a^osyp aiaya pn ?«t prav H IR n a 
TPK pR D»'p3'fo*isii&j»nyB -inn< pnnnaiv 
-D3»nK* ?KpRt3KnB T1H 'DR11 .jyoS'to j n 
ona |ynyaa« iyayp 5»t n na PK ,-IRB'in'K 
jyo^Knas pK 0 " 3 I K nys^oBBPa^oya ntn 
IK>ai> nyi jycniv jyaainyvya ya^na^ic «i 
auasm n?K iya*n ya^yn ,|KK"»K'D«DK PK 
*KPHDRna pa D"anK ya^Ta^Diy H IKB 
•a'K njn putiyoy^ms n im4? iv DIK pn 
,JV : .noon 
n « t ya^yt H lysaipya w lyo^ans^T fia 
-BMiK D»3 o»pa»t>3yny3 pK "M»n M»n OKT 
DKtjcaK .iyD"3iK jyp'CSKTK pK mowa 
nW'PKS) n J^KB DX'K n»t P»IOD o n 
"KOKIB PD T^ya'CKD H pK ?KPMD«1B pfi 
pn w B'a.Tjnie'opyBiaMO c a osnya ?-KP 
Tyta»aiK H t>»a n ^y t^f .oain ya'^vyiya 
.t3"pa»D3xnya pK i n * tv oayT K 
nm :K ,33i3»»o Tin KI?K jya»n T O * 
pa ovy nyT pn ^KPRDKIB po B'vans-iana 
pa ^n'Bya njn pn n o rayoonpy p*t 
D»I^ IiK paKiya osnn IVT t'K ORT .TKM» 
nyo |my» JRPKDKIB nyp no paRnya jyiyn 
iyaRDt?iyB tio oy .oyiayiiyaas pk OCO»D 
n i i n jyinyaya o m v n » a TK ,iyum 
]IK lyo^RnivsMK >«pROR^ B PB jyopaiB 
•ya y>K pK e^'^ » pa 5n»Bya nyi jy^pmoay 
•»aiK pK ly-iitfopayoRo jytrniv iyaain»v 
-nye no K^pRDRnB oyn pa pynv Tin .Ty» , 
-'D3HBMK |R D3"0 DKT »K tpny i l DCD"B 
-antfS yosinyaaiR iye»i"iv3K ^>nya".Tya 
-•vya ya'ta'ia pK ya'M'M.yiyn'pR. jyaaia 
( oaaK^Tya o*a "iv j«p pa ^KI oy tk ; jyaain 
' DO OD'OB' DRPJ3KT unyii tayoTRiny TITIR 
O^KH aaniJi«D Tyia aaR?nya KIK / i B n ^ o 
pa pyivv-nana am jyaya nvay-jK jyo^n 
yryn oaRioyaak pK a»iayoya .^RPROKTB 
-yi v* Twip n taoy^cya .lyfi^vjnanjna 
! "(ytTlRB'OD^ pB ySRTB T»T IV 31V 
03KToy3 jyp nysSyp ,^ yD^3^R {»p IR„ 
jinyn 5«t
 fiyo"3"iR nya'oyopyan K iyiyiv 
-jn3K pR jrnana y3»D3n ins op*t?yapyuK 
•pytiR ipayn.T'T o j^naRn oy \v\\ ,Tyoiy}i jK 
-ya ojn jyvuya jya ?K» #Tyo"anR IR typ^ 
pe 5*n ayi p» ("oyrr'a.) n&v PB >ma 
- .0*t»i») T3Boinya 
•pyMR jyayn lyr'pbay JIB oayi QKIK 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^—.. pwws Dunyiv 5KI lyo^^aTR )R |yp'e 
DMK ODipJyopaia yan«B n ta'i^ (3 *un jy«'pK .njn«?opyai3Ro oyi pa jyiyii 
T liiB^yn ,PR >RpKo»riB pa pyiiv ty i IK |»noy3 D^K .own jyo IR O$,TB w a i K 
^D OTyamya pn iv Tyo»3TR lya^yva"* *»3R?P K IPSKO IV osyT K ny a*r\ .riw IR 
"3*IK ys^ytK iya»v vt .o^aiK yanayoc -xmm ni lyiynonK D"p pn SKI jyo PR 
iva»5a K(R pR aJi^iaRnya RIR ^yaaiaanys anayiynD^K IK j^yaRD^nya taiyv oy 
-3'D3jnya.pR i^v m a»5nyn o^aiR 5"?ib i m s j7o^yocya3K H iy^»t .oyovp ya^ym 
"PRTB nR.&yf'»"M'«U pK DMK lyaKTD D"P JPOPRB J#K 1*R T'T iy03Rn03,,'m DpT^p 
lyoiaya "a im |yaiRn oy .T^ayo pR e**o -nR n ) o^Rn3yoo ya^yi »i imayiiaK pK 
* ^ * ^ » i A ' - -
M 9 1 6 . i R n a p B 
I 
TKE IPYDOMPP tpoi^ami *i J»m ,'TDBITT 
-i:jf v i IV >pb$tf -an P R ~ c * - n v snna 
JFM?\I or & W V W Tin JIB 33ITJ£ TP3 '? 
pMtf'\T» . I P O ' W T P U C y«a IPOW TUTORS 
•jvaruj tirvDKfi iptra DP ORM cy i yp:>iv 
c m 3p»?iv inyo TK ,QfiRn ips TPSR j p s 
-"2->K «i jPTpoysTPc iv wnjnvo n DRM 
" l i e ? 1*?K f P W D3PT D'S DPM Pa**** DIPS) 
.TP? 
-pa o<3 5,TRO3**P JP:PP i r a f a m a PTJPT 
weWAUwa DRM OPTSTIT iP"«pii ctpf* 
UK 1 "P1R P3"R ip5ptt TPO"3TR pK 
•5 ^TR«3"P « | DP» CRT -ODR* *1 JPCTKl* 
prr Tin V I K IPERT P 5 R ;pap-3 Yfl .rpc?sm 
*RB*BRP IPJ'CBPE'PJ QP11 D"2TR jyil 
« -D"3TR 03'D2PC*P: SKD'BRP 0K11 0802* 
V ? T : P "'Paw *ro jpno .PM o'a ^R» >KB T P I 
-nS-.fi "in?" pfi P3KTB Tpl iv ipsip OT$E 
JPTptt IP3P3P3D*1TK 1PPD Ojm DP .IPI'S 
DK11 DKT iPTpll DTPia'DTPE pK 0"3TR Tnpo 
pc ?on ID- IPT IK n a ,trojm*3 PR onp; 
IP^oeompnciv anjrnw *Ri OPITRIB op*t 
. n o o n m TPT pR tss^ccpcps j w n DRM H 
PT"2 TK .TTKR3 IpT pB 3))3"D *1 PK DP 
f2 IV ffOJ'nOCJR TPDD'R SfH \V$W BHTV 
•o T3prnp\i pK 4P33i3;np3 n |PTP0p3 
">K 0*2 .nDDnrR TJJ>PH pR IR ,IPB"T3P3 
IRS PD'n3 TTPR ]TR j W P a ' i p i W pTTVR 
WJ31K 1P113 ,TP3"3TK. PR DTpniE 3^PPB13K5 
it tPfo'B QKU lyaRnps ^0 K I'M V 5 T " » 
OPTIVTP IPS DRM TP R PR .OPTIVTPP; 
-v.nppa n Jpivs **c imp* p*> IK pK ",PE> 
pK D3'TnRC O'O »TPnp3D'lR IPTpll pDpT 
l'C3Ml Tin ^RT PR DKT 5'M1 ,DP3p,TPt3"R 
0"3TK TPV3R3 TPT J1C >"nD TPD3 
BR.T IPC OR" 1RT ! « DKT ,*KPKDKTS -OP*! 
—fctpRtJRTC DPT YftT iPERC W DPP11YP3 
p ' l ^*T DP .IPiipi JP2 nTRT IP3P«0DPT31D 
O'D JP3P33R V» IWP? DR^ *1 1**D T^«t? 
lP3?n [P^R? "1 IK ','DPTIVTP P3^3P1TPB 
TPIIJ DpV^Sp n D*» .IPD"3TR IV D"X T.TP5 
T?n H n 3 ,"IPS?PP D^Rn'O'K ]R W 3 R P W 
DTPSIPOPPCURT: n pnenw pt33RP3 inpa 
^IfBnR T3«DET3'R l"tJP^RI TPD»3TR pK 
,iPE»*pJ^TPlir ID^i ' - i s n [PORN* IPC.TP3 
iMf" ipnpt o a e n p ^ R )io jpt? P3^p« pD 
P?R .TRJ3 P'VKI^KIRCjn pK P ' ^ R D3RI 
•IV DT.TT OP P35P11 
« D"P3^3PO n DR.T DR11 W K D?R 
pc paRnc n i » » w ,iP3Rio p?pn |ptp? 
PR TVBpt? f>KPRDK1fl »T [pC'lW I*3pT1p3R'P 
,PT*T 1*3 PK »R0 .TPfipP epTJPBjnS^R H 
n DTnSpORPPT .CTPDP yiPT3K |*K *Kp 
3»D3mRB %IP^Rt D'TIV PT"3 DKT
 rT^KR3 
""? R^pRDKTB DPT pD ySRTD n iPOnyJD^K 
PR !PTRHP3 IR.TDP3C>1R 1'R CR11 DRT .^P3 
3?>Rn K PK TP'E ya^p^ n pR nDDiT3»K TPT 
-3K-.S PD I^IPS IPty? IV T.1TTPC TPT—THR' 
03,DCPD,P3 1P3"1 DK" n D3'D3pTP3—Jpay? 
-31B DKT !"P-1PTRDUC»1R »TD0TT3*K ^ PT [^ R 
TPT .|tf2y*3KTB »T IPiyl* tPB^ VH IV Dtp*? 
[R T'R IPCP53KTB PIPH (PIP* pB 3^BTP 
PR p»53lB .PV3K3 DRT !P3^P» pR 3>RDTp 
I8.T0 IV RT tP3«p( T 3 .DVDPTPOa'KTPC 
^TDDHa'R B3P3TR3 TPT pC JPOP?3KTB &0 
PC S"nO K J1C l*lS» RT |PTin T»0 D3fl PR. 
ty3p5eR"ifi n ny3» JVJ'M ,noon3'K TyT 
•ODliJ'R TPT"^p TJV3R3 TPT IV T83T3P113tf 
.i3B»in n ^MITPT o r n TT»R '31 MIR PR" , n 
-3KTB P?PH Jprp^ IV Vt IPTKDD ]»R TP1HD 
tK ,T13 DO D3*D3jnP3 . TT'R 03^1 ,|pDp? 
-D»D 0*0 IPD3ST01T3 T'K ?RI P^31B DKT 
|P33*n3 tPOfrn ^"K ^Rl TP lTP*13Rt ,»nOKB 
IP3RH IV 033R^PD P'>31B DKT .IPDRO>Hy*» 
R0J3 0P03 PR DP -IP33133»TP3 K^PKDRTB 
TPD'OTR ,1P3P3DOM31K IPtP'llV "D ,TP3"P 
0*3 ]V$W P3$P)1 .IPO3PO103RP OHO TPTIf 
Ml IPOBD l^tPT P3^IK jy3"TTy IV »W3M1 
""TTTP IV DC3M1 'TDDITJ'K TPtp'T PR "fcTR 
IV Ml IR^B^R iP3'BP3 Rt^ R JpO PO .|P3 
T> IPB^T IV P^31B ORT 1PVDPTPD3'RTPD 
.IPOP>3KTB ytyn jyr 
lys^p-iMiTpc IV IP^3*D-»T pC P3"R O^ R 
•ma R |yTRiip3 JPS^CPSTRC P R ,Tp3y5a n 
MI IR ,v» Dnpotnpc op .?p3'*5 JRPRO 
DO R^T 3R?BHRC OCT PC HOTPM TPT DMT) * 
IP0"P3nMN? PDMT3 IRTRD TP3R IP3«M ,PM 
1PP IPO >!P3P? PK IR^B DPT |P33'H3 IV 
VO PR .IPD\P"3 BW"P3n,UB' H 1P3R 
•KTB DffT PC PPMV TpOTP»B TyT TK ,jy3M*3 
PT"3 pC D"3TK pt:R»3"DP3 »1 — &RPRD 
,'3'R TPT pR |PD^3KTB H (Piy5 IV D'TtV 
1 
r • -
ypien wytywji D * I « * isn 
, 
PR raynpasp P*P l*M DO «n»n DP TK 
)*» jyoniya R pR ,iy2« T O ttfavn ,]8OP 
\ yayiytnyD 2000 iy i$ 1500 DISC 
•a^KNyoaiK lyrnpasp DXII {iimye*) "oas* 
o3Roys |yum ryp*ia pnac *1 ?«n ,iyi3K 
-pa jynyt no jyo .iyiai*y3 BRB» liny* |<R 
y!»K 'pK iyp*ia tyfoyo iv *fl ]R*a R jya^ B 
raiR onyt oy pR .iiRiayoo p*R «pw iysyc 
tviifc iv y&ywta pn 5KT oy IKJ,D*IR oo 
-»t .*ioona»K iy»yn pK ojfosia y*y*i 
-ORO H pR isoi* i y i PD oiysoyo *1 [yj 
PR DDK? yty*i_vt yiR jyonya oiyiityopyD 
R lycep pD O«*3IR un D*D ^n lyayaas 
iyo m ,18>P PK oy .nmayoo ivoB'Btrys 
iy38 no |yo .o"P yiy* lycyioiv DO IVP 
-J**K IR iyin*B3**K y5ayo »*m ni iynyi 
lypna p*oe* * i rysJjm y*a I«5B* |»*ie«n 
.o^yoyoya |yiy*.i ij»5ip 
*03*i*. RTR osn ont? lyoosya i y i PR 
•on , PD lyjKio n i i iia oo flw 
tyiyiast" ."(ytP'MOKaiByvjw "fi-niRE-o 
yamo i y i w oo»DBfW raw yiK 
Hi y&oM PK DRT .t>**3iK u n ajtf"ho 
»i .0"aiK *i i y i y * ^ 13 y i PB yamo 
IRIKD |ya*n oy TR ,oa"¥iy3*K PR HR83 
*K iyi.TDlYDT.1 DJ»y»T |HO"Wn'MW ?y>D 
*K o**3iKya oiyn DKH .noona** .u»y*i 
,oa<*viy3*R y w jya"t v a PK .oaRpo 
i PR D"31K H 'y iy^yyi pD yarnVn 
»i IPT*BID3BP yo yatnD un D*O ijnais 
•ypnnyo om pu PK cy .iyo"3iK 5n*Y 
.oiyaiy* po yaRin yonian 
i * i iy3**pinnyB DO iys8 tw I » . 
PBO**.K DO jyp itfojiyoKoMiyi rosraii 
DR« DRT pn.Sip nomna'K n tK ,sv*i 
iva«n iyD>^ 3nK n i jn« DtmropyuuKo 
ivo iyn»»D .jyianRiny IK in»K PD tasyi « 
WK^B ,|yb3K-wa yvei
 #^on> K jya-cy^ oyn 
m .unnyJpEnK p'H in'DaycnyBDpy.nnv 
,y*ajro b«tt »tt ,iy^yay^p^yB pK jyTjna'^v 
-taona'K i i n po nawasny tyr^itonio Djn 
oaa»T3 aau'DDypys ya'Dyo^yainaiK .n 
-pyouKB 1KB iia o«a imKc im jyoD^yD 
•WD yin^»3Tin p« ,nyo»3nK p« oim^ta 
-lwnyD ov iimasi ,DD«c^ytya iys3Ka i y i 
•ys oyii ptt- rayiycai*? M I4 jyoipDnaix ^ >v 
w * oyn ,oyD"p yoo'OB'ya yoniya jy^awn 
.^i-i'iyos'Diryi K BMJ |yi»s?D3y jyayp »n 
,ijnictapyDiaK» "BR iayn 5KD oyn pK JIR 
o«Hn'o*K IK ito'oKP, Ty-r« pvi?p -«n 
*IT« ^M *I*IK jy^yop lyoiKT »u "jycpy 
• .|yi"etaay O^P K mm iyo nyt?3 5y«D' 
IKIKD jya^i oy m ny3« iypa"T T O 
-yb pK.jnyo«« fr^B K jyaipi wm .jysKt 
.a^ O'H PK oy ys^yn lyayn ,aaio"ny3 ynyo 
•3**i TO .iva'3"K y r ly^st omv y i"3 IK 
O'D lyo'WTjhw • sn^Tjitya* y»yn m'jyp 
yiy^i IK ; jyoipya tarn ys W" i in'K ys&m 
|y33iKiwya \yym oa"t WK DRII \Vix~\t 
'."rn-iB^DD'i,, po lyamB *i—lysnsmroiK 
-'3KanKyi„ ]IK p»3nn i j n .pD aai5»nDiv 
mfo& ys'^ nana po jyoip—Tyape* n "pnM 
DBT .i*»ib p»t-yt jya^ eya DK*,V |yo*»pa*i 
iyp iv i"P' ys^yn -IHD lyo'^pannw iw»u 
"oamyo lintaKa, px jyiyii jyo^Knya DO 
-«onp DO oya"p .m jy^iv I*D . y ^ a n 
D*YW yi'*b IK
 t!VM**Y"TO iy2». ,|yTP 
T I M lyBK^as iyo*'pj*i»iw * i a*mo-iya**i 
-3'nSD 1T1,33133**10^38 y3^DDRC3"Qya 
iysKjiiK ny'M p« y i iyo3KiD3*nK a»o 
n-.iyoayo*iyBDpy yanayoir jyano y in PR 
•»*pa»iyiw ^y'B DX»K bsKiiimyo DKII mv 
jyiyn DBRcyaas oo iyp ffivt PR jyo 
TSW * I ;yDiK\i oyn ' iv i»« OKH ojnain 
IVD'>pan**.ic y;y«i .iv jinroH DPI V I R 
:5iiRV pR " i i .aaia^o lyoiK «^3 ,\vy>) 
iyt7W»>nRiaybo„ $*• y3KiD yoo,a*o3Mi n 
owe una ?n R iponyaav) ""oyc^a nK 
•ya» y>K pR typna }&QVD IV jfD^yiuo'^ 
.(iyB 
a pc yams. »i »K AVWI i*o 
-o ' iB pE-iysRib * i w rji3«E» ypo'ocya K 
lyasn -TO ."ly^MOKaiByi, pu "cmsco 
-iyoRa pK i-ws-yT'iyaaH yiropy^Rp DV*K 
yi.iyaa*? yivopy^Rp OKnya iy3»n i*o 
*i iK3 iyp'iB ' i o^yoyoya oyn jyo nyp3 
-;« PK ?KPKomB i y i iyn ,iyo*'3iK ^sn 
-"IB P*or *.v yao3 iy3»v .jyiKiiya jyoiaya 
yivopy^RP |"p ORnya oo TO lyssn .jyi 
.ja*i unayoRB jys^yn i3yai*K J*K jyaayi 
,jyis»ya jy38Dsr»yD PR oy layinwi 
• 
p r p : " i yooinyo *1 Jr"3 450 pM ,^ RP 
j3M$ wnr»p I**TB cm PR orofcyrya tyiiys 
oo T*TO PR caiRya tyavn 126 rtfa 
jyiiya IS3«T nsn:« y$R ,-rnip P-R no w s 
in*' 25 t p 2 pB v n a pR M'ocprya 
lysuyaarn* T O JP3»n in*' jpiyn .o"* 
•UTODJTU V i $*ni .Dipaoyo JP'3 lyram 
^Kpitf *wjw PR lyeRr-uHp V"j pc 5KW 
""t PTORT-URP n .c**n yo>R nyr:iR PR 
IRB « *w ya^yu
 (D"jj»DDjna oiyoDinyo iv: 
CPSIR imnifcyj PJTOR | * w e^ai* iiur 
Tjn ayftr .RpnyoR p'P pnw jyoip p« 
lyeuyayn* i»o lM*n nOR*0 W W 
tpa^Kn IPB'MIY Din DTD3Q»D ivrjim 5»^ c 
.v^ansnuu *n "SIR* 
-oyo 5^3 lie oifcw iyanayw K D*O 
•tho ftiRO jrty'E ocjnoya "ip3*yii ,oiya 
.nrwaopo TWMU TyniR PB ^y&yapt I«K 
mayawTR «1 w .IPDRBBMR T O pmo 
DRII c«i jpajnait o*3 jyi-R* yroRnsKP 
•impwa o>»y»»w nns 5yo MIR O'D PR 
m ,limpT T O IPUD ^RU PD an3pD>»aiK 
"Pi J*1 »#*» IPDK1H3KP m3P01P3»lR H 
«t Bin IPT'DTPD « D«^ ,1PD*0"1R PO*3 
-D f^lK pR 5»PD DiH TPD31R IPO"31K !P>»t 
.nyiyr n p* mr«K n i»WB' 
oonw'35 ^RNtf *im.m' D I W D **' 
1»TJ' :035*D Ml PR D-iP3^ PO y»3 1"TH 
VftOTTO »w B'Bnp3opo IRB ORTISRP 
.po'otp B'snpsopo npn iRcpa iP3"cnp 
.iparnu y3pTB»mpD «PIR impBosy PR 
.11 .1K..R T'TD pR PR TP 33R> nV-WWBl 
.1PDRIPP T*10 K TRD 0P'Cy3 IKT Dlpll IP i 
-Op-IB C^ R D"P3*npD p'T JP3"¥ «pm np fc,RlV 
•*DR)?p jRpnptt R Tin ip onp3 \wn .TPO 
* "31R 1TRT TROPK1 Ijn ,DO"n t3RT ^W*^ 
\m p« .IJROPIX Dc^rnjuM .pn poinpo 
tyi J*R 13*e*tJ JRi?PBD,DW OP^PJ «\p B"tfrtp 
-ops n . ipii i«3 iw Dsn»n np IKH 13p3Pa 
ijn eimi DKTISMP cm ou ipo>'n cipa 
np^nsio oSt tjroupaj"-* iinipcpiopa 
*T pis .33iD«noi3 n Tin ^ 5 5RP»^ PB 
n D'S D3RPP3 "Ipispa IPT Dlpll D3RPPPD 
J333«5P3 -IP 1RH IRPPPO Dm p*t DipaePO 
-3<-« n oinp>PTP viR M * bipii jp^nsn 
• • . - •
:
 • 
-PTPPD QP3PaP31B3*R E3D3pn PR iJTaMPC K 
TO IP3PP ,!PaPBlr IPDR31P p»3 ^33"H .1PD ' 
tPDPIBTPB ^Rt 6K11 DP3"R 1P3*D»3 OP*3 
.1X03*1 "Uni"t3 *11 D>3 *ltK OT38 DPT 
Jin3P»P01R PD3P?P H 1P3RT1 V ^ ^ R J 
-31R DR1 IVnjn !P3lpOp»"3 tyD n^HD pR^ 
DR11 DP^ R 1RHD JP3PP D>3 ?«t ^RPR^ 1V1 
ta»D ySaW .IPTPII ivnova DDIR-IPS o«n 
1P3R0P1R^P 1PT ipB D^RPRi* mjn3R J^K *1 
own yooya DRT t*noya T O jpasn |R»DV 
-**oya^R -m IRD IPTPII ISROP3 D3PPP3 ORH 
.J*»3V *iya 
DRP D"31R'"«n 1% IV T» 1»P* "S* I*™ 
DWBJ iva iyn P R ,iinRiiyi ivnoyj PK oy 
•TO DRII |pD"p:niimc n oa«"ioya3R pR 
f0'0 lyrV^RDP TD. IPJ^ PP .DRiTJJ IP3RH 
-D'D E3*DP3P3 iy»31K 3JP5W .5RP8* iy>31R 
1PD1PP3 TiJR* OPT ^KPR^ 1PT31R t»R DP13 
*v3PPit3 < Jr»«w t3'o 33nn»nya yopyTi pR 
DKT .oa^vnpa^R i"?R DRT P R ,D"ip3oyo, 
"'CPR n ,iy'BKB I'VIR »*1>3 D'lkOap^ 1P : 
1W3 D1P11 W3P K pD IP3P5 DRT .OyO'll" 
DRil DnyaSPO $XW\\ D*piPT tMlvXP3DM1R* 
pK jy3"KiP31R p« JP3Pn 03PPP3 \4*)\* n 
I'R .03*3*'RTPE p i | ]1D D»M»1)|nW'U Ijn 
•P10 R DRnyS ^RPR^ -1PT31R t3Rfl pM IPHP1 
.B^ttnV20yD 
onyorya 35 ^RPR^ po B'cnyssyo 
MI iy$»nt33VR IPP ipo yaJyii ,6973 pn 
m ,396 iPaJP^RO'R ,6105 IPTR :oa^RD 
-oyo 6973 n p.B .472 lypR^RB pR |yD 
.DTPDDPIB oyppvn D3pvipfl 90 iyj»i DTya 
25 ,D-iyDDy*iBnpo3',R oypye-n D3y»n» 30 
OSPVSTfl 5 ,,0-iyDDjn* OTIPD B3ySR"lB 
D3yVR1B 10 PR DTyD0mBiy031K DT1PD* 
IPP.,B'Bny30PO Tp?31R .DiPDDnB "IPB'1 
•ya »i .fDR^a p'K V I R onpoE' ,iP3Rt IPO 
n .DOWWI o n PR DMR18D DU T* t»VW 
n 1**3 PK p n u IPDlp DR11 D"lP30yo H^RV 
T* |y3*Bya T O p,n DMTR O^RD DKII ys^yi 
.03*llP3a»^3 PD n3»0(PlX R pR Rl5« 
-3"iR T O lysRn 1914 -tmr Djn T""> 
»II Ty3»3yn 209 C o .Onpaeyo 700 [yoi3P3 
241 IP3»» DTyaoyo 700 n p,B ,1913 pR 
n& nyrsw tib tnyaoyo tyiiya T^oya' p w 
ypitjn ©aytaisa o n " ! 
> 
m 
Dyiasa o n ,O'TW rv»3 IPSMD c«tpnpo 
Ti iwmi iwjinycaw iPo^Rnas ptfjni »n 
3MM-7,D3"VP33B asn VM DRN ]P3Rno pt 
-*pn «» IPP viRtp H m ,iypa«viy5jm-«» 
"V3 PR "UHS mXP 1«3P3 pK .Tjn»l«)» ,|PD 
*Y0M3 "V18B3 H OJW ,D*n PD'1\P3 jya'DC 
ppiiv DPI ^KB iPDipD'iaw D*njn p u v * 
fowciB pn oyn op n> va»« 
jn«3 i»r'»v ipaamp'wa vi OIK
 (|mjni 
M v w inyn o^yotwimR ]#*» c m s 
•pviBW 1P33""U *8t IPS pM DMR3 IP3'D3n 
•P3 1P3KTD |T$K *l JPDPIl jtf« TRD 0»n3JH 
•ipnnn 
oninya o*n IRDBOWIO .ID *n opiaijj) 
-ipTPB D»VWK-O ."o osn /unrum vrtov 
' idPajipnpeps^mjpa^D D»B w n 
58t VM 1M ,D33R*TyB T1KM3 »T 
• 
35 .p$ jrir mmni n i» Dixeyi 
ywBDjn$w*K VDDBD 8 twanwy oiKDyn nyryv* ~ .ar.pnynya jrtyatrxp 
^ - * K D*D pnyv, » ivry^ya e a y m y b p h tyaaipnyoyii \w ly-iyo^s ,TyepKD 
ijnaK;jiD DDiysyn ys^any .iDrpDmpTjto»MK JIK_ oynyo 
1
 ^ K a n w r "lyijtfi ju* fyiyn apwrya 'lya^ayaiyD m o 
"--: 
. -: 
3 .BK*P' » ^ ip iPar»P 
ODPTM PM ,?MPM2 npiaiK pD npoanpyo 
ropo T P T T 3 n THt on'K O*D PM .IPIBIUU 
"8^ "IPUIM can BR^P [Pipn .IPP^BIDD PK 
pODpto p3"Dpa^K n *n inpD ota'dya 5RP 
•isa Vi BBrt npaSpn ,1914 amp 
35 >RP8* TRD IP11P3 PR ,03n3p'p3 ORH 
.D»31R IpSMDpMTB ,TPDU PD *V1M' K 
I'M |Pa»T JPDR3MO 12 P3P33R31PD n T i n 
-so p3»D3^i ytyt> iPDipyaiBD 5KPB^ nyraiR 
jw ,b"V ipap' fit oinynpa OMri DMH yaR* |pap> DPI c w i y a a v [P3«n ps5p» iPb3po 
OP^P'O pR 1»'31» *)Vt31K PB WPOD'TPP pM 
IP33"13 DP11 DR» IPIBIipa D3P*lp5p3 PK 
I -IPV13 PP'DPRIB 1PDPBC 
pM 0J'3TM ' 1 IP01PP338 t'M D3^> DB"a, 
pK v*5a pit? ,1914 -in«' PM $ K P ^ ipjaiM 
-'SBCIV 3^ Mn B'BnP3t5PO K D'D ,33R*D3* 
.paup in coMmn n ,\yoHwyt pM DTPD 
pto |pi3pt3gDiR 'poDPto n . , b » r p'K po 
PP3P3"5p n pR D"t iPD'Miv npn |ia T^nD 
VI D8.T P35P11 , .P?PDP"DSD 1P0DPTB TPH 
^RP8> TPU1K ]P3P3 « D"mp5'DP JP3'>PP3 
IPDMiiv P^R—D'M n p o m ^y^ pD ,^P3Bio 
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p H OI*IIDIW» .jyonya D**3*IK mh IRB 
-R3 jyoi3y3 t***i3y^ o*3 3»n TK n»no->yB 
o«n iyo PR D**aiK.Tin pB o*3c wn m 
;u»yofr» $yo^ 3R !*!» lypyo lyoiaya 1*0 
nnyo oe»*3 pyo n:|JHnp oxy* pw ay^ B T R 
cyn pK JIR 3RD K ^ nijta **n y^^ B "iiv *n 
1*t I»R 3Rn o"« ;y3«" ya'a^R pB f|*i^ *iyB lypyo.oayjp jyo jyp ,5KD p*o pR Tysij 
-Kijipvi 0*3 i'R sun ,3»*o K *n«D ys^ojfc
 (vnb' p*o pK "DHKVIBO'K,, 5y*o *»R VIK 
' -Ro-nya !**o IVDI'S"TKD iy$nipt "iimKDK, -Vw** p ^ n*o i*t own BRC P*D pK DRT 
W3"K p»o |W| DTioya 3«n TK IW pc .3yo yv3K3, **n iyo*'3TRBW tyaya 
."iyo aiMiRio^
 Ki\nya3w TM'avn t**ii3y>oo ,t**iwy?D'3 
-vi jyB^ya TK pa oyi fm ypKO pR w"> "^ " .lya'ipEniR ay*.i p*3*o3n' R I*W |y3 
-wn oy IKU ,iayaya oyT pn *n *UR .inwi^ lRt*o iyxi\p iyn jyansy jyooys vi own 
1P3KH PB .Tyayc^ iyBRp n jys^ys w jys ^w1 "VI*K onyocnyo ; "*iy3K03yBKp *T **3 • 
-**Too*m p*R pK iyo?Rny3 >^o own jyo -jna TIK iy»ya D*WJ D5W" V* tR ,*pr 
^l~:i .. 




•an i«i t5pa *l jpa^Kn ist PK I » I POOPS 
CD itfp^o w o»3 PK Tjni ivs y o w * 
PL -tfps n O'o *uny i 5 » P3p;"K 
;*tfP3 r an jK Tjn* ,"T3KO B»PP 'DOPE, 
• K I P I can IPSHO, iv o*»i3 VK I P jpii ,*i3 
n TP^POPPPIIK r t fa ip «pm ,*KI / o n 
t1$K3 PK o ^ o .DppVO n 0X11 IPCID 
DMwjn, can »i'iK IPEPTOPS n S w a w V r 
tan v w 5 M I D T P I 3*IK jmpt im ,*r*o 
"3'HK *1 110 >M 10 Din O'D DD'OE* "B»5O„ 
-vp* i p i Dj'f ,*fCi pM iinpD'X wpaipow 
,*» 3*IK -ivnipyjj 03KOP3 I»K OUKBPI npo 
*K , tf l Tin ' « m ,lPonp33* IPO ays IMI 
-inpt DBPTO DP japjnip r*t onxsp i Tin 
p a n tmpti COMKBPI *i urn ,tpo*pt 
00 K |«t 5*1 DP DK1 ,0*1K JPlPn *P*tK 
1PUP31PDMK 1P031K IP"V*D ,3313P3in pK 
.tpT3PDtf01K P3'5 
oin*Dpa IPIPH *ponK33"K JT5K i5Ka»n . 
.« (PSKSO'lK P^K pK ,0*18 DPT V « 
PUKTKB p« D3"*P3 Bljm DP »fl OlTPtDU 
n ptfpii lin .^pp'Oix *povp5 PD 6 pit 5 
,DO*IKBPI H«n PS&PT n |w1 1POI1K33"K 
H ni j jpf r t n—JP3K3DMK H 
PK 03jtfP3 TPl^lK .DPPPD ^t t l ?P3 
ft» 1P1 P*» OPU OS3KO P13P 113 
.1l3"PPl?D t*« D3p*P3. TPI 
#P3 DPI lP3'^3TPDhp3y «|TJ1 IPO . 
P3K3 *1 DK11 D3P*P3 Djh O'S ni3"PPPD pB 
U J313P3P1 ;P3'?BK3$D VPK pK [« 0*3 
?P3 1P1PDP13 K IB P3K3 H D'3 V&Qffl 
PK DK1 .^\3"PPPD pK D3P7P3 ipi '11 
PD$n**P3D»lK n pO S"ft» K 5»»,1RD 
pn*iip3 a5n«vp3 o*3 I « 3 JP3"» DPPITO 
tPIJfllJH D3P3PTWD 0»3 ;P3»>t pK .P3K3 PK 
nm ]pn .P :K3 i i n pn asupsin D P I PK 
PD$n*VP3D".K p 39 DSPD^S npo5Kn3'.3 
PK DP*PP33» D*n P3K3 ^ OKI! DPPCO 
P3P3»53P3) "D3K0D, H 0»O "T 03'^3TPB 
op D P P « 3 P3>pn tpnjn •» pv MiP5»nD 
-PIPH 3n3P3JPi3BlK; .BfD^K ^K3 1P3»I 
[P3P3P33K 0"ahl DKH 03P?P3 DPT pD ,DPPP» 
1P3*DP3 TP D*ll ,P3IQ \1b 3313P3PT Dpn pK 
•P3 bipii omi TPT vi D ^ y s 1P35PI OPT 
: Hnsi i l u - p p w p ' t pK w* 
•tots p»i >*r "npnenp ipn 193 IIK l i s 
C3'3 DK1 Olpll DV»K TK 5'1K11 IP0»11 TO 
"5Rn313 PR JPTptanpPD P33«0 5»11 ,I«nDP3 
n DS'nenpo ]po IPII DK"» ,|P3M53 DTPD 
•1 [PDIP ,^13 p'K pK *B VlpD PcnK33»»K 
" ^ I ^ "J .DTV^C'DK^P *ip-mp5p DMK IP^D>Y 
IV *! TP3'K t33»10 IPO IPtt OKI ,T1»* |P3 
PK TP1K) IP/iri3»VK pK ^12 p'K JIB [jnpD 
n IPO |pp (TP3-3 PTP13K ^^ 1PD TPIB "»V 
n n?K3Mi ,nn*$tfTB3ip snsuor^KD impo'v 
-IPO'OS? TP3^3 wpnp^cnpD n pD tftan ^o 
5*^ 33 IK ,1PTP11 0P1POP3 TP3K ^TKT DP 
tynsnn oiwo'CKfr 0^3 nui3fn n ipnpii 
.TP3*3 P3p^p*cnpc pK " t t n v D IPO DK11 
o u t » " n nwiacn n iP$ijnipTii iv i*#a 
"1PD- .0V^»1B3*P O'DIPI 1PTPU " ! tK 
3310^*1313 JIB TP1KHDP0 I35PIK ,OVPP 
l i t tjSpll |PD PK*01PD3«5B IP3K111KTPD' 
.05PO1D 
.•>8n3l3 P3'03n PK DnE1 IJJOlTlp 1P*I 
*3"K 01KD JPlP* Hnn 'OWK t»K P^ TPD 
"'PI DPI—^13 IPDIP1P DPI 1K3 pK P0.1K3 
IV D'3 ,WH 5K103KP P3'V3"K 'T pK .^13 
pD jjnpD'X n JPPPW33K n n v .)p3»53ipD 
«4 pniKll ^13T?PP D'pD H 0*0 ^13^PT DPT 
•S?PP D'pD pK
 rIP1«liP3 |P3«TDP3TP3'K jP3"t 
IPiPB*v P3>pt n o»o *»r J P O ^ ^ T P B iy W 
1*3 1PP1P1V3K3 Sti .Tpcnp? 5KTP3PCH PK 
fpo'ce* »n v tpnpt pK IP^PMP p o m p n 
• IPDPKD H 0*0 
?PP*OTM 1P»VP5 DPI PD 3 1IH3K1KB 
"jn ijnpnji 'o pt>nK33"K PVJKJ H \n ,038i 
P5P«D ."D31KPK PPBTD» Dpi I'lK DT3KB 
«n»n IPD w . i fwyi IPTPOPTPPD PTPI3IK JIB 
PP»fOw K IP3PDP W IP3P0TPD IPV3K3 K \9W 
0P3»3 P013 I-3K3 IKTKD |P3*V OP ."D31KPK 
i n ipo»n »u ;POIO P3»»>P K i« !PaiP3 DKU 
K .0K3IP K 1K*»n K 1KB1P1 ]PSltfVp3 
03P5P3 IP3*5D*3P3in K Olfrl DK11 5KPK> 
PPPO K IP3K.1 IPP ,1*tfKl 50 t*1?3 PD 
03n> tt£ UK ,m*» K 1K5K1 12 1KB D31KPK 
P3»t tK ,5KW^ DP3»»5p K 1KB 1*»DK ,1/1 
•Irani OM'OW 3*03*1 |t»5«! |P33UP3P1 
PK 1>P3 1PY3KBP1 110 .1Pt>5»n3U Tin 
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\Wm 1*1KD OBDJJDD 1WPW ODIHO 
.», 1»3'M iriVB' um .(8) n* 
« lypip l » OKW cwo "i»ny^  
,(3) pR " W I I B S onvaoyn DPI pK iyaKio -pa !P3ya«xw3R »M DRI'OW? ra W*D oa»* 
-*DKf •wnj t J OTvaotfo tan PK nwavn n ~m PK " t IPD 03«!i tm .nnptpv PDMI 
r>y* w . v f c w w oTyaoyo n o*o iyo- -i»R »i yafchi pK yonRD n »»* -iya?yi 
; ' c o iv&Q » , 5 ° » oa^anpD \w> \m &"* "-« PK .OVCHKYIK p»t n»mn iyo»n>py 
opaii PPKO o*njm op ,(4) pR / w n p * PK Tpo^Rnaia njh MI MIR .lyoTjm yim 
O^RPltf DJH pD "DBOPOO DVT 1WTMD K JfWI DKM 0"31K i*| lVi3«3PJT»a»K w i t ; ! 
,-»ya»? i»u IPWUWJ* IPO IPP IRI—PROO jrc'bKp-raw'D lyi jip opipyjiyam ijrom 
oa"V OK« ,va-s?yp wn pn lyt** Tin w iya»a Y B T5W»H IM ,vt onyoKnpb ,t»n I 
lVWW ODMpiyD PR DDOOPD T3PP1D K tK OD»n .IVPPCOlXaR IPIPD'X »1 Ml JR5B K'M 
I M - .3'03n PK 
•DMS 5BD nm PK pa^p; DOT 
B W nm lim ,a«ya oo tm oy .tyaRa 
VR -tfya yoio yonipa K m ttj* 
J\W PDMUH K IRD jpiRMPa ofciipt 
tya»x vi* IPB^KI o-nifpjn pan 
IPipii Din*Diu iPDn«i jyuiayayi n IK ,oy 
p«) .Datflys a«n v« iyii -IK5B ip»yn DM* 
.onIMK„ :(^pp^DiK,]VDxy^jiD2WUKIKI 
PDnK33»"K PV3K3 H IK ,DMK DOW JWH . 
p * R r!K jysynenpD DTJW *RPK* |ID 
IK 'DP t3D»n ,"iyDB»Ty 6ri nwa PK .^ la 
nyo Mm yon«33"K n no Tpu^Hnaia iyi 
^cya ^pi/yawp jj'onMB n DIK .lya^itf 
.yoiijo PIPH pH nisiacn n JPJ 
oaKoya. ^ ^ P I M I I^ K yaMDMK 
PR ,K» 3.MR P« ,DPHD R DP P« DD^ H DRT 
i m ML lynsupa |PD»nya oia yansDMR H 
W I nvn « m ' w n n DPT -»n« PO^ORP W ^ . ™ pbim "warn i^qm 
?DKnya oar i "«& ^ D oTP»5Knaa |W IPTPOPIPPD tR ,DP 
^Mia jn i , i n m .iparionyB ipasn D5RP 
03"DP3 VmnVi PK "DyO'DBP-V3K3'D 1RD im»n pjrumwM* ITKI paRio pa^yt vj 
-HB»pa P*>R nyao »T .IPTPD»X-PJR [payn 
bfei IP a ' ' K «t—JPDPRD H 0'3 J y D 
•nRi IPOPKB poa»xpaaR n PK .|yDPRd n 
" t 5RT |ya m.,iy3»nDy3a»;iK Mm pn |yo 
•tfRa fii .lya^oyorpa jpsyp 03»^ 
IP3R»„ !K ,D'3fln -DJW3MP V^O'D "1KD "113 
y\ onyxya ,-ii3t» n i3"o PR iwnii 
onyocnyo mac n-imi-or^oMD *IMR 113 
yoa^pa yvaKa H IPD no oDavi ,PDP IK 
.„„ _„ ' •!* 3JRIJ3B (ID lP3RnP3m ?ROR3«3 
V0>a'3 OPD iW3Ka n n im |ni ,MIR o^a _ya ^ I5K n , 0 tJ,5jm ^ p , ^ 1 P i y n ,,H 
ly^ t - « i jyiaiaya -IPIK I W » > i n ^ £ J 2 * ^ ^
 JHt m DW1B ^ ^ D y % I P ^ J K n 
"I 
•TDBDipi-o'a jaio»nya w \\t ,I»M o*a 
#"DI^OHMKW paaKo nRasi PK ,IPB*WO y^ya 
-« pR j;onRD v m oaniya JiPfS lyay* 
.ip^y.oyi HMR oaM\ya a*ayM 
oypo^D • iya»fo"ii3»R oy^a nytam pR 
•wy\ « ^wo irisoD ,ni3ncn irin'D pc 
n »R—juaRt -jh«a PD o»pa»oaMi h jpi 
" »u iPDRtiv m»a ,TP'» TJH m jranRD 
-IBORD i^ipn yooya 
»^»na»nRi W M W PR npOBny nyn 
-aia Din pa"* "pnyo njn PD 2 nyoia,, 
.^s y'$K |inn»Da"R nrKxiF MI TPO^RH 
xnwv OTPM oy pK yonR33»K pQ JPTPD 
•nm ypnR33"K D-IRD -tv-iyw m ,D3H0ya 
» ' K i*ia ,"va-yn PK |yay»irwt nruw 
n:Rny3 DiVR ip^im T O iia ,"jmpo-TPT po 
Tyo^Knau Din IID opaianaRDP ovi IID IP? 
npopippo 
ntRT "153*3' n PR Tpn»st liny* .IRB 
I:R '.lya^oyotrya *\- nyoMt cjn OPRD K 
m 5RI DKivipa^m PM »ITRT bpKO-Tin 
:
.on»J"»n»3ip lyo^v e n P ^ R V I "*o I * 
K' IK ,D)a»n> v a ^ y p l y m anw .too* 
"Kliya ODMpiyu jya^n Dioyoo' DVH laytMb 
oy tK b*a ^K3 D»-Do»n ,DR3RD R I»R |jn 
pK tK ^^ayo PR oy >"tt j ' D a n tm 
3MR nya» ..nipo K IRIKD PR TPCX iPtyn 
OPT po unyB>v |R o»a va-'yn ipn ,(l) 
W WHRIW ODMP1PD ]pa"t DKM DBOPDD 
T D *an TO Tin pK .orpaopo pa^ywrn 
P' iprb KTKTWKP ip1 
^*CKE D1P3"Q H P3*jm pR Dffpin 
\P3 t W ^ i y c o i K u»«? oinRW iw 
»0 PPIIR D;PDB"D IM«I pR R3ic Din JIB 
12 paw* ;PD o»n e n TO .IPDR^D *i 
jOTiti n ?K 0<lt3 IPU'P 2 pR jy*nB 
TP DJTU3KP R .*i»6 1PS:W cyi PC D»PDKI 
- J»R M'Surwr *i D3inpo:m BRTI PDVS 
ODMnB ',D R PH *1B2RP Dpi pD IPB"ftfPV 
»•* "«»f. ti*n^ to*>it ?»* i*Bwn m » ^ ycipj 
.Diyp^'TOO 
n o«n DR;RD; 
•nrtf Tin pB iiRaa IWIPPIPP Grower: 
IWW^VB^R ipcatoys ja^v DIP3»D IPD 
P"10D Tip .p"10D 0TJW"O RIRTR^ KP Dm 
.D"v in# R ipotoipaaa IP3BH p ' loto *RT 
iy*c m*wiu<vi TP oip ipaa no* PK 
nVnnaJ v t o«n TP .IJTDIOBO BSR'D^O ma*. 
iyc4 cm .RIRIR^RP nR3 pR iP3N.ip33B, 
-IPB T * ny »«n nnttj£&'a; .1910 Jnwt 
PR op na .ipopnoon nnJR pR D"IBB> 
rn 1913 ipaopoByc pK IN ,«nm jjtoipya 
-
n iRC jyouyaaa *itf pjttm pre: 
-BDrij'R n 0«>i 0R3R2 provy* J 
PB JP3RH1R »1 BCTUtUlM W*D'D»P 5P>I ' ^ F j W W W B W P T P P»1BD m 
Trr& y w ipiiya tya*n DP 'PR. ,P"IOD cm .o^oo (w 
. -KIK^KP pR n o o n m n .ipfcuinpa^R in 
•an .many* Bin^RiRB +^u»3 PR RI 
•i .f>ycpp R Hi ODRPPS BRH B><BD iyv3R3 R *1 
jyjRocr: VJVBRJ t'R aaiip'an B»*OO 
-yc n can vVi» .oyo83 n po 0"T iyi 
PHR Bt\oya u n p i n j t y o n , 
jyoMiyp iv ciR tyoRi>«D 
•rorin pR roanfo 
Ban PB3TP3 p«K3 n IR 
inpfi't n JIB iitfp PR ,DJ*I5W B*3 Dycsa 
P I^DD "Mil CRN OlR^RT lySR'^ 'D H pB 
cfoaxyaD'iR DRH p^ji* *T .e-DapyttR o«n 
1ITD»ilR n I»lRn Bp8»n"« I'R -Diyp»TDD 
PR IRWRT W'5'O opyt n y IR imitfTyjj 
t"3 DDRpyasR MBBRP i n DR.1 DyOB3 H 
-w B*n p*5n u i i y a n n .IR55RI I R ^ O 
1 ^ 5 »IMR 1RWR1 1R*^ *0 93'fep DIjyBp 
jjhi OKI i jon »»« cv -lyocRP yunaR PR 
DiyD*»3iR *1 !yayay»R3 IPQ^RI^ oyD»3 H 
i w i / n o»o Bi^a »30y3 PK lyasnnRD 
pe J«no y3">P R o^o jyoippjaR »r jyo 
*ysio ipiyn 
r^ RnsR ?y;yp ^Rt ppjr s IR BOIP oy *n 
inn ' c PR B>'V ya3R? R»R P'noo R jyo 
P'»IDD lyiyri 1^1 noicsyi^yn RIR B'D cn>R 
-nyo3»R ;K Snjrr HK .jyiRiiva oin'Bya t»n 
•yii iy3R .038;3V'nn3R IRB yaRiB yo3RD 
. ^ R O Diyi3R3R jyim T O iv^n o n jya 
-3»R yciiyj *»MR iy5yt3B'3«<T» »»'» T»R? 
v w pnycoay PR iyo<^yv3»R poaRcmyD 
P^TOD o n DRn']B*3N ' i DnRiv^yaRiB iyn 
.ty^ yaya&MR 
n n i R m o?3« .P^IDB RIRIR^RP i n 
• u n K limya I»R ,OP"IDD oiP3«o w r a 
-owns y t ipaip D»wpi»'*& *i Jmhfca.'ihlfc 
«l.lD5jni ,IPOPU-PB»RO 0^3 DV13P3 ^ssn 
66 .cnyp»noD 1 *pw BSPWIWR iya«n. 
50 PR lysy? iy»n IPIRSTPB lyssn jyrayo 
e n .tnRiiyj oruHWiro (M"t_nruR; 
•ipyaiMB iRjii? pR t»R 1914 5HBH r 
yayanw'-H IPCMW nonto w»Bfln R 
PQ r*$»o O'^OD n pR 03"Q H pB iyo»n 
i n n a R i n pB*Diyp«ioD H PR o"t P»R 
-RP W3R3 n ^ i VR nante ipiyn pR .B»t 




TITPJO jnvxw po OJJKFOT tvayn T O .pit rtsan |piyn *Rt DJJ^ K m ,PR i. 
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Dm'PR ,PR iRma^in n DRN T3 ipu'napa 
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•IVlpi 1.RD 1P3*3 DPD. DP"3 OPT D'D 
"R'XgVttWR PD'llp3 JP3PJP3 IPTP11 5R 
"3«R *1RT IPO ni P*P'BB>»3 IPl"lT.DRlVi|Pa 
imrnK 1P3U »t pK'MpTPipx *S IMRTB 
PH DPBP OP11 DP SBDQ'R .]P)inn?^PTP 
•pyo m p m t PD ys^pii IRD TR*P n w D*3 
-'*1C tJIK "T IPS**! ,DTPB'P-P13 TytR PltfbPl 
•nj^ PTP PIP'HPJ JP2P3 (jSjTft TO pR IP3 
JPJufl 
"?'JD"tt |P3»U »t 1R IpIR .IPPTR PDM1P3 
1P3R 1P3»I TO .P3RTD 1PX3R3 "Urf IX 3'0 
33^nnD TP1 .3313PDRn TPT V» r*K 1R3 
VI W W .T.DR3 PX3R3 *1 .JPOIp 1?R3 BPN 
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W'fr 'D .IP0P»5DOP"TD )R 03*1,1 01^3 H 
OTPD^Rrnu |IR ipnpopnppo yiyuiR fttfy'w 
; -3R lP^yii DP pR prwn'v* ' ivtsnpj^vw 
.1PPTR. IPVRIBCD'nR [M'ln 
131R IV DP3'B*R ^R! IX TO \Vitf ?««1jn 
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R "»m^3 PR iyopRB H ;y3y3- ix w P3 
"IRD DRT IR |PD»n TO *H *«M .6PP31DH 
P?P^3R3>D PR ijnycv yoDRo R ps '|y?yf» 
nRb o*: 33\o*ny3 p»p ORn DOTRBP/I 
n>» IPD*«ni ,DTP30PD PTPT3W PD POD"0 1HD "TPPTR11 D3PD1R3 DH»^ DJH |>K 
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tie ijujui'ipa n i"i laip a*Vttn« 
WW WIB,a*P ' i **»
 Fwra»-uir 
]U3»n ojrvm:jraifpn yiyn 
«*«» Tin iv pR D J T W P I P n jy ijnsnys 
ijraSim ,I»D?'H DjprtyiB po iama R D*D 
-y33* *si BjvonjK u n m lynpRiw oip 
»ni ipwt Dtfs? pn *«t oy PK irum wou 
*R*B ayi iy=i;yj;t* pip • vt*x\> n .v.s ' 
-ya twp D W D n po wewmtp K PR 
jyaip oy»5K«Mp n .pi>i?ya cyi B3'pyot?-
yfrn «i .lyonyjj^ ttfipw ou *,R5B nyi 
-KI .oyp'oip wjnvu |"P jyjypiy^K p*3 
"IK i y i y lis TK .jyott^irosy PR iy?ycyp 
it oayn ORI jyaip 5si Truiiya iyo"a 
buwnwira n iRtf^bswip y3"t jy33yia 
'.'Vannpn ypu. yiy*M *n« tv t t f ro s*i 
»S?:y3B*iH am 
*1 D*n ,33iiny5piy iitfiPX^R JR pR 
-SRB oa«ty3 PIVH .jyayayjo'iiK own |R-»3P 
. ;on3y3 
Din tpaip T O w ,P»3 iy3ypny;R T O , 
•ftro"w tjtfyii T O PR .unw^yo p^npo 
PR p f i w i n i p i i ' yiyt3i« TynnuRBRia 
•3*Tya »»5 r»o IKC WUSWD n jrwB3i# 
...RIRI«*RP pD njn5jft»y?xw y5« pn-pwu 
lyonysix:* DKinoRY TRB Dy tpt^&i 1*0 
tttfeyp PR 3»>IPTIHS D'wo^m o:jnnjna 
-p»ipb cy i 
_'3iK IK ,D3«pya T^*DB3 jyaip kna„ 
T*5a pyii IK^B o n iyony3W3« otfpya nyt 
o»: Tip c m T*K oy .P'«TOD DJH ty^pyo 
pmjn v i tff?y" pywp n m .ry^KDyu^K 
nifO I«5B in ' j i t t i pa'vnya'K ;iy3KiP3y 
.K jyaip DKII w w * n TK ,D»iKatn oijn 
. j l i r n ' T j m aoimw Dnon jo tMfn 
pjyp nny* lyiy^ &TyD TJTDO oyii ny, ,iri^ 
,*D3**P KTRTK^ KP *1 PK D^P3y3"K pn ?H3 
n iya^niya tx W R , ,oiny^pTy ny pvn 
yo3ypTy3« jyaan xt p a n DKT nyp^nx 
-iK n iy33>'naiRD !y5«t DK» /lyomoiyo 
p'o Vt l'n3yp-p'iK nyiif oyiwip oTya^a 
-op^aTR pR* ]yi"TB jy3yii 0"jycny3yD n 
-iy33i33nya 
lyaipya T*TW T'R wo5»» P3jn»iyiB 
•KSIf'VKJ pD PR P»nPD Tin tR ,mH» D1V 
•^c»p »iw ap't?y3 p«n PK p»»p3»oa»n iy? 
"vyi pt lyapyp R—RIRIU^P ^»3 pny3»,D 
IIP R PB DjyTlJHB m<;$OK IK \W \1$W 
33iainyp3iR IR jyawb iv — yuREssp jy? 
P»noD cyi m IK'B R tyn3yo«pyT IIK 
;yaip/uiainytMW y*uy3 R H«3 .jy^pyp ix 
^ M 
•«n ,cmi yvjriyrriv ISBUST* n cm (2 
Ijrt«* ,pr»ifl^p !••« im"J. >1 ix nis'iy
 K-IP= 
.D y^p^ -we pVii (2 .'tjnyn B»nya» i^ris? 
t>« an^ir jrnpiyj tf>tt]U o'» iy3iu ps^ jiii 
e?pcppi ?rij!« i?^et , ysyiya »i lpaya nnoy 
*VP W ' t Ip*?^ y*l?'»T 2'1« ,S'<m« 171 w-, 
'•o yipi3R i'R B'^III jyaya «u jjo ^ut ,i?oi3 
I?*?- (ly^ra «""o »») "fftHTDW*, (3 .IP: 
OUH DJCHMll ^ . >^tpO ipl (4 .HRHfciyB 
pi c:(iff'»^npT pK.rtn «i |1K B^ njupj) tfiyn 
-r;r'i»t ]i»e spin?; jyiyii jp^ Bi pa-o iyiy» 
•HO '1 (6 .IPIP^ 1» V3HTW *1 1KB EBJjVp 
•»»•« r>ym i p ^ n y .]?:?? T ' W*»» W* 
.cjniiHp- ipos'^r tirt«T yrtyn Dpa»D|tp oapii 
-•3«H E'3 Tl J-37? "I 1J11 p* .CBl'ICH P* 
1-nj'^ riK u Brjn ori !?=Kn »»r j?V«i ipa 
IP^Jll 5M1 IplJJ^JS'O "11 ]1B m«D'0|JP I* i* 
pip'i ,t*B^ni wpTipie pi Ipipn nya!»»jH( 
IPT?' T» ipa"» »1"» 1P^ ?» lyrp^JB'B "TI 
.HPITK 7^fflWC»lt ;K 111* Tl 
]5i,B0'rpff BJI! I«'0'e(jp n ui ii«^ itfH 
' (1 :iP»U3'Tya rispjVvi ii lyo^nsH j^pi 
JP-IPIIHI « B3jr»'-B»l !P=P33* »^» IB'JT' H 
-pie pB'oyoo'o c&i (2 .osapO'iM pnispjftHp 
p i^funpi n (? .IP^y" ewiryjafl «^» DWM 
- y ; ' : " " 
• 
• --• ' ''MBgMEfiH! • « • • • • • - • 
W\ wytm» DH«$ 
**ID 25 ipnapao w wfav v* lP3ip'"t on 
DV1K« |1K IPDP*3 PCKD «l**,K IK^KT 1 » | 
opippaiv iia DO Dip aanp*3jn D**DD n 
•RADS? *i »yo5Bnp3 DirB 113 ,TP3*i*.pp3 pK 
TP'M'pK 001*10 £*tjl TlimyOD Can [IK DO 
. ."iyD**3iR n \vw neoKp IPJ*DI!OV 
ivavn IPD**318 h IK iyi3iR» K lyi t*K 
•»*i »*t DRH Tin:iRii R ijn I*R ?DVD5BIIPT 
pK nnij* 3^ wn R PK "iy*o iy3ROi?ya |yj 
IPDRJBD 14 pR rvvw PDMWJ pR *IBOKP , 
mnsiBii » jyT i*R ?D»DD lyvjRj om PR 
"»3TPD KtR D»D DDBDPPP3 fP3lp *»l DR11 
! tP3p? \mvo?"5 K DRiioy IKD D**»DTPD 
| - ?'p3303ny3 ys'tejyc pR 
•iw.nyn anjp^D.DORBDBp H "una 
pu iinyn D?BHIU DO ]V2$n ,U3RD my'inpa 
-jynys PR nycoay iy**i .iPMrunBo P3**p 
;"*j»m P»"IDD ,DTMM* DKIV-IB . I P : * 1 ^ 
t»in ipso 1*3 ."iyo3»3„ pk IPOP*3 PCKD 
n pw iyo DB?I ,iv3ip3yjDnK P**IDD *iyr 
nopJOMiN DP*£*DRO PTP*M D*Q tr>P3**D-
t33'ny3 ,DTP3**D n .]?u'un¥H jny«i pa 
,IBoi* nyn po PV*D» n TPDMR Dy^ R po 
• -ViYt pR- ]iny3*tf pR tvs^piyo *^J lyssn 
im " t iy3Mn .HBDKP iyipD*3 k iv D'"ia 
*K jyoBspi* ix—ftnna "im3K IK DKTIP3 
.tyDK^pp iv nx "ipopi jyiips 
-
: ' • % • • 
-• 1 
I*DDBP tnifivi T ' ipsBn opoip"i»» 
OB jysun «t ."*D*D*!>3*B„ HMK "tfpa 10 i 
73 IP3BJ1 »I ,!P33lD**V PK 
.priwiro lP3P3P3D*nK PR WW twin 
w, 1K3KI t3p't?yinyi3H3«) i.p38n «l paftm 
I?i\p3 PR o n po,pyiiv;iin .03*01* i » i 
TK D^yil y»"nDKBD,D31« ]K |y3"XTy3,>K ' 
•oyp *O*D^3IB v i PK .Dsynya iy3"i » M 
pK om^ n° K o5nKnyiy>« »t |y3«n _t«» 
-IM« (no TJW^W IVT Iy:y; lyMnb'tfTwi 
jyiwa t'K 0*^3^3 ytyn pD iy3"K .oiyp 
K^3 DTyp^ nOD D3K13ya DKH |K'31» »T tM 
-^Kp- H tK JTIIBiy ipyiJK PD RIKIK^KP 
D^nya DO ty3«n ptf* nyD»3iK «n«; 
5»t jyo 0 5 ^ 3 DO IMKH "i TK ;iyp»*ioD 
r^ K ]M< JSD' jyiStDC D3B ]K lJn,TD3"K 
•y* pK jyDKi?y3 OVDWS'DWI n o w ys^ytK 
•tyaKD w Dsynya i n DIK ,P»IDD \W 
*inn5ip vj p« !K ,ny3t* PK PDK iyT 
n pK ,"y3PBT33"Bw D1BD K DCnyn D3" 
n MI Dy3RiBB jiD iyoy3 DO ty3"t ony3»D 
5yD'o I>K «B«n"K pw tyiiya IM«I onynB 
Diy3"D n pu fya3on»ii yo>"i» v| .iyb$K 
DyOKD138P H .DPOKBDKp n IV iy33K>y3 
j3nyojn D"DO Tin po ooaoSny |if3»n 
tyi'Bt "1 OIK ,)y3yn yoniyi lyoyopiyD iv 
mm* IK DTynKoya own isoi> n - ' " P PH imsya tsyay^K* iy»T IKD jwiin 
yosin D'iyD»3"iK n iyaypiy3K 5BI DKH 
«t D»D {9>T3WTWD |y^«r oyoip-n IK PK 
i»n«n DKH VOKBDVP ^ .unwyo D'D MI 
.iijnyD .iiK ly^np D>D DiycD3yy3 
riK DayDDnxayi DD«DD iyo"3v ^ 
D»n pK i v p w n x vi DnnayiDKn n»3"& 
•»31-1B pK y»3irWD)lK IV \VV3VO Dp'Fy3 
H iy3K .DH1V yi"3 jy33in3DM5lV |in 
-urb3>D K .bsK y^aoMK V» u»n yoKBssp 
opiyiayn «i« TIKH,, n »3 o^nyiny yo'bwp 
pK ^ 3 8 1 0 DTI D3inyD31K DK.1 "D11'D»0 
.lapM'rim pK iyn3K3 pK KDO KnK*«p«p 
jy^33'K Din ny^ypypKn IVDITWD D»JI \va 
-IK iy3»^yn«o D«n iyo JTD>D«P i>h iv 
•D3P T» o»P Ty^ yoypKT TUSK . I K P ^ D ' S 
IPSMVIP PK WKTD n iin»TD»3nK iv D3Kt 
i y . innowiK iv.Min DKT T P D ^ I K H 
.D1BBDKB K IHB |pnyJ31lT- I» t^ UO DP3 
H ,D*>KDO *1 lihy^K1D3BP.DP0KBSKP »1 
IP"? IP38H "I .)P3TP '1 1K3KI pK" D?r^ lpD 
iKa ya^y'ii ,oni«3 p'D »T—"V»5»B _pjpa"H 
-DBP p*D H .p^B'VD'T wiPlDB^H'W 1P° 
KnKiK^Kp. nyi pc Dcnpnw |yiyn DPOKB 
OKBCBP ptyn pK ".«P im"K *:3p 5*1*0, 
?*« Dipi:yDD Dm po DV^TDSKP onyn 
pK .PV*BP npn l« ny^ yoppK**. D*a DDB-»D 
-3P3K PDTTOK31B W«I P^ K D*0 DDBTD 1P1 
Tin V1K D0D3»R 1PD*113 K »P3Bn IPniD 
.33ny*3in D**DD 
P*D n Dvm« ,i*i Dnny^piy .D»t5mn 
-"^D ^yiQ *IIK ipoupa v i lysip D*3KIDBP 
•pa jy3Bn " l Dnmi pyD**3*iK n D*D o«*n 
iv ni3»'p K-DBn DKH rptya imm tysrn 
**1 iy3B" **» DHKll ;D3»0 *1 pK 0"3TR 
• 
m 
a*3 fyonyj ami DISKS BMajwys'- .jtnv- mjrrtBD njn pn ttfypMiwy ^ i 
•yap typ2**"1? IV^S* a t o p ^ n^.^UKPffi « jyi«? .Diyaoyo yto OIIK 
-75m p "WHO K - -C138C n BV7*rm3Kp ?B3,$ffy3^ B3*K *t nysn .B*D 
-DTyscyD y t^80«3i« -mo a m atoyxya anyn ay |ya 
Ttr^ RTHf yy^Tj?;3-» PK w w Davco-w 
r -mo ytow »3»T K PK ,|V3»nD D3tt>Y 
py Pirn* *i J3'3»3jj VS J^JIK nys*K tya 
T# K 3»*Bjrvt PK ."VHP 50 "UD'K pU? OTO 
|1B 
iy5xpB5 nyuut pc inyvtyo t« tw* 
.Dijija D'BjJiya p* tyvDinye3>K-iyD ]»3'n 
P3"« JW'ftPWa * ( W I S IV >K13 »»* 
"3»K n—WnyOH PK D3»'3V VDDD^J? 1 pD 
llr3VJ(D1PD*3 jyi^K) DtytfKC K^J«CP3nVD-
-vow n oipi |BrmP3*un« ya'oyno JWTM- T*K n ?">i #*»jtf ytyn ima iy3Koiyn TO 
M .Ti litfP'WMy !«K p« iroiwwa V' "^ aKaiK DDBOKP K $ M D"sr " w y n y t pw 
-ysD'iK IIK iminay pK lyofanyj T«o DKT> 'wnoa .DIBII pD iyj*i i»?io pn IB'YK? 
.CPOC^D ri»»3*D imtf »npD jipa* oTin^ito nm PK jynya oo'Dyays.pK 
«i t ipiw D»MPV» m* !»"» «**»»> Mpi-obwaw *i v*nr'nN ™n PK iatm 
^ PD BS»O<D i & t ' K T " !»*n n tn 1*3 oiwiDOiMaoHP • * * * ; w i n 
-pya P # S osn ?K3»wrwt33'H *I ; ntfriK* .imw i^yn 
pm PK -n|» K Ktrsyp I»B oayo >U»D lira j * w ony-rtKO nm po yoKt»»n n 
*-y»'vm lira o*n -i>W oD-wnya e*n u» riyoo pc ym*i « m T> D<D o>yw 
-D*> ytyn .oiyaosra *nM*w apyp K «y5 Jr» a«n oy .era ^yn n O^D ycBoyp 
L ^«« ,a»D3n ta^snKyj o»3 *a?3i* o*i nya nub lyswoMK y w * TK IDTDKB ^ i p 
>(0»py3iyD:*K >i *K D^KIH^ n 'K , n "3 
o»n ay pn ^ra rc t3»n po osy^ya D»3»n 
-y ^3 .oy^ ESDya jy" iw^y* vw i w 
pi DVT H rto lira iwjn i«p3jnu«p ?m 
-3*3 nnr »3» -Diyoinaiyn now? T»B 
tinijiiya ojn3*"uya m ir3i* n m cyn 
K asyo 60 lyajjDcya.KD'Byp Ty» n 
25—^TOW-TTMp 13^' PK iyO 
*ni D3*nanyT jysijn DOIRPK^ pK DP«IDD 
t>«n «t jRsnius^N yvJKa VI*K pfi ^ytj-iys 
pc ^^^3 DJJI(D e^ Dyays c o jy^myaaif 0*3 
n»j3 *? a*n ijnn^» yocny H p« .a:KD3if 
iy^ D»o »1 IKD p« DP."IDD 1KB wistya 
•yas1 otny .DP^TOO ]y3'iiya JIK IJTWD IX' 
jnyiizr ^D K DSKsyasnn oyn n imi ,iyo 
^ a 3^n„ yny**no o^n«vy3 \m DP»»TOD 
J -jnya n^nns^ tMp iij'av n ,rvsK .OKJKO 33»y«y3 K iy3>inyaas v* "«" JKi atny 
r^syfty n vw ?KD>BBP K ly^ DKnvas Days DI3$D D o^yays «i PK ,tn3$D o,ey3y3 IKD 
unasroFoiK n iya«f ;"iysyr yivDjqyBi«p TD»^ javvovm PIKDI? IB^V n lyssn 
>»K DPJP«TB *iin »K j3?y»K jyiw jya^i wnao'D .-pm-ysMn imK »n iyny»* 53 OTIP 
n PK tmipiyj o-vi'Byjyin 0*3 5n8c3"P ,t35yp^ iD3» ^n o«n 
jnynaK PK DP»-IOD VIK PVPK I»K i5ya — j^ jV o-iyi^ Kp • ^luijwaiyoj'K n 
-iysKJS^ .K jnn^ K j^yoD^DTiK:^  *VI»K jJDBoyp yna^ k 
pK lyopKiwa lK*3i» my3KVK5"nun ^ya tMjn—o^ ri3 *5y3 n co" taoayanafc 
'
 (i>my3oiro PK OPMW o n O»D PK ,tyfi ^notr ann *T "»KD 9Knyoi» *HO K onyo 





• . : 
• 
.-WW wyentH B 4 * -m 
I M P V* l # y n BP'JKBOIJP n a*i*#t 
"8P TP1PH pD W)D»n n 1P2?1P31V3« 1P3RI 
TPO»3V n lie MPTMPTB TPT OKH , W D « B 
Djm D«» 5P3KTO MH 1KB ^QIKHtMKTyD 
pK BDJWX T P T ' P R IPSIPTKD Dm ap»*w 
•pn o*ff m ,Jpa*i53 Y D ,IW»D KiKitf-ip H 
PTPWIK 1KB poopa PRT v o IPWID »vw IPI 
.TPQ"31K 
• * * 
-3P IV PR RTRT10SP pR P"TDD 1PT 
tK ,iP3*i iv jpapinm Vi BPH "*» *>WK ;PT 
IPDPKD'H t5w»a-m K iinip; P K P»TOD •am 
VI o«n P"TDD Tin m — DTHPPTPD; pa^v 
.3P*1 lP t^fTRD R D*0 D3H3PP3 
IP3RID3P DP»3RBD«P H DIP1 D'DTPT .J] 
pK ,IR*B D'DSPTMPTB DPI Ipsnp3«t3» 31.1 
"D'D IPttfK DPT tPD*8n3« ( W W D'3 \V^\\ 
P'T J"?R 'M |P$P« ,TPD3'«B» 0«H OD"DD -TR3R pK 3313TTIJ31R P*P'TODn3»R PD DPD 
M 1 HD 33U"0 PDU H «» ImP'JlpB ,U»*l 
• 
PK 1P38DI7P3 PK 3313"VnyfojpBP n 
OPOKBCKP n .TPD"3TR •<*i TRB. anpoir 
*y> IP3R.T PVBS? i m |« I'npJpBPPm O*D ....jytopD iv T.ID3D OPT 
.1P3V3 IP13PP:P3-DDPT 
Dsmnme TPT IR ,i»D*np3,iP3Bn T»O„ 
5»T WflT ,33tfPDP K IPOHP3 IP3PP BPN 
T3PD IV P"TDD Dm DP»3RBD»P H |PJ3'1\V 
DJmUpTB 1'D'D r3P*yrD3KP K PK Tp3« ;JP$ 
-'tTPp T31R IP OBfl ,1Va0Ptllf3 IPD19 Dm 
*T DO "IP Dtt.T rV»PS DPT D'ti IK ,OTP3 
pK IP3»3"1P5MP »T |PDnp31VTP2'K D38Q -
-m TPT-PD nrucn TPT TPOSIR »t JPD"3TR 
"OTM PT8DB* D«.T D3PTIP1B TPT J31TP'3 
D^D-IP D?3 IPb»n OP'3KBO»P H 0*» DTP 
IK .OTjO'nPB IJ1K D«n IP PK' ,WttW jw? 
D3»1^ TP rPIW Dip D«ll ,r>» |*TO OPM 
1 
"D'RBSP
 rT.^ tWPD31R ,S»D1T3 D3»VP3DM1K 
.0*3^13 PD?KP'
 ifB"D 
DBBoppy3 ernSyn ipaip TPD^SSK * I 
om DTtTDPa o«n 1**31* H .DTPDBKP3 pK 
HMK JW D"n3P3p3TP PK DPKD D'D P*'TDD 
-ipa*K PR c"Qp*o D?mJKnp3 n e«n DVP^ 
nrfl KIK TRD *l*l DDKB DP »W DBT1PN ,D3P> 
P"TDD 1P1PH 3p«?1V -JP^TJKn IV 1$*3V IPD 
I'TPa'K jmPH D3PPTP3K W33 OV*K U DP11 
1P11 M1-331D3K TMTO ^p'D D^ O 13K> IPV3K3 
3PD 3313PMpa*TPD»»3TK H .TpnnC1 TK OP 
TPQ'»31* TP0MT3 3*Ipn i m D'D, f^KDr I'M 
.KPnPDB *IK DTPPVK11 |«D 
• 
.-mB n m own npsopvpi IPOCTP DPT. 
K |PD3'«*BK DPimP IK DTQ3K3K D3H 
|Pf»T3Kn IV IKC'DKP |Kt»*KH*D ^KTPTPD 
1V" "IP! pK DPU D«11 .DVBDH imp*. I'K 
' I pK TPb"3TK H 1PB"»V JPTDKB DD31P 
.npT>PD"|P^'lp KTKTK^ KP H pK .DPOKBOKP 
DPT pD DT»11 PDVP> DKT PK DKT^  
TPT . IK ,33R*T1ID pU' PR. PP .D3PT*imB 
mo^Bn T»D .D$popop3 unjnV ^«i P»'TDD 
T8D |»l IPOnP31V3» BKinDKT. IKBTJJ^K DP 
TD 3MK .p-noD 'Dm |P3P;B''1K. JIR »*&» 
,lPD^8ri3« TP0«1\ p»'TDD Dm DV'R 1P&«[ 
'P3 OVTlp "3TPT DTP3ppD mPI31R JP^pfi 
* .tP3Ml 
nvep1 
nyriB na |ya%v ya^ni D3yoT3»a jmu' n IK ,DT.*D383K D*D« ^tnyipcn Syi 
D"X JJDMiyj K THB XffyfW p*W K 03j;D 20 1KB D^Kp^ «1 IX JJTHpiya OD l^plJJB 
T ^ ' y i iv^nyDiyfi on fy t^ji jjnyaynpyo Kpifi .jynn K $1.50 r t ia ?pooijp 
^y3» tyfinpnyBiDMH nyav "? nftjm «? .Diyntatja yjyn IIB DKBD H IVBH»« 
cjn H»ajm Dyny*i3y3 .iynno *ii I«TB ] j n p ^ P « DK i^oy i « t onyatsyn n TX 




c*p yon ytyn .DK;*P K oayo >yojnyx 
;ypin iv 3uya DO*D3»!jy3D>nK "utnaw V* 
->TC pn> *8 ,1**JV n D«il J IB3KiB'l8 n 
pit P P O W T R lyoRteys ,038OTin TVH 
n»"j uny* pp TR^RT «wr T38D jyyn 
"?>RT "11X y.fJJ'T .TJ|W 3"TtP3"R D'"W30»3 
,T3BB WT D W T V 3 TO« |Mlp p)V\X$ 
na ly-njiiw D-aoynn PK CEWW TIT m 
Wapr H r^nni »"W#iri 200 PR 175 ,160 
pK iir;«DPp3 (V3"i Tyo"3TR wm linn** 
.ETys^yo yxynyoiroo D>K i8*3v i n 
0,EJ»3»3*JV3*1D CJH Jlp sSlJDTy DUT 0»C 
-cjfD panjirnD PK yooKys n lyaip ,-u*n 
TKD lyvooK pR jyoDRTD iy3>ir.y338 cnw 
TTttm ?8i DR11 ,-:«D-;i'-;vS~- oy3"OW>R 1« 
ORO -TKOi* Ti^ R3ipXK3 Tin jic oyoSRinyc 
• ^ D jy^ KWf^  R DKnyj iy38.T Dtapy? ya 
-eoayn tyiiya PK oyoco n Ty38 ,-'38D 
oryacys yJyc PK /ofr^iwyry^niviiR 
Tin pm .v ran D3*ppyi PTKDB* \t iy3ip 
P»D K sttnya o»p DKII &npi#5 K pp -lyaoyo 
P*K m iy»«T3V iw:wiwy3 mm PR T3KB 
Hn»TyE03ino Tl PR TyD"iix K PR DT*D;? 
tMtnya DO D I P CRII $RPB$ TPTJK JK pR 
yosyr w»n im&tfrvD "W oip ,T3jw KIK 
-y;i"K Dip ny DRW r*R PK DD'WTJJO VIK 
Ijniya PK DKT J?«Hf FD'toy TRB DS.TKX 
~3>R H IN .TORT D3»BWTK TyDOpTKB:? Tin 
out DT3»D yte h iysK* ^«t JwipcwTyo 
•cyo K pRum , IRT>MI ,JRTD38P VPR Tyo 
,v» iinnyDOiyTD TTI? imnaa DO 5»: Tya 
By r^ K DDnvays *j TRE T5»3 pn Dyn 
Tin DTWI *8D art \*» .umm ntfwnPD 
out Tin pD ovrya anjwjrfcMi -ucoyo 
3K3vry.)TyD 
-;* iMPjyiiw n m5« « p 1885 f « 
D'Dyaya jyp3KV iv^nifx po i»*B K jyuuya 
-TyaoyD Tinr sm\ Ty oor© pn >»« cwii 
- ip opyi «n Tya>3yn DO ps ,p3«T>t»R DKII 
Dowya ,Ty3oyo TinjimyDpTjia K II/DW 
Tpl 13 1Y D3'l33yTy3 PK IW 1«ll K ?6.40 
-»3 Tin .imp P*K pK'onyjy3 iyp3KTp iys 
PD 3n3y3<Vl3* D>.THTiy3 cn»« DTjm &*Dy3 
p« U3"np3»n? P*i pc _ w n » " W Tyr 
iimm o5n»yy3D*ut 5KI D»cy3y3 n tw na 
D»3 |y5i|t oryaoyo ypiiop p« ^vna i f in* 
• 
DSTKvys iy5*t oy 
^BD PK ,T.T«' 20 in DTyscyo mjynyDC 
is 3'ny£j;iK TyT« ^isiic pK D^« JPTWI »r 
•an Dip tysKniK y?ro »»5w -I?D^3TK 
"j6 pR ijnyn oinwaDTn oiypya DO I«5B 
T3K3KDB3 T.T»* j^'D Dip ]yo 03.T pK .jy3 
jyo pip m\? oyi'TKB T;BD K DSyoKiyj 
•lyayaoMK »nsjn i n *3 n o D.T»K 
,D"3*jKy3 DO jysip TyaySB yanin %T 
yv3W n lyouyjoiiR DO jy3«n *n ^«» 
-ys m» bnyoiK .Dryseyo J^R D>D I«OI« 
'jmifiiyj Drnnyu^K i«"» DT3I«) D'cyj 
y>K TKD DO PK IQ1K [y3^Ml"T0 K H»lK 
V^ray «i jyo D»ir D^KPR* pK DTysoyo 
i«oi» DTin^ KD n Ty38 -lyaynMK otny) 
»nK Dvn n ,D y^D»y33B DO "3Tjn ipi D^n 
ix lyoipyaix I^ K *? i«3 DTDjya^Tyipy 33K? 
.(8^B iyS"DpRTB R 
*»nyn R DTnnyaj^ K *! Dip 1879 pk 
,ony;y3 TK^KT e-anaw p6 nsRu.ojanys 
y^a TyTR. iy3T8Dcy3 PK Tysoyo K 5KD PK 
33KD3« pK .;i'D"3TK It 3>,Tyfi31R ]r,«'.: 
w.|y38TDY3* DDTRTy3 Tyssyo Tyiy* Dip 
I87B Tin .DR3«D K D3yD 7'A T3«D |»W»1 
•"tf H TKD pK D"T3y31H 3'D3'T jyT81U»3 PR 
1«3 D"3TRy3 Ty Dip i m * ' y3'^oy yoc' 
-yj [VJ'U T^ooMTn .iy^3)Kiiy3 *n Tyoys 
.-3"K H PR DR380 R DTyaoiTD 12 1P3T8DC 
y^ K jypyT W 313V3 I»liy3 TO DO PR DD31P 
*»1T3 R D3RT3y»*HR Dip T*3 ,iy3K3D^K 
•ya iyiyn ay^w »"n&»nD -DnwrB jyo 
*n*Y yo'ns K ;yoipy33"TR IRT jyjw &nw 
.I8'XRtOK3T8 TyT pK DTy3oyt> 
-»1D TWO |yT*DRI|IV3tinp33V I»3lp |KT 
n DTyaynya tup, W3W n PK itfyotfD-
.»3yo lp pa DOT n PD Dinyn^DKjtji 
vt iwiya D3yo 10 VH ,DMR DPMI oy ni 
D3'T3'KTyB ]RT' Dip 1SOP V| J»*fl ^y'D 
T * IRr-TR»RT 13PPW 11 T3«p Din pK 
Dip juuan "iyx3R3 Tin pD 5ro.m "nv 
DPI n DTyay^ PTjn iRp3yioiw> yooaya n 
.DR3RD 8 D3yD D38 P3 T38D jyiJPT TRB 
-prnwj Dtiyaoyo n pfi >n«x n PK >»nfBH 
«tt» PR JORP- +1 03RDya Ty3"T pK \vo 
T3BDITO^K (matt \ipiv H PR Tyoy»s? -irt**. 
n y n pK.Dpyi P3 bin n iinyay^pTyD « 
r ._-.:... 
• • 
w ; oipapnya ipa"i pin n pX .IPBPPQ 
40 PIPH p& ,$p) K D3PD 40 1*3 iin«» 
29 PK *RPK* I»K taapo l l eb"fo "bayo 
TfcjfjiyorK npT iv ofaKvya oTyn-taapo 
-pa yi3P3$8D n o^nav *t paSimpo, 5w 
JPP3R"IP j $7-40 o'Bpspa P»*IDD : ota'spa 
$100'pn O*DV;M ifftj'iD ;$5.40 D'BPJpa. 
iyonM D^navpa y w tD-qni DP \m $200 *>a 
f .t^ DyajO B"3TK 
• * - , 
-swa PK i r w S'RaBewpos'R n pa 
Vi iya»n o t^sopDVS w a s m TPTB W O pn 
03PPP3 L-; Dn3RB D>DJUP3 p'P PD 11130X92 
? 
-pays'IK Dfcpnpj ipa«n «T ojn ^PDDK-ID 
?JVT3 tPtflfn D13BD DunpSMTPD (IK OD'B 
3JHV3TPD PTP33P IK pK DIMOPO H jy* 
mrrEyaaB PK 1870 p * usa *JBW u n i t e 
ipiii HSBB b'Bpapa-tWM» DIBD R ip-tawa 
-ys PK Tyaoyo Spip* : p0a tmapa^BB oyn 
B$n *tf .138D 01V !P33K y^3 IV "IB IV11 
3 'nw»n *IKWOT R |y5nH««K ebiRTpa' 
•jpaiBpeva-PR iP30pa K pm pu/tfpi 
.D^cysya iv 'm^ainya ipnya PK TPSSPW 
. 50 iv lyftiuy DBiKiya DTysoyo/i iva«n 
• o^navpa PWIK oayo '40 PK po-un .OSPD 
-IPC. P.R D3PD 10 pK l3>DP3yaD?R ph8HP3 
IR5B nm ,DPD3PBDPP D*K tPiBiip3rbama 
•yiya 1P3B ,b"V PDMUH K |yttfKny33B w n 
Djn.iv l»3«n DiyaoPb o-ip^n *tfimv m-
'- 0*3 PK DP m MtK pR, .D33R5P3 D'3 H3»B 
pniapSoo pM /HBI yayjsiKiivya p'p IPWPJ 
pa /iWP^p pnawa D-iyaoyo po 5nav n 
.fln*wiv ooKcyaaK PK IR*B nyvsw ivi 
y$« |yn ^«t pnu K iJmpa D^BIV DP 
ppap iirj pfi onyaoyo yooinyo n i jns 
33KB3B jiK .*13KB- DlV OUKfra |yD^B» 
n W B^niWP'W Jnip DEB 1VD D3P&B 
Try IK nyaoyD DpaaiijoBnya K PB D»env 
T5K IiriKiiw PDID n I*K i»n .-IM^KI BOO s 
1(D K D3PD 25 n T'K T^1'DK3 .CO 
313P3 1PW3 0*3 r?K ^83 KO'BPP TPB OK3 
pK
 fmwnn ytnyoyu-iyo TPOO^K *i »»MK 
^^r v\R lyaaio opoya ipasn Dnyaoyo ?i 
•vis* pyv .ODjyooyDK po vols'?, inyni? K 
•j»a iKte"3yii3Hp n uipi ,1882 PK .TyoyBc 
-oyoK ly^vvysD K ip3p>iVB*nK lyow^c 
lyaoyo lyip* H»w T«>n )«H po D3yo 
ipnya t*K i»*3i> 'i*i 5*MI ,nj^ D P"1DD K IKB 
3'3y» DBH- DKT ^1K .oanMcTPB P1><0B» 
,1890 ]*K .lyoyai? w oa» PK lypJanpa 
lyDKcivas ipaaimwya iP»pa wai» h PK 
nps n .oosyoDVDK PB nyoo'D i'yv3K3 om 
D3yo 2G po .iJnKwa tyvaynya.vM so'syp 
jyoB^ya t*K ey PK esyo 40 i»3 o 
-»o K »3yD 24 wow lyap i^vpyiiK m^m 
.IP3K30MK P«10D V1K-OK-
inyo i«3 IPV3K3*B n . |W"i 1895 PK 
o»n iyo DKp'o*oTjn .ipnsnya opiKociy 
(Tftp» .K 03yo-25) 'D^n w"$3 oiri'Byaa^K 
y^H PK (iK5»n na'D) Tftwa«*MR>«« PK 
-ya DiiVBy33»K ^MK pn t*K py. .BSKPK* 
-pa jyoMD pK iyp3«ip IKB *ia'»B n ' l r inn 
iyn«wj o^»noiv iy3«t oayo 25 'H -o*By3 
o5yot?yi2K T > o«n bsyo jpayi ; o3^«o n\ 
03yD 18 .JP3K3D'1K y5«P#> 1KB ^KPB^  1*K 
-y3nyoa»K njrnx jpi«ny3 op^yaTpa'K I%K 
D3yo B3« oap^yapyiw o«n ya>y» ,5K:»C 
OSy.O 10 PK13KB lyoMo PK iyp3K1P I'nBB 
-3"R H PB .IP3K3DMK P3"Dys5B JWH 1KB 
•l»mio I'IKB IK^KT "iiv onya i5ya a ^ v 
o«n H»H K D3yo. 25 n nn .13«D o^Dpaya 
K IK$«T K itfnifv onop3 np30po TPIV 
I .n:«D p»noo Din 1KB Vltt* 
"» .ips^apj-D'3 n«3 oy PK ^a ip i 
iyn«ny3 i«'3V vy TK ipnn«» pa^op PO0PP3 
•»'K*DKDK DPDKa n |1D |ySMK H pK DM13 
;'nrtf P» o^ypnnyp in*n o»n ya^pn ,IKC 
,Tpaa I*K- i«»3v n .Dp»noD PTPMP PO 
-*no n arSw r^ K pn—pnyapn n DMIW 
> a 
,iK>5»n '50 IV w^RBPa PK n t>3 ,*waj^. .oiysoyo rvrR PB o"napapaTya'R PK o»n 
13KB DlH IPD^RIIIPD PB 1P0DSP H 13P\iyil 
D3PVIPB 50 P3")KP IP01JP31V 1D3BH 
| B jrDftK33"K i n 
,WP3iTO3tP K t3«n TP»PB» -tflKV-iBB « 
|1D5P« pB 13KD K linn>Dwa"K JPDM5B»P3 
P3KTB K IP3KOe»D3P T5VBK3 JRT PK DP 
n tvaniya iv om ,mn n ipiyspn jio 
-iv nyi pK W3)' i ly^yac PR yacoyp 
n m
 fia3yoKiaiB TPODys KTK V W ooaip 
-nyD IV w K b u iP3Rn ra lySw DBDK3 
1*r ™ on tfcw :• 
JVEJT^K TXE D 
:r*P e*0Tm jyino 
i n pR ,p«5x 
iir;tfP T O n*. ,is*3v DTjrffKo -»m px 
bnpasyo *n imxn .[yepXB *i pn jynyt 
-lyacy::' i n r .tnini *T D%T«¥P3 Tyos'x 
O*B DtoXY -.V px .ix« M ojyo 40 of>nxx 
an*x *ITXT wo ; prfHw cy3y3»x 
* n m oo«*.i yi -iw:'iix 
T3jmon3 wwv^ K C-PK 
"3X1 ,0PD»p *T D*D C'3^ D3D TVTM DP"T0D 
Txtim .jycanj'n mmox P* VW iriyn 
—« TXE oiyaynxs p$W OTy-tf xo n o w 
e*u *T oxn n tm**D .ipceayp px 
.iy>D*D 
in oam a n y tfnyn oryaoyo n m (2, 
-yiyo^xTPD, n ipn ism* Tin iv \mi\m 
*»3D px iMitf 1W3H3 ny«n e«o i n BVD 
px i*>ay» o**n *" >u lyu^pn iv i n om 
j . . . v .o*>3 IVB o*nt'TyTy» 
on IWY p3*D3**n O^XB* oy nl MIX (3 
D*n i»'3v x px ,Syo*n pD jo p*p ax™ 
*ti OB;*P3*J»X pn iy^im? yTynsx p»p o»3 
;yi*o ,iyS"WY DTyaoyo vi cxn T*ya n TO 
-ypTyix ix 3i3yj E»OPXTB pn DTyaoyo n 
-n$<r,D*.n ynyayn x iy>n»¥ *n jyrt m jyj 
cy:ya c»3yj**x i m • 
"TDDXO TysTpoo'nya Tyoma x imxiw 
*1WD"^ T i p " ? iy-U?0'0?K2 DTI pX 33*0 
-vy3iin -,yiy3x yrtftxt 
, t TPUnrfv 03m 
« W r x DiHptf tsjn jifi jrwy -h 
Tjn*o Tm po OIXPX* njn n*. ojnax; 
3 "jyanx tfunYya i n t)»n DOTE D«T2 
oaya^xyjcnx i n ox* px .jyoxjxo 
*T D3ro"i o**n3yay;Ty3*H ysmnipipo 
-xteya e*y* «1 ;yaBn . ^ i v s yui*P**T3D 
-oann ,a*B'-^iuc W K P cyi lyayaanx jyn 
p*;> tn< Bxr ovi i*x ?>m TXBTyn T ^ » » 
P'HDD cyi fyo^xnii^ ,*JD'3 ovy o-2-m 
.o:x-ay3 on na«5 p^p iyo"a"ix, n o^xn 
oifn -ixi:x' jye24 nm JW»« lyoxyj 
-MXQ iyom: x ly^ EyaeKDC* lyoDixn px 
-ye §jn ,-iijr ,D . ^ i p ijnvD px 33*0*0 
i r : v D^prxii o-m o"mi ">in ijp nycny: 
,ny3Tjn a r m Tin imwa Wi P*I»* w PB 
IIJP -ynna .opxsya ymw W W»n Tin 
ix'jv pE jyo3*^c '1 e,nK jytnipaax oxn 
TyD'n; Tpi .p^nen am 1x3 px IXB 0"^ 
•j'K inooyTj Cora oiyny3« i n o»n o^y 
* i 
• j m PB 33*0*0'"BD'TW ^yoiyB IPT 
•3K3»nB jy33XBP33X IT Dlpl^  1TXK3 X^Tp3 
px ,"Hp'o5x3 pMf TXUX* jyo22 nyi 
j r o "U»D ^W*tt» i n e*n px ?yo»n IXD 
lyiXTB y5ym o?m3xmyB oip 33*0*0 ly i 
-Dnrvr ID X px nyay^e D3X*VKI*3X3TV px 
nun JXPX^ Tmy* oypa .iy3:x^nyB 1 
TWB 3X5«riXB imW 3JX^yE X 03X"13y31XB 
.-nxwa SxryiyB-n nm 
•y&y3n*B i**.x'iyo oxn oyiynsx iyi?*iiv 
TiniT3 PB lXB»**33*im n ]yoi3y33« px IPT 
OJm*tth» o»m iyo7 oyi ,ixo3">p *nyn 
Ixo3"^p i m n a . .5x3XB»ynyo3*x Tyn pB 
TJ-T pa DTyaoyo yooo^y n pa Tyj**x'i*x 
-yn j*x p w T»X i'm )i*o*.py:py >xry3yi?n 
»3**t .Tnip a5xn x px n3*B D*.TX OOX \M 
Tin pK IW ?XWJ^  p*l pK T3**TB ya^ TJ.TXK 
i*n bsyryaax *Tyoo*x }v^vn ^ aa i»»3i* 
•TX Tm TXB o**n3yay3Tya*x px 0"PDD3jny 
p« onya TB >«n DT33*im TJI -i»*vrxt*3X3 
.1*1 TXB Dy3!*3 ^**D'T 
IPtWxnyaa* tn< TWJK* |yo24 oyi n3» 
; • : • ' : 
• 
CIR jpnpa pK ,a«cn "tP"i imp*5npB DTP3 
DP onpaopo H ipaipi ,o>*v inpasp* K 3Hp5 
• -as cpropinyMiK ponna R -IKE ipD^snpa 
•papa IK D3PT p t npsspo R po jponpsiv 
-3>DP3 DR oy *n*n ip iyn o"v K PK »»D 
' • .]P3sn IPDD 
D*VPBp3,)"R |">K IP3*n'D?Kpjtf P33KO -
'-P3p33S Y ' !P3Sn DTP30PD.JP11 TK ,|«*B R 
, w o intf'.ipagn "iiv itfftD'iym D5K ipa 
WWD DPI Dp-tfpopa oin jpapii ipas'n PR 
-pa «i IKB IPD osn ,^sn P5R- TPOPIPPD 
ipipn /OSB *KPS* ojn po Din ** ttfriB* 
i»V PDO 1*K D"3"lKP3 113 nP3« D«n H0B 
-DO"31K )UP11 IPHP3 IP;«T DP tpii ,1P0 
DTJBOPO'V K JP11 ,D»V PP^ D PM ^ptB? 
jpuya 1«?B npi PR ,D"3iK ins [pupa IPJ«i 
ipj"t O^RPS* n ..^BD3in npanapot^sD R 
-pa oo jpasn »t m .ODHRTPD *IW ipn»vipa 
-3'K 1P1 IV KD^ BPP hPB TP"T |P*ns* D3PP 
• 
.IPiSWJ ttfpDcyyaoDyD PR DP RT>K ;J.-V. 
-p3 w\\ K *IK#KI *i3'D iptasv JPO |yo IK 
., ipptfvpa IPs osn .oapo jpaPM IKD D'CPS 
"PBD H 1KB D3PD IPJ'WK DPI JPS13P3 IV 
o n h lPtaKV iv tpaftm pD ,-IJKD ijtfp'v 
.DpO'tf ^ H »1 .DTP30PD'P!8^D0"3TK 1KB 
3RBTI pn DTP^ TPD 1P30PD K )y» OKI 
l«p iP3'Dpa DO IPP PR , I M P l«i Tin b» 
nn« sapoo K iv Da»D3inya ip PR ,D»3; 
iP>n«V pD »*1C KVK D3RO DK11 ,^ 13 p'T 
: .imp K p« |PW» 13 -mo Din 
-TP npanayoe^sD R PR DPDD^D TPIPH 
|1R JPnP>lbl¥ D1P3DPD H D*PDC IP J^«D 
-papv npompa K /raynpoty-aia wt aton 
osn ISOP n t« ,D3"V nriK* ' m IKD aaia 
•no 39 T>P IK na»D jyipn "IKD ipo^wmp 
priBP D n^»VBJD*1K D*n PR 1 R » m 13PI 
•nppn«n wj?mw3 &w -un 
• 
TPVPBD K 5KPK* 1P1P* DKH .IPDIKIl 1PD1KT . 
•3^ K TJO W D33K^P3 DK11 ^ 1 " 3 13SD JP> 
PK 5-Kpa^  "»P1 lP3>pll 1«D >KJ*e,p3TpO 
^^D1«UDJ«nyD 5«3«CP31PD3'R I P ! IV 
K D3PD D38 1H " 3 p«H &KP«^  IPTP^ 
D^n«V pK "USD P»D DPT 1KD D1H n pD B ^ 
"?M« .OTpa-aPQ.ypjRTp.n IK O'cpapa pinjh 
PD1D n OWl D3PJP3 K as i n D^PDC DP 
*l" ,.^ 3SCV31PD3,K TVT YX Bp'tPpanpa^ K 
K pK Dpoay^ya yiyn D t^tn ^M3S»P3ipDa'il 
i'K DDP1D- DP 3>1K PK .13SD ly^yvpBD 
D'3 IP'BDD D3PD D38 H IN .f'KPS^ tVa^ PU 
K^3Sl?P3.TPD3*K H D3P>TpT .mKVVl *j\ VW 
DDKB T^PD«3 -13*D iy^ P^ VpBD >T»R J1D 
"SI !PV3K3-»B H m V1R 5K3SCP3TPD3»K V 
n j'lpnpa pK 5P»KT impii Dnn<opa-; 
^PD^VpaD^K D"31K DPDD'D 
pK nappw 50 YIP IK PK B'iripaopa n 
"P3 JPP3K1P D5.1SVP3DMK DTP11 ^ V J K n f l 
.^ sastypaTPD • Tpsoyo mp» IKB $2.-50 nnpDpaam D>DP3 
D^nsvjyD'iK isov H DS" 1904 i'K $*Hip 
»1 .IK^Kl 13PP10 198 D»DP3P3 ,IPP3KSP 
PK D*BP3P3 |yp3Kip VIK ysKio'iK popapn 
pn«5 lycapo jyn .Tppa^i pK• Y ^ ' B ' W 
1P1S 33,>n-11p pK'm lPD"np3K1P PB "1DPO 
pK IP3K3D'1K H »K DBS DTDKB DP .lyfllt 
IPnpa" 
1 
TPD3M1 1P3S ,iP=?lK33'» 
.i»3'R ^pnn 
' 1 m PK TPOU PK 3 
,|PO^KnP33S D3'UP3 
•pao'ns T»I iP3«n ^*n 8 D3PD D3» H 
1KB 3313P3PT PM3P3 K ,nmr» H D^K D3'»V 
IPU ipo^pr tK ,iypwa DS-1 linns' PD^DP 
inpD ipaoPD ipnp* nasB !PP3»np IPT DDSI 
•DP 5nsD y33Ka pK i s « K 03»o Dpyi »n 
»IMH jyJKDpa is'3i'- H PK .ipaojm omi 
•P3 K 1KB 01tSnP3'K DPI IPV13P3 IV JK^ B K 
1S3 D1V11 JPD"V PP13 PK .lK^KT 13PP1D 7 -O^KVPJ'OTPH DP JP3^P» pD ,13SD IPTjnai 
DO ^nsos^p IPP DP" PK
 tDrnaimpB >TPO 
D'»X PP^ D PDtnPDU n pK tf'DK TK ,!PTCKB 
cpnaiiT DTpaopo ipnp^tpD \w* n ^s* 
jnn j r tP" ! IPSlSV DO JP3PP "» DK11 
* * * 
oyi pD IPP»V v n IP3PP DI5K iP3^yn 
? ISOP DTPI^ KO Tpl pK DPDb^ D 
(yn^3 ,IP3P* DO IPP 1SOV K IK (1 
-Pi .D1P3DPD pntfDD'OlT* 1KB DPI 
P*iP»t IPTP'^ PD pD D*mPD "T IPTP1T D^ D 
"USD IPP3Knp DPI lio'o^p H -OD'DP3P3 
inpD DPT jn$W -T'K 1P3DPD K TK .JPOn? 
-pa iv Da'Dampa DO np T»K ipas" IS 'n; 
PK 0"P3MS5DD"3TK. Ml MTK 1P3S .O'DPS 
-P3 D1>DKB DP pK ,"tflt? DTPQ"3"lK DPI DO 
-DPO PDDV'*1D pK PDDP3 H TK iY>3npll i 
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Named shoes are frequently made in Non-Union 
factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what its name, unless its bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP 
All shoes without the UNION 
STAMP are always* Non-union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
246 Summer Street, Boston, Mass. 
JOHN F. TOB1N, Pr,w. CHAS. L.MAINE. S^'y-Tr**,. 
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